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The Checklist of Review Criteria
Group 1: Problem Statement, Conceptual Framework, and Research Question
1. The introduction builds a logical case and provides context for the problem statement.
2. The problem statement is clear and well articulated.
3. The conceptual framework is explicit and justified.
4. The research purpose and/or question (as well as the research hypothesis, where applicable)
is clearly stated.
5. The constructs being investigated are clearly identified and presented.
Group 2: Reference to the Literature and Documentation
1. The literature review is comprehensive, relevant, and up-to-date.
2. The literature is analyzed and critically appraised; gaps in the literature are identified as a
basis for the study.
Group 3: Relevance
1. The study is relevant to the mission of the journal or its audience.
2. The study addresses important problems or issues; the study is worth doing.
3. For quantitative studies: the study has generalizability because of the selection of
participants, setting, and educational intervention or materials.
4. For qualitative studies: the study offers concepts or theories that are generalizable or
transferable to other contexts, people, etc.
Group 4: Research Design
1. The research paradigm or approach is identified.
2. The design is appropriate for the research purpose or question. If a mixed-methods approach
is used, the rationale is provided for the relationship between and sequencing of quantitative
and qualitative aspects of the study.
3. For quantitative studies: the design has internal validity, and potential confounding variables
or biases are addressed.
4. For quantitative studies: the design has external validity, including participants, settings, and
conditions.
5. For qualitative studies: the study design incorporates techniques to ensure trustworthiness.
6. For studies with interventions: the intervention is described in sufficient detail (objectives,
activities, time allocation, training) to be able to assess the likelihood of the intervention
having the desired effect and/or to permit the study to be replicated.
7. The research methods are defined and clearly described, and they are sufficiently detailed to
provide transparency or permit the study to be replicated.
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Group 5: Instrumentation, Data Collection, and Quality Control
1. The development and content of the instrument(s)—as well as the preparation of observers,
interviewers, and raters, as appropriate—are sufficiently described or referenced and are
sufficiently detailed to permit transparency and/or replication.
2. For qualitative studies: the characteristics of the researchers that may influence the research
are described and accounted for during data collection.
3. The measurement instrument is appropriate given the study’s variables; the scoring method
is clearly defined.
4. The psychometric properties and procedures are clearly presented and appropriate.
5. The data set is sufficiently described or referenced.
6. Data quality control is described and is adequate.
Group 6: Population and Sample
1. For quantitative studies: the population is defined in sufficient detail to permit the study to
be replicated.
2. The sampling procedures are described in sufficient detail to permit transparency,
replication, or theory generation.
3. Samples are appropriate to the research purpose or question.
4. Selection bias is addressed.
Group 7: Data Analysis and Statistics
1. Data-analysis procedures are described in sufficient detail.
2. Data-analysis procedures conform to the research design; hypotheses, models, or theory
drives the data analyses.
3. Statistical tests are appropriate.
4. Topics such as effect size or functional significance, multiple tests or comparisons, and
adjustment of significance level for chance outcomes were considered.
5. Power issues are considered in studies that make statistical inferences.
6. For qualitative analysis: how members of the research team contributed to coding,
identifying themes, and/or drawing inferences is described; methods used to ensure
trustworthiness of the analysis are also described.
Group 8: Presentation of Results
1. All results are presented. The results align with the methods and study questions.
2. The amount of data presented is sufficient, balanced, accurate, and supportive of inferences
or themes.
3. Tables, graphs, or figures are used judiciously and agree with the text.
4. The statistics are reported correctly and appropriately.
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Group 9: Discussion and Conclusion: Interpretation
1. The conclusions are clearly stated; key points stand out.
2. The conclusions follow from the design, methods, and results.
3. The study limitations are discussed.
4. Findings are placed in the context of relevant literature, and alternative interpretations are
considered as needed.
5. Practical significance or theoretical implications are discussed; guidance for future studies is
offered.
Group 10: Title, Authors, and Abstract
1. The title is clear, informative, and representative of the content.
2. The abstract contains essential details.
3. The conclusions in the abstract are justified by the information in the abstract and the text.
4. There are no inconsistencies in detail among the abstract, text, tables, and figures.
5. All the information in the abstract is present in the text.
Group 11: Presentation and Documentation
1. The text is well written and easy to follow.
2. The manuscript is well organized.
Group 12: Scientific Conduct
1. Ideas and materials of other authors are correctly attributed. (There are no instances of
plagiarism).
2. Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study is appropriately
acknowledged.
3. Any apparent conflict of interest is appropriately disclosed.
4. There is an explicit statement of ethical review and approval (e.g., by an institutional review
board [IRB]) for studies directly involving human subjects or data about them.
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Foreword
Improving Scholarship: The Role of Peer Review
David Sklar, MD

D. Sklar is editor-in-chief, Academic Medicine, and associate dean emeritus and distinguished professor
emeritus, Graduate Medical Education, University of New Mexico Health Science Center, Department of
Emergency Medicine, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In September 2001, Academic Medicine published “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts.” Now, 14 years
later, we have updated the resource and added new material as well. We are very fortunate that many of the
authors from the first edition have been willing to help us with this second edition.

The staff and editors of Academic Medicine decided to undertake this project in conjunction with the Group on
Educational Affairs and the “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” task force in an effort to promote
scholarship. We depend on peer reviewers to inform publication decisions. Peer review also provides us and the
authors of manuscripts with advice about how to improve submissions so that the published report represents
the highest-quality scholarship possible. The “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” is intended to
familiarize our reviewers, both new and experienced, with the purposes of review, approaches to or best
practices for reviewing, and criteria for superlative research. We hope this information will help reviewers
organize their recommendations and communicate them effectively to Academic Medicine and similar journals.
We also hope that the “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” will help researchers by explaining the
criteria we use to evaluate their submissions.
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This guide would not have been possible without the concerted efforts of our project task force, led by associate
editors Steven Durning, MD, PhD, and Jan Carline, PhD, and staff editor Elizabeth S. Karlin, MA. I also want
to acknowledge editorial assistant John Remski, who helped manage the logistics of the update, and the other
members of the task force. Their commitment to this project has produced a high-quality document that goes
beyond the original purposeupdating previous informationto providing a resource of general value for
faculty development. I am also grateful to the individual authors of chapters who donated their time and
expertise to succinctly capture the essence of complex topics.

Peer review is a time-consuming and imperfect process, but I have often been pleasantly surprised at how the
process can result in radically improved research reports that ultimately have substantial impact on our thinking
about difficult problems. I am hopeful that our community will find that this updated “Review Criteria for
Research Manuscripts” guide contributes to our efforts to improve peer review and, in so doing, improves the
quality of published research.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Foreword
A Measure of Success
Elizabeth A. Nelson, MD, Karen Szauter, MD, and Brian Mavis, PhD

E. A. Nelson is associate professor, Department of Medicine, Dell Medical School, Austin, Texas.
K. Szauter is professor, Department of Internal Medicine, University of Texas Medical Branch Galveston,
Galveston, Texas.
B. Mavis is associate professor, Office of Medical Education Research and Development, College of Human
Medicine, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.

As three past and present chairs of the Association of American Medical Colleges’ Group on Educational
Affairs (GEA), we are encouraged by the expansion of medical education scholarship over the past decade, and
we are excited to introduce the second edition of “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts,” first published in
2001. The updated, expanded, and new chapters of this guide will support our growing community of medical
education scholars.

In his seminal work, Ernest L. Boyer1 proposed that scholarship be broadened beyond an emphasis on
discovery. Glassick2 then helped define standards of excellence in the scholarship of teaching, and medical
educators called for academic recognition of legitimate activities vital to the fulfillment of medical schools’
educational mission.3 The GEA echoed this call at its 2006 consensus conference.4 The following year, an
article in Medical Education5 expanded the community’s understanding of scholarship, stretching research
beyond traditional forms and definitions to include teaching, curriculum design, educational leadership,
mentoring, and learner assessment. With this broader understanding of what research entails, medical education
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scholarship expanded in scope, format, and venue. Despite this growth in scholarship, fewif anyprograms
have been developed to help foster skill development in peer review.

The original “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” guide was created to be an aid for reviewers to
improve the quality of their peer reviews.6 High-quality reviews are vital both for ensuring the excellence of
published scholarship and as a way to provide authors with important feedback to use to improve their
scholarship. The importance of the reviewer’s guide to faculty development cannot be overestimated.

The original guide has helped demystify what many novice scholars feel is the “black box” of the peer-review
process. Many faculty members have shared the guide with colleagues and trainees as a writing resource and to
provide insights into what to expect during peer review. The guide has also been used as a resource in many
faculty development programs, including the GEA-sponsored Medical Education Research Certificate (MERC)
program.

This updated version of the guide includes modified chapters from the original work and several new sections.
As dissemination of scholarly work in medical education continues to evolve, review guidelines for different
types of work are needed. The new collection includes chapters on reporting qualitative findings, reviewing
literature reviews, and reviewing reports on innovations. The Checklist of Review Criteria, a very useful
document to keep on hand when reviewing a report, has also been updated to reflect the guide’s content. As
with the first edition, this collection serves as a wonderful resource for faculty development, mentoring, and
personal use.

A goal of the GEA is to promote excellence in the education of physicians throughout their professional
lives and, thereby, to contribute to improving the health of the public. Part of the GEA’s mission is “the
© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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advancement of research in medical education and the dissemination of the results of that research.”7 To that
end, the “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” task force undertook this project in collaboration with the
GEA’s Medical Education Scholarship Research and Evaluation (MESRE) section and Academic Medicine.
Steven Durning, MD, PhD (Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences), Jan Carline, PhD
(University of Washington School of Medicine), and Elizabeth Karlin, MA (Academic Medicine), led a
distinguished group of faculty writing teams in the revision of this guide. We thank the members of the task
force and the authors who contributed to the chapters for their time and expertise.

Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Katherine McOwen for all her support of the Group on
Educational Affairs.
Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Preface
Enhancing a Resource for Reviewers: An Update to the Guide
Steven J. Durning, MD, PhD, and Jan D. Carline, PhD

S. J. Durning is professor, Medicine and Pathology, Department of Medicine, Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland.
J. D. Carline is professor, Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education, Departments of Family Medicine
and Pharmacy, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

The guide that you are reading represents an update to a seminal work in the field of medical education
research, “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts,” published in Academic Medicine in 2001. As with the
first edition of the guide, our intention is to provide a resource for reviewers to use as they perform reviews of
research in health professions education.1 While we believe that this guide will be most helpful to more junior
reviewers, we hope that it will assist reviewers across the continuum of experience by illuminating the tasks and
the focus of this professional role. A secondary intent is to help authors with their writing through providing
insight into what reviewers are looking for in research reports. Finally, as with the previous guide, we have
sought to orient individuals to how journals work and to the review process itself.

Like the first guide, this work represents a collaboration between Academic Medicine and the Group on
Educational Affairs (GEA). We are very grateful for the work of the 20142015 “Review Criteria for Research
Manuscripts” task force, most of whose members were also members of the initial task force. This core group of
educators first updated the review criteria through phone calls and face-to-face meetings. We then contacted the
authors of the initial guide, almost all of whom agreed to refresh their chapters. We encouraged the original
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authors to invite lead authors who are up and coming in our field. Along with these more junior colleagues, they
diligently and thoughtfully updated their content to reflect what we believe to be the science of reviewing as it
stands today. We are also grateful for our peer reviewers. The product before you would not have been possible
without everyone’s input.

We would like to say a few words about why and how we updated the reviewer guide. First, the medical
education research community has commented on the usefulness of the resource but also expressed an interest
in expanding it to cover more recent research methods and newer formats. Although all the original sections of
the guide are present, changes have been made and new sections have been added. Examples of what is new
include recommendations for reviewing qualitative research reports, literature reviews, and descriptions of
innovations. We have intentionally not included reviewer guidelines on articles, commentaries, or perspectives
in this resource; rather, we have sought to build on the science of performing peer review of research reports
and related papers. We have also updated the chapter on research ethics to reflect current concerns, such as
quality-improvement projects and the protection of human participants. Finally, the authors have refreshed
references to reflect recent scholarship in publishing.

The guide is not a replacement either for the technical knowledge and skills needed to critique statistical or
methodological content or for the experience with scholarship required to suggest improvements to rationale or
structure. While individual reviewers must judge their own skills in assessing these aspects of a manuscript, the
guide suggests general approaches to the task of critical review and underscores the scope and importance of
this work to the field of medical education. We hope that the guide continues to provide support and assistance
to those engaged in the vital work of reviewing.

© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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Some readers may wonder how to use this guide. We have updated it with the same expectations for its use as
for the initial edition.2 We sought to provide purposefully brief and explicit criteria for reviewers to follow.
Additionally, because our intent is to enable reviewers and authors alike to envision what success looks like for
each section of a research manuscript, each criterion is stated in positive terms. Also, through our vetting
process, we attempted to simplify the list of criteria and to ensure that the each criterion is as general as possible
so that the list might apply to the growing body of manuscript types submitted to health professions education
journals. Still, each criterion should not be applied to every manuscript—certain criteria are applicable only to
specific submission types. Similarly, we do not suggest that each applicable criterion be weighed equally. We
also do not advocate using the list of criteria as a rigid formula for determining the quality of a submission.
Rather, the review guide is meant to serve as a general resource.

The criteria presented here represent a consensus among a number of communities of practice—reviewers,
authors, and editors—whose collective expertise spans a growing number of fields of research and who all seek
the highest-possible quality standards for research published in the field of medical education. Readers may
note a natural redundancy to some of the criteria, which we grappled with as a group. In the end, we felt the
redundancy reflected the iterative process of reviewing (and writing) a research report such that the “story”
builds with each subsequent section. Finally, as in the 2001 edition of the guide, the format of the chapters is
similar; each one focuses on one topic and begins with the list of relevant criteria. The list is followed by an indepth discussion of the criteria and additional considerations about the topic at hand.

So, given this, where does a reviewer begin? The order of the chapters suggests a reasonable approach, starting
with the initial establishment of a research question to answer, then moving through the selection of methods,
then analysis, and, finally, the discussion and conclusions. Reviewers may also choose to use this resource on
an as-needed basis, referring to it only when they have a question about a particular section of a manuscript and
© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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want to consider applying relevant criteria. In other words, these guidelines are just that: guidelines. This list
and discussion of criteria are not meant to establish a singular approach. The guide does not represent complete
or detailed criteria by which to judge all manuscripts. Some research methods may be subject to criteria beyond
those included here, and reviewers may need to reference other sources for appropriate guidance about methods
or even presentation in manuscripts. The criteria and discussions presented here can help to remind established
reviewers of important considerations for reviewing manuscripts in medical education, and they can help in the
training or mentoring of reviewers, educators, and scholars new to the review process.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
Disclaimer: The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and do not necessarily represent those of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the U.S. Department of Defense, or the federal
government of the United States.
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Part 1
Chapter 1
Review Process
C. Jessica Dine, MD, MSHPR, Addeane S. Caelleigh, MA, and Judy A. Shea, PhD

C. J. Dine is assistant professor of medicine, Division of Allergy, Pulmonary, and Critical Care, and associate
program director, Internal Medicine Residency Program, Department of Medicine, Perelman School of
Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
A. S. Caelleigh was the Liaison Committee of Medical Education coordinator, the Office of Medical Education,
and she is now a visiting faculty member, University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville,
Virginia.
J. A. Shea is professor of medicine and associate dean, Medical Education Research and Assessment, Perelman
School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The review process starts as soon as authors submit a manuscript. The first decision focuses on whether the
report should be sent for external review. Practices vary across journals, but typically, one or more editors read
the manuscript and decide whether to ask experts (the authors’ peers) to review the manuscript or to reject it
without review. General factors that the editor considers when making this first decision include, but are not
limited to, the following:


fit in terms of both the mission of the journal and the match between the focus of the manuscript and the
interests of the journal subscribers,



the quality of the presentation,



the soundness of the research methodology, and



whether the manuscript adds to the current literature and how important the article seems to be.1
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The primary reason the editor decides to reject at this stage is to minimize reviewer fatigue by decreasing the
number of reviews he or she needs to solicit. In almost all cases, reviewers do not receive compensation for the
significant amounts of time, ranging from a few hours to a full work day, that they invest in reading and
critiquing each manuscript.2 (Yankauer and colleagues report that the time to review typically ranged from 45
minutes to 8 hours; the median time was 2.7 hours.2) Some journals, including Academic Medicine, now offer
continuing medical education credits for high-quality reviews.

If the initial decision is to send the manuscript out for review, reviewers are selected and invited to review (see
also Chapter 2). Journals have different types of review systems. Two common systems are “board review” and
“pool review.” In the former, all the reviewers are members of a review board or an editorial board that
maintains responsibility for collectively reviewing the journal’s manuscripts; in the latter, a large number of
specialists of many types join the journal’s pool of potential reviewers.3,4 Most journals use a mixed or hybrid
form, in which the editor relies heavily on pool review for initial reviews of manuscripts but also uses board
review, especially to add another perspective to, or resolve discrepancies among, the initial reviews.

The exact mechanism by which journals select reviewers also varies. Some journals may ask authors to
nominate potential reviewers for their manuscripts, and in some cases, reviewers are invited to nominate other
potential reviewers. Reviewers may be chosen based on their content or their methodologic expertise, and the
mix of reviewers for a particular manuscript depends on the unique needs of that manuscript as well as the
established review standards of the journal.

Once potential reviewers have been identified, each receives an invitation to review the manuscript. The
invitation to review typically includes a requested time frame. Potential reviewers should carefully consider the
© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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deadline when deciding whether to accept the invitation. Journals differ in the amount of time they give to
reviewers, the timing and number of reminders they send before and/or after deadlines, and the processes they
use for deciding if and when to seek additional reviewers when a promised review has not been received.

Journals also differ in the number of reviews they seek for each manuscript. Most journals request reviews from
two or three external reviewers, while others use more. One decision journal editors must make is whether to
request more reviews than necessary, in the hope that at least the minimum number will be completed in a
reasonable time. Alternatively, the policy may be to request a small number and then follow up with invitations
to additional reviewers when either the initial reviews are contradictory or one or more is unexpectedly delayed.

A key aspect of the review process is whether manuscript authors are blinded to the identity of the reviewers
and vice versa. Policies about masking reviewers and authors vary from journal to journal. The traditional
practice is to conceal each reviewer’s identity from the authors, but some believe that identifying reviewers
makes their comments more fair and balanced and that this openness helps define the review process as a
collegial “dialogue” from which both authors and reviewers benefit.5 Studies suggest that asking reviewers to
sign their reviews does not affect their recommendations to publish or reject manuscripts.6,7 Further, another
study has shown that the quality of reviews did not change even when the reviewers knew that their signed
reviews might be made available online.8 However, more requests to review are declined when the identity of
the reviewer is going to be made public than when reviewers remain anonymous.7,8 Informally, it is fair to say
that the balance of reviewers’ sentiment is for anonymous reviews.9 Power imbalances could make it difficult
for some reviewers (junior faculty members, for example) to be appropriately critical if they have to sign their
reviews. Few educational research journals require reviewers to sign their reviews.

© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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Concealing the authors’ identities from the reviewer is a relatively uncommon practice, and findings from
studies of the practice are mixed. Some research has shown that masking authors’ identities leads to less-biased
reviews,1012 but other work suggests that masking authors’ identities does not improve the quality of
reviews.5,13,14 Although, importantly, most evidence indicates that masking authors’ identities has no effect on
the publication decision,10 a few studies suggest that the knowledge of certain characteristics of the authors may
influence recommendations to accept or reject, after all.15 One study, for example, has demonstrated that
authors who were English speaking, from the United States, or from a prestigious institution were more likely to
have their submitted abstract for a national meeting accepted than authors who did not meet any of these
criteria.16

Completely masking the authors’ identities from the reviewer is difficult, especially if the reviewer is an expert
in the fieldparticularly a niche fieldwho may know others working in the area. Also, because many authors
cite their previous or ongoing work in the manuscript,17 many scholars, especially reviewers themselves, believe
that blinding is not uniformly effective since reviewers can often identify the authors through those
citations.10,14,18,19 Interestingly, though neither the quality nor the quantity of the evidence is strong, the research
to date seems to show that reviewers are not as accurate as they think they are in guessing authors’ identities.5,20
Regardless, most journals do not currently blind the reviewer to authors’ identities, but they do ask the reviewer
to identify any areas of possible conflict of interest (see also Chapter 23).

Another form of masking is very rarely used but worth noting: blinding the editor to the identity of the authors,
the reviewers, or both until he or she makes the final publication decision. This practice is based on the same
reasoning that underlies blinding reviewers to the identity of the authors, which is to limit any positive or
negative influence on the decision process.
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Regardless of the type of blinding used, after reviewers accept the invitation to review a manuscript, they
receive access to files that include the manuscript and any exhibits (e.g., tables, figures), as well as the
electronic review forms, instructions, and sometimes associated materials (e.g., instructions to authors, sample
reviews). The goal of review is to garner a high-quality assessment of the manuscript that can inform not only
the editor making the publication decision but also the authors, who may use any constructive feedback to
strengthen their manuscript.

Reviewers are also usually asked to suggest a recommendation about publication. A recommendation is a
judgment based on a reviewer’s overall assessment of the worth of the manuscript. Naturally, this
recommendation will vary depending on the number of categories the journal allows (e.g., accept/reject,
accept/provisional accept/revise/reject, accept/revise/reject). The reviewer should base this recommendation on
both a quantitative assessment (e.g., ratings, Likert-type scales) and a qualitative assessment (i.e., narrative
comments) of the manuscript. The narrative comments may be especially helpful; looking at the number of
major issues allows the reviewer (and editor) to assess whether it is possible for the authors to address these in a
manner that would ultimately lead to a high-quality publication. If a reviewer identifies a methodological or
other problem that cannot be remedied, noting this fatal flaw will help the reviewer make a recommendation,
and the editor make a decision, about whether or not to accept the manuscript for publication.

Sometimes, reviewers have the option to write confidential comments to the editor. Reviewers may want to use
this opportunity to suggest that a manuscript be referred for a statistical consultation or to suggest that someone
with specific expertise in certain methodologies (e.g., qualitative research) or additional training (e.g., statistics)
review the manuscript as well.
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Once the reviews, including any confidential comments and the decision recommendation, are available, the
editor must make a publication decision. The complexity of making that decision is the topic of Chapter 4,
“Publication Decision.”

In addition to the process of deciding how and whether to solicit reviews for a manuscript, other procedures can
support or round out the general review process (see Figure 1). For example, the editor and editorial staff must
decide whether the reviewers’ comments will go to the authors and, if they do, whether the editorial staff will
edit them. Two advantages to sending them unedited are that doing so reduces the summary and distillation
process for the staff and gives the authors a sense that they are getting as much feedback as possible. On the
other hand, the comments from multiple reviewers may conflict or reviewers may suggest a direction the editor
does not want the authors to pursue. And sometimes, reviews contain unhelpful or even inappropriate
comments. There is no right or wrong policy—deciding how to handle review comments is simply another
matter the editor and editorial staff must consider.
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Figure 1
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Other issues about which editors (and their editorial boards) make decisions include the following:


whether to inform reviewers of the publication decision, either by copying them on the communication
to the authors or by sending some other kind of summary;



whether to involve the same reviewers in assessing a second version of a manuscript; and



whether to solicit reviewers’ opinions about all or parts of the review process.

Obviously, the editor can address these issues in a multitude of ways to create a review process that is unique
for each journal.
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The quality and usefulness of a journal rest on the quality of the research submitted, the reviewers’ critiques,
and the editor’s judgment. The reviewer plays a key role in the publication of excellent scholarship, and
reviewing provides an excellent opportunity for the reviewer to contribute to his or her field. One of the editor’s
primary responsibilities is to create and maintain a pool of high-quality, productive reviewers, so editors are
concerned with each reviewer’s knowledge, judgment, constructiveness, ability to write clearly, and willingness
to work within the journal’s guidelines.

Journal editors retain responsibility for recruiting and organizing their reviewers. The editor and journal staff
identify possible reviewers through contacts at professional meetings, personal acquaintances, editorial boards,
literature searches, society membership lists, and manuscript bibliographies.1 Occasionally, potential reviewers
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seek out journals, sending unsolicited offers to help. Some journals encourage authors to suggest reviewers for
their manuscripts. Studies suggest that the quality of the review does not differ between author- or editorrecommended reviewers; however, reviewers suggested by authors tend to provide more favorable
recommendations for publication.2,3 Editorial offices typically track how often each reviewer submits reviews,
and they take various approaches to monitoring their reviewers’ performances, often rating each review and
noting the reviewer’s timeliness.

The editor or editorial staff selects the reviewers for a particular manuscript, taking into account the reviewers’
expertise and availability. The selection often begins with matching the manuscript topic to a reviewer’s area of
expertise, and it may extend beyond this simple alignment to ensure that, for example, technical expertise is
augmented by particular professional experiences (e.g., having a particular role or position, such as dean or
chief financial officer, within an organization). Given the increasing breadth of work submitted in the field of
health professions education, matching a manuscript with a potential reviewer is becoming increasingly
difficult. Typically, the invitation to review, sent from the editorial office, comes with an abstract of the
submitted manuscript to aid the reviewer in assessing whether his or her expertise matches the topic of the
work. For some manuscripts, both content and methodological reviewers are needed.

To be most useful to a journal, a reviewer’s expertise must be complemented by sound judgment; therefore, the
journal editor is concerned about whether the reviewer can make balanced decisions, keep a sense of proportion
when assessing the strengths and weaknesses of a research project, apply appropriate standards (such as those
outlined in this reviewer guide), and give definite, well-supported opinions. To give these opinions, the
reviewer must be able to express complex ideas clearly—and, as much as possible, concisely—for both the
editor and the authors, whose needs are not the same. Indeed, many journals put considerable emphasis on
reviewers’ ability and willingness to give useful feedback to authors. Further, journals expect reviewers to give
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their opinions (even, when necessary, stern judgments) in a collegial spirit accompanied by concrete
suggestions for improvement. Reviewers should aim to provide detailed and constructive criticism to help
improve the manuscript and its potential for publication.

The journal editor and staff look for different attributes and qualities in reviewers depending on the nature of the
journal, the role of the reviewer, and the editor’s or sponsoring society’s policies.4 Unfortunately, little empirical
evidence is available to determine the profile of the ideal or even the good reviewer. Studies conducted by
clinical journals to assess the characteristics of reviewers who produce high-quality reviews report conflicting
findings.5–9 Although the authors of these studies define “quality” slightly differently, the core categories they
used in assessing reviews and reviewers are very similar.

In the earliest study (in 1985), Stossel found that reviewers with lower academic or professional status produced
better critiques of manuscripts than the higher-status reviewers did—and were less likely to decline to review.5
Several years later, Evans and colleagues reported that the reviewers who produced the best reviews were less
than 40 years old, known to the editors, and from highly respected (highly rated) academic institutions.6 A later
study confirmed the positive correlations between, on the one hand, higher-quality reviews and, on the other,
younger age and affiliation with an academic institution.7 This study also found no correlation between the
quality of the review and the reviewer’s gender, academic rank, or subspecialty.7 Black and colleagues found
that ratings of reviewer quality increased with the time spent on a review—up to three hours but not beyond
that.8 According to their study, reviewers’ younger age was an independent predictor of the editors’ (but not the
authors’) rating of a review as high quality, while reviews by members of an editorial board were rated of
poorer quality by authors (but not by editors).8
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Finally, the only significant factor associated with higher ratings of reviews by both editors and authors was
whether the reviewer had training in epidemiology or statistics.8 A later study suggested, however, that although
there was significant variation in the quality of reviews provided even among experienced reviewers, no type of
formal training (including formal training in critical appraisal or statistics) or previous experience (such as
being a principal investigator of a grant) could predict a higher-quality review.9 The variety of characteristics, or
lack thereof, that can predict high-quality reviewers led Fletcher and Fletcher10 to conclude “that editors should
not have fixed views of what kinds of reviewers might return good reviews. Because the characteristics of good
reviews might vary from one setting to another, it seems editors should continue the common practice of
grading their own reviewers but recognize that this is an imperfect predictor of their future performance.”

Fletcher and Fletcher’s caution aside, previous experience with a reviewer may be the most useful guide. As
mentioned, many journal editors evaluate the reviews they receive and refer to the quality ratings of past
reviews when considering a reviewer for a manuscript. They also use the ratings when deciding whether to
retain a reviewer. Many editors use simple rating systems that serve primarily as rough triage systems, but some
are developing more sophisticated, even standardized, instruments to assess reviewers’ work.11–13 Editors may
study reviewers’ effectiveness in specific aspects of review, as well as in their overall effectiveness throughout
the review process.

Baxt and colleagues, for example, examined how well reviewers at a clinical journal could identify major and
minor flaws in a manuscript.14 Callaham and colleagues studied the reliability of the editors’ subjective ratings
of review quality and found them to be moderately reliable and correlated with the reviewers’ abilities to report
manuscript flaws.15 Generally, editors and journals create and retain reviewer assessments for internal purposes
only, but sometimes reviewers request an evaluation of their review as well. More and more journals are
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sending a copy of the final decision and all reviewers’ comments to the reviewers; reviewers can then compare
their comments with those of the other reviewers.

Journals are aware of the intrinsic, unconscious biases in the review process and may blind the reviewer to the
identity of the authors in an attempt to overcome some of them (see Chapter 1).11,16,17 These biases may relate to
intellectual positions or ideology, preferences for positive (or hypothesis-confirming) research outcomes, and
personal social or political convictions. They may also be the oft-cited prejudices having to do with ethnicity,
nationality, gender, and status. Journals ask reviewers to disclose any potential conflicts of interest that may
interfere with the quality of the review.

In summary, the reviewer is crucial in selecting high-quality manuscripts for publication and in providing
constructive feedback to help improve submitted manuscripts. Although there is no consensus on the qualities
of an ideal reviewer, editors do assess reviews and reviewers in an effort to produce high-quality scholarship.
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In this chapter, we discuss the different review forms used by many journals to help focus the reviewer and
improve the efficiency of peer review. Our examples are from research journals in the health professions, but
they could have been taken from any research field in the biosciences and social sciences.

A brief review of the process discussed in Chapter 1, “Review Process,” may be helpful here. Typically, the
editorial office invites a potential reviewer to review a manuscript, and the invitation often includes the
manuscript’s abstract. A reviewer should judge whether the topic falls within his or her area of expertise and
whether any potential conflicts of interest exist. Academic Medicine, for example, advises that a “conflict of
interest exists when professional judgment concerning a primary interest may be influenced by secondary
interests.”1 A conflict of interest does not necessarily disqualify someone from reviewing, but the potential
reviewer should, a priori, discuss any questions or concerns with the editor or editorial staff who will determine
whether a conflict of interest precludes the reviewer from accepting the invitation. Finally, the potential
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reviewer should look at the deadline to ensure he or she is able to provide a timely assessment of the manuscript
in question.

Once the potential reviewer accepts an invitation, the editorial staff will provide access to a review form as well
as the manuscript to review. Almost all journals now ask reviewers to submit their recommendations online.
Reviewers may find that looking over the review form before evaluating the manuscript is helpful; doing so will
likely help them anticipate what specific information the journal requires or wants.

No standard review form is used across journals, not even among the journals in any scientific field; further, we
are not aware of any studies that demonstrate the best format for review forms. The features of review forms
vary widely depending on the type of information each editor seeks from reviewers—some request narrative
comments alone,2 while others combine checklists, global ratings, and narrative comments.3 Many journals ask
the reviewer to provide both quantitative and qualitative assessments of the reviewed manuscript (discussed
further below).

Journals use their review forms—no matter the format—to solicit the same general categories of information:
the importance of the topic discussed, the quality of the research as presented, the justifiability of the
conclusions, and the appropriateness of the manuscript for publication in the journal. The review form often
includes sections for the reviewer to provide specific and constructive feedback to the authors, comments to the
editor not visible to the authors if needed, and a recommendation on whether or not to accept the manuscript for
publication with or without required revisions. The specific questions and their order may vary among journals’
review forms, but the overall content is similar, as is the goal: to help the reviewer provide a focused,
constructive, and useful review.
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Different response formats (e.g., global ratings, checklists, narrative comments) offer the reviewer, the editor,
and authors different advantages, so they are often used in combination. The review form typically starts with a
list of specific questions. These questions direct the reviewer to evaluate specific aspects of a manuscript, as in
this example from Medical Education, which guides reviewers to consider a research report’s Results section4:



Are the results clearly presented?



Are they consistent with both the methods used and the problem the authors are trying to
address?



Do they yield a clear answer to the research question?

Some journals present questions for the reviewer to answer using a dichotomous (yes/no) scale, and many allow
the reviewer to leave comments that expound on the answers. Other journals use rating scales (e.g.,
unacceptable, poor, satisfactory, excellent). One major benefit of a checklist is that it identifies the key elements
the reviewer should judge for soundness, particularly those having to do with potential research methods.
Further, the reviewer’s evaluation of these key elements often provides a source of specific feedback for the
authors.

The risk that reviewers will not identify methodological flaws in their narrative comments alone is high,5 and
the risk that they will not identify such flaws in their checklist responses is probably just as great.6 However, in
combination with an opportunity to discuss a manuscript’s strengths and weaknesses in narrative form,
checklists can be particularly valuable for identifying significant problems within a manuscript.

Most journals ask the reviewer to provide some form of narrative comments after the checklist. These are
typically elicited through open-ended questions or a section for free response. Narrative comments allow the
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reviewer to respond with the greatest level of detail. Academic Medicine’s review form, for example, asks the
reviewer to respond to a series of brief, open-ended items about the manuscript:

Please provide substantive comments that will help the author(s) strengthen this manuscript.
Please include feedback on the contribution to the literature, generalizability, and whether the conclusions are justified.
For papers with quantitative or qualitative findings, please also provide feedback on the method, statistical or other
analysis, reporting of the results, and limitations.

These requests free the reviewer from preformulated responses and allow detailed critique. Specific, detailed,
and constructive comments are the most helpful for the editor, who must decide whether to accept a manuscript,
and for the authors, who may seek to improve their work. A high-quality review typically includes an overall
summary of the reviewer’s impression of the manuscript and how it adds to the current literature. Often, such a
summary is followed by a description of the major and minor issues the reviewer has identified in the
manuscript.7,8

As mentioned, most review forms typically include a space for the reviewer to provide narrative comments to
the editor that will not be visible to the authors. The reviewer can use this space to


recommend additional review by someone with specific expertise,



make specific comments on the quality of the manuscript,



provide opinions about the relevance or significance of the work, or



raise potential ethical concerns.

The reviewer can also use this space to give the editor more nuanced and detailed information and to explain the
severity of any problems detected in the manuscript, along with the likelihood that the authors can address the
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problems through a revision. The reviewer should ensure that his or her confidential comments to the editor do
not contradict the comments directed toward the authors and that they provide information that is relevant only
to the editor.

Review forms typically begin (or end) with a global rating score that asks the reviewer to make a
recommendation for publication, such as Academic Medicine’s current four-point scale9:
1. Accept;
2. Reconsider after Minor Revisions;
3. Reconsider after Major Revisions; and
4. Reject.

These scales are efficient, and they enable the editor to quickly assess the potential of a manuscript; however,
global rating scores alone are not sufficient to allow the editor to make a judgment. Additional information is
needed to provide the editor with a nuanced discussion of the manuscript’s strengths and weaknesses and the
authors with constructive feedback. For these reasons, global ratings are rarely used in isolation from other
question formats.

As an alternative to structured review forms, some journals simply give reviewers an opportunity to make any
comments they wish about the manuscript. The British Medical Journal, for example, does not provide a formal
review form. Instead, the reviewer receives only a copy of the instructions for review; he or she is expected to
return their comments on stationery.10 The instructions include a list of questions to consider, such as, “Is the
article important?” and “Will the article add enough to existing knowledge?”
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While free-text comments (whether alone or to complement quantitative critique questions) allow the reviewer
to provide a great deal of detail, they also present drawbacks for the reviewer. They require more time and
effort to complete than do global ratings and checklists, and they do not provide a guide for the reviewer.

Reviewers should be aware of two ways that review forms may inadvertently affect their reviews:
1. When completing a review using a form that combines response formats, reviewers may inadvertently
contradict what they have indicated on the checklist with what they have written in their comments. For
example, a reviewer’s global ratings for a manuscript may be quite positive, whereas his or her
narrative comments may illuminate a methodologic problem that cannot be overcome.
2. The content and directions of the questions included on the review form may bias the reviewer. For
example, the absence of a question about methodology may imply that the Methods section is not
important to the editorial staff.

Because of the potential influence of review forms on the reviewer, they are usually carefully designed. There is
ongoing debate about whether they should be tested for inter-rater reliability. Many studies have demonstrated a
lack of agreement between reviewers’ recommendations; correlations average between 0.2 and 0.3.7,8 Editors of
clinical specialty journals, especially those who rely most heavily on reviewers’ recommendations, value high
inter-rater reliability,11,12 and tested review instruments—with high reliability and validity—have been
described.13 It is not known whether these tested review instruments, designed specifically for clinical
manuscripts, offer the same reliability for health professions education manuscripts.

Although review forms for clinical and health journals share many characteristics and aims of forms for health
professions education journals, particularly for assessing study design and methods, editors in the latter fields
may prefer forms that allow competing viewpoints. Some research suggests that competing or contradictory
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reviews may actually strengthen the quality of the decision-making process.14 Specifically, Eckberg suggests
that differences in reviewers’ comments may reflect different biases, so higher reviewer reliability may mean
that the biases of the reviewers are similar. In addition, he suggests that when the expertise of reviewers differs,
the reviewers may detect different flaws within the methods or interpretation of the submitted manuscript.14

In summary, the editor uses the information from the reviewer to help decide whether to publish or reject the
article, whether to ask the authors for revisions, and whether to send the manuscript for further review. The
authors use the same reviewer-provided information to better understand the publication decision, to gain
insight into the strengths and weaknesses of their manuscript, and as a guide to revise the manuscript. The
review form is thus a tool for the reviewer to use to communicate information for different uses by the editor
and authors.
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The publication decision is the last step of the review process. Journals vary in the process they use for making
publication decisions, but typically, they publish their process on their website where authors can also find
instructions on how to prepare and submit manuscripts. Many journal websites also include information on
appealing the final decision.

The principal actor in the publication decision process is the editor. Generally, editors consider reviewers’
comments along with other factors when they decide how to proceed with a manuscript. Most do not defer to
reviewers’ comments for the publication decision,1 although one survey of North American medical journal
editors showed that almost half of the respondents did base their decisions solely on reviewers’ comments.2,3
Typically, journal editors rely on reviewers’ comments only for advice and reserve the final decision for
themselves.3 Using reviewers’ comments strictly as helpful information is a major area of consensus among
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health professions journals and among the leading journals of most fields and disciplines. Reviewers make
recommendations to editors.

Here is a good place to clarify the use of the term editor as a singular noun. While this term applies generally to
the organizational and decision-making structure at some journals, the exact organization of a journal may vary,
and several people may have decision-making responsibilities. For example, each section of a journal may have
a separate editor who functions and makes decisions independently. Other journals are structured such that
associate editors are assigned their “own” manuscripts. They make publication recommendations that are then
discussed by the larger group of either many associate editors or multiple associate editors and an editor-inchief. Often, in such a structure, the group members make the final publication decision together.

The decision about whether or not to publish a manuscript that has been sent out for review is rarely obvious.
Occasionally, reviewers agree that a manuscript should not be considered further—that it clearly should not be
published. Often, such an agreement will precede an editor’s decision to reject a manuscript, and if the
adjoining reviews are well written, they will help elucidate this decision for the authors. Very rarely, reviewers
unanimously agree that a manuscript should be published directly as written. Most often, reviewers recommend
some middle strategy (e.g., revise), or they offer conflicting recommendations for and against publication.

Regardless of the agreement (or lack thereof) among reviewers, the editor must make the final publication
decision. Reviewers can help by submitting detailed and specific concerns that include the severity of the
identified flaws (e.g., major or minor concerns). A reviewer’s comments can help the editor understand which
revisions to recommend prior to publication or whether the concerns can even be mediated through revisions at
all.
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The editor often knows the general field well but is not (and cannot be expected to be) a subject expert for every
manuscript. How, then, does he or she make a decision after reading the reviews? The editor must consider each
reviewer’s opinions, suggestions, and comments—balanced with the collective input from several reviewers, his
or her own thoughts, and additional factors (see below). The editor is not likely to give equal weight to all
reviewers’ comments; for example, he or she may weigh those from known experts more heavily. Also, reviews
that offer constructive feedback, are more than a couple of sentences long, identify original issues or flaws,
and/or use details from the manuscript to support their comments may receive special attention. In short, the
editor is looking for a review that is thoughtful, helpful, and specific.

The editor must balance the reviewer’s suggestions with many other factors. A manuscript’s originality (or, at
the opposite end of the spectrum, its redundancy) is one very important consideration. Depending on the
manuscript’s topic, either pole may be desirable. The reviewer can help the editor assess the balance between
new and superfluous by offering his or her opinion on whether the manuscript adds to the existing literature and
whether publishing the findings would aid the larger community (i.e., the journal’s readers). Other issues that
may factor in the decision include length (sometimes short is good; sometimes long is better), the relevance of
the topic, and what the journal has published recently. An editor may also decide to reject a manuscript based
on the concern that the amount of editing necessary would require substantial staff time and effort.

These factors are often secondary to the external reviews, which focus primarily on quality. These additional
concerns may be especially important either to justify a publication decision or to direct future revisions. For
example, if an excellent manuscript is rejected because it is too similar to one that was just published, the
journal staff or editor may take steps to ensure that the authors hear both points: the manuscript is excellent but
redundant. An editor can also work with authors to shorten or expand a manuscript.
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The decision-making process is highly complex, multifactorial, and unique for each paper. It is subjective, but it
is neither capricious nor uninformed. In many ways, a manuscript is in competition with all the other good
manuscripts being processed at the same time. Often, the editor may select only a few from a large field. This
point is very important, yet authors may forget or overlook it: a manuscript that is generally acceptable may be
rejected primarily because it is not quite as “strong” (e.g., interesting, methodologically sound, different) as
current competitors. Beyond stating how many reviewers most journals typically request and making public the
general review criteria journals use, there is little about the process that can be succinctly generalized—except
to say that editors take reviewers’ suggestions seriously.

Reviewers’ comments are almost always the most important component in an editor’s decision-making process.
If the content and direction (e.g., mostly in favor of publication) of the comments agree, the editor is likely to
follow the reviewers’ recommendations. Unfortunately, agreement is rare, and editors must rely on their own
experience and judgment in weighing the reviewers’ comments.

The final step in the decision-making process is conveying (usually via email) the decision to the authors.
Several aspects of this step are relevant to the reviewer, and, again, journals differ in how they handle them:


Does the editorial office forward the reviewer’s comments to the authors? If so, are they sent as
received, or does the editor pick and choose among the comments and compile them in the decision
letter?



Does the reviewer see a copy of the letter sent to the authors?



Do reviewers see one another’s comments?

In some instances, the review process is open or unblinded such that the authors and reviewers are aware of one
another’s identities; other times, everyone is anonymous; and still other times, only the identities of the
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reviewers are hidden (see Chapter 1). The editor is usually willing to communicate, either in writing or verbally,
the important elements in any particular decision to the authors.

In summary, while journals have well-defined policies and processes designed to support efficient and fair
publication decisions, the final decision about each manuscript is made within a larger context.
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Manuscript revisions typically occur at two points. Some journals ask authors to make revisions as a condition
of having the manuscript reconsidered or accepted, and some require changes as part of the final editing process
before the manuscript is published. Most require revisions at both points. Some journals have policies—and the
resources—to help authors make the revisions, but many do not. And a few, including Academic Medicine,
provide substantive editing, while others do only the most basic copyediting. These processes are, in part, the
link between the peer reviewer’s comments and the editor’s decision. They also represent, in part, the journal’s
contribution to improving manuscripts.

In deciding whether to publish a manuscript, the editor may accept it as submitted, reject it, or offer authors the
option of revising their manuscript before a final decision is made. The editor has a range of reasons for offering
revisions and for choosing which revisions to request or require. In making these decisions, the editor must
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maintain a balance among the appropriate use of the reviewer as adviser, the originality of the submitted
manuscript, and the rights and responsibilities of the editor. In other words, the editor


must not expect, or ask, reviewers to provide all the revisions required to ready a manuscript for
publication;



may not request revisions that change the authors’ original intention or work; and



must work to protect the standards of the journal and of publication ethics.

The editor’s concerns include factors intrinsic to the study described in the manuscript (e.g., methodologic
standards) and others that are outside the authors’ sphere, such as the focus of the journal, the nature of its
readership, reports recently published in the editor’s and other journals, and any special interests that the editor
or journal may be emphasizing at a particular time.

The reviewer can help the editor determine if and when to ask for revisions and what revisions to request by


providing detailed but constructive criticism of the manuscript,



prioritizing suggestions for revisions (e.g., distinguishing between major and minor recommendations),



explicitly discussing the severity of any identified flaws, and



judging the likelihood that the authors can address these comments through revisions.1

For many journals, the reviewer also has the opportunity to make confidential comments to the editor that will
not be forwarded to the authors. Reviewers may want to use the “confidential comments” space to suggest that a
statistician or an expert in a particular topic review the manuscript before it is accepted. Other confidential
feedback may address any overlap with prior work, the appropriateness of the work for the journal’s audience,
ethical concerns, and the length of the manuscript balanced with the importance of its contribution.
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The editor uses part or all of the reviewers’ comments in giving instructions to the authors about revisions.2 If
an editor wants the authors to address a concern one of the reviewers raised in confidential comments, the
comment will likely appear with other instructions from the editor or editorial office. These instructions may
specify which revisions are required, which are encouraged but not required, and which are entirely optional.
The editor should resolve any conflict between different reviewers’ comments so that the authors will know
which comments they should follow in making particular revisions.3 The editor should also outline clearly what
will happen after the journal receives the revised manuscript. For example, will it go out for further review, or
will the next decision be made by the editor alone? Finally, the letter should set out a timeline or a deadline for
the authors’ reply.

After a manuscript is officially accepted, final editing is almost always required before publication.2 As
mentioned, the depth and extent of this editing vary widely from journal to journal. Requested edits may be as
simple as copyediting (e.g., correcting spelling or punctuation, or formatting the manuscript to align with
journal style), or they may be more involved (e.g., justifying information in the abstract with information in the
report or checking the accuracy of data and references). Some journal offices engage in substantive editing,
including incorporating suggested revisions proposed by reviewers, clarifying content for readers, or
restructuring content for consistency. Editorial offices will typically outline requested edits in a letter to the
authors (either at the time of acceptance or later, when the manuscript is scheduled and ready for final editing).

In summary, the information the reviewer relays to the editor is vital; the most useful reviews may affect the
decision to publish the manuscript, shape the revisions requested, and, in turn, shape the final report.
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Chapter 6
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Review Criteria
1. The introduction builds a logical case and provides context for the problem statement.
2. The problem statement is clear and well articulated.
3. The conceptual framework is explicit and justified.
4. The research purpose and/or question (as well as the research hypothesis, where
applicable) is clearly stated.
5. The constructs being investigated are clearly identified and presented.
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Issues and examples related to criteria
A scholarly manuscript starts with an Introduction that tells a story, even if the Introduction is not explicitly
labeled as such. The Introduction orients the reader to the topic of the report, moving from broad concepts to
more specific ideas.1,2 The Introduction should convince the readerand all the more, the reviewerthat the
authors have thought the topic through and identified a “researchable” problem. The Introduction should move
logically from the known to the unknown.

The aspects of each Introduction (including length, complexity, and organization) vary depending on the type of
study being reported, the traditions of the research community or discipline in which it is based, and the style
and tradition of the journal receiving the manuscript. It is helpful for the reviewer to evaluate the Introduction
by thinking about its overall purpose and its individual components: problem statement, conceptual framework,
and research question. Two related chapters, “Reference to the Literature and Documentation” and
“Relevance,” follow this one.

Problem statement
The Introduction to a research manuscript articulates a problem statement. This essential element conveys the
issues and context that gave rise to the study by summarizing what the current problem is and how the research
may address it.3 To illustrate, the following problem statement provides both background information (about the
effectiveness of teaching palliative care skills and concepts across the continuum of medical education) and the
issue at hand (the lack of consensus on how best to teach these competencies):
Good evidence now demonstrates that palliative care competencies can be successfully taught at the undergraduate,
graduate, and practicing physician level; however, the content of existing curricula and methods of instruction are
inconsistent across academic centers, and national standards for medical school and residency palliative care education
are needed.4.
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A well-articulated problem statement also helps readers anticipate the goals of each study (in this example, to
assess which methods and curricula may be most effective in teaching palliative care). In laying out the issues
and context, the authors should avoid broad generalizations or sweeping claims that are not backed up in their
literature review (see Chapter 7).

Conceptual framework
Most research reports cast the problem statement within the context of a conceptual or theoretical framework.5
A description of this framework contributes to the research report in at least two ways: (1) it identifies research
variables, and (2) it clarifies relationships among the variables.6 Along with the problem statement, the
conceptual framework sets the stage for the presentation of the specific research question that drives the
investigation being reported. For example, the conceptual framework and research question for a study based on
a formative evaluation framework would be different from the framework and question for a study based on a
summative evaluation framework, even though their variables might be similar.

Cook and colleagues have shown that only 55 percent of published experimental studies in medical education
included an explicitly articulated conceptual framework7; however, scholars argue that a conceptual or
theoretical framework always underlies a research study, even if the authors do not explicitly articulate the
framework.8 This assertion may seem to be overreaching or inaccurate since many research problems and
investigations originate from practical educational or clinical activities. Questions often arise from researchers’
or educators’ work; for example, a clinical instructor might wonder why residents’ test-interpretation skills did
not improve after they received feedback. Further, some researchers undertake a study simply to report or
describe an event, such as pass rates for women versus men on high-stakes examinations such as the United
States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step 1. Nevertheless, the reviewer is usually able to construct
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at least a brief theoretical rationale for the study or place it in a range or combination of conceptual frameworks.
In the USMLE example, the rationale may be to study gender equity and bias.

Each conceptual or theoretical framework provides a vocabulary for explaining the design and describing the
results of the study. Using the vocabulary of a particular framework helps articulate the problem and ensure that
the authors have accounted for and measured all the potential variables generally associated with the
framework.6 It also allows the reader and reviewer to better evaluate and interpret the methods and results.7 The
description of a manuscript’s framework is usually more elaborate and detailed if the topic of the research has a
long scholarly history (e.g., cognition, psychometrics) with well-established theories in which the authors have
embedded their own empirical work.

In summary, the framework should provide the reader and reviewer with a clear sense of how the authors chose
to frame or think about their research and where the manuscript fits into the existing literature.

Research question
A more precise and detailed expression of the problem statement cast as a specific research question is usually
stated at the end of the Introduction. To illustrate, a recent research report on teaching effectiveness ratings
(TERs)9 states,

Our first objective was to identify the principal components of teaching effectiveness. Our second objective was to
explore whether the relationship between these components and TER is modified by physical attractiveness. We
predicted that if physical attractiveness impacts TER, there should be an independent association between the type of
picture displayed and TER, or an interaction between ratings of the principal components of teaching effectiveness and
TER.
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A well-articulated research question, such as the example above, shows that, in experimental research, the logic
revealed in the Introduction (through a well-considered problem statement and a thorough description of the
conceptual framework) might result in explicitly stated hypotheses that would specify the dependent and
independent variables.10 For example, a paper on teaching effectiveness (dependent variable) might state that an
objective was to understand how characteristics of the teacher and learners (independent variables) affected the
teaching effectiveness.

By contrast, much of the research in medical education is not experimental. In such cases, it is more typical to
state general research questions. One example reads, “To explore what third-year medical students learn from
residents and which teaching strategies are used by excellent resident teachers in their interactions with students
in the clinical workplace environment.”11 The authors may not specify a hypothesis, but their research questions
should still specify or imply the dependent (e.g., learning) and independent (e.g., teaching strategies) variables.

For a few journals, the tradition is to define the main study variables (e.g., medical student learning) in the
Introduction, but the tradition for most journals (including Academic Medicine) is for the variables to be defined
in the Methods section. Whether the authors provide specific hypotheses and objectives or more general
exploratory goals in their research questions, the readerand the reviewershould be able to anticipate what
will be revealed in the Methods section from reading the research question.

Summary
The purpose of the Introduction is to construct a logical “story” that will prepare the reader with background
information and justification for the study that follows. The order of the components may vary—sometimes the
problem statement appears after the conceptual framework, sometimes it appears in the first paragraph to
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prepare the reader for what to expect—however, in all cases, the Introduction should engage readers,
encouraging them to finish the report.
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Review Criteria
1. The literature review is comprehensive, relevant, and up-to-date.
2. The literature is analyzed and critically appraised; gaps in the literature are identified as
a basis for the study.

Issues and examples related to the criteria
One of the reviewer’s most important contributions is his or her assessment of the authors’ use of the relevant
literature and its presentation to the reader. A reviewer undertaking an assessment of any manuscript’s literature
review and documentation must take into account the type of research being reported. Research questions come
from observing phenomena or reading the literature. Regardless of what inspired the research, authors must
adequately review the existing literature to understand the scope of the issues relevant to their questions.

Before we delve deeper, we acknowledge that some authors conduct formal systematic reviews of the literature.
These are addressed extensively in Chapter 18, “Reviewing a Review Manuscript.” Here, we discuss the
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evidence base or literature review that authors should conduct before undertaking and presenting original
research.

Authors of research manuscripts should achieve three key research aims through a careful analysis of the
literature: (1) refinement of their research questions; (2) defense of their research design; and, ultimately, (3)
support for their interpretations of their findings and for their conclusions. Thus, in the report, the reviewer
should find a clear demonstration of the manuscript’s contribution to the research questions and its
contextthat is, the authors should use the literature to make a compelling case for the need for and the
publication of their own study.1,2

Before discussing the specifics of each of the three aims, it is important to offer some distinctions regarding the
quantitative-qualitative research continuum. Where research fits along the continuum shapes how authors use
literature within a study, although, notably, even at the ends of the spectrum, there are no rigid rules about how
to use the literature.

Typically, at the quantitative end of the spectrum, researchers review the bulk of the literature at the beginning
of the study to establish the theoretical or conceptual framework for the research question or problem. This
review often includes a critique of alternative theories.2 Researchers use the literature, adding citations to the
Methods or other sections of the manuscript as necessary, to validate the application of specific methods,
instruments, and statistical analyses. Researchers using more quantitative methods often cite additional
references to pertinent literature in the Discussion section to highlight how their results support, refute, or
expand previous research outcomes.
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At the qualitative end of the spectrum, researchers weave relevant literature into all phases of the study, using it
to guide the evolution of their thinking as they gather, transcribe, excerpt, analyze, and present data.3
Researchers use the literature, as needed, to reframe the problem as the study evolves. Because the literature is
more integrated throughout a report of qualitative research, the format may differ from the common IMRaD
(Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion) structure used in many scientific research reports. To organize
the reader (and the reviewer), there may be more subheadings in various sections of the manuscript in
qualitative than in quantitative research reports. Unlike in many typical quantitative research reports, the authors
may reference the literature in the Results section to articulate the relevancy of the themes that emerged from
the data analyses.

Although the distinction is neither crystal clear nor unchanging, the reviewer might view the difference between
the ends of the quantitative-qualitative continuum as the difference between testing theory-driven hypotheses
(i.e., quantitative) and generating theory-building hypotheses (i.e., qualitative). The reviewer should ensure that
authors all along that continuum use literature to inform the early development of their research interests,
problems, and questions and, later, to conduct their research and interpret their findings.

Refining the research question
The first key aim of the literature review is to refine the research question. The authors’ review of the relevant
literature should set the stage for the study. The review should provide a logically organized worldview either of
the authors’ questions or of their observations of the clinical or educational milieu. The literature should
illuminate what knowledge relevant to the research question already exists, how the question or problem has
been previously studied (e.g., study designs, methodological concerns), and which concepts and variables have
been shown to be associated with the problem or question.4 In other words, in defining the research question,
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the authors should use their literature review to evaluate previous work “in terms of its relevance to the research
question of interest”5 and to synthesize current knowledge, noting relationships that have been well studied and
identifying areas for elaboration, questions that remain unanswered, or gaps in understanding.1,5

To define their research aim, the authors should document the history and present the status of their study’s
question or problem. The literature they review should not only be current but also reflective of the
contributions of salient, older research—whether published (e.g., journal articles, articles indexed in databases
such as ERIC) or unpublished (e.g., dissertations). These dated materials may reflect significant evolutions in
the topic. Regardless of perspectivequalitative, quantitative, or mixed methodthe reviewer must be satisfied
that the authors have framed the problem or research questions as precisely as possible from a chronological,
developmental, and disciplinary perspective, given the confines of the literature.3 For example, when presenting
the tenets of adult learning as the basis for a program evaluation, authors would be remiss, if a historical
perspective is germane to their project, to omit the foundational writings of Houle,6 Knowles,7 and, perhaps,
Lindeman.8

Defending the research design
The second aim of a literature review is to develop an evidence-based study, which means that authors must
identify current knowledge and use it both to defend and support their study and to inform its design and
methods.1,5 To accomplish this aim, authors should


interpret and weigh the available evidence,



explicitly draw connections between the literature and their study design,



present logical reasons for their use of specific methods, and



describe in detail the variables or concepts that they scrutinize.
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The reviewer’s task, therefore, is to determine whether the authors have provided an adequate map for guiding
the reader to the conclusions that the current study is important and necessary, the design is appropriate to
answer the questions, and the study expands what is already known.5

In some cases, authors design a study and choose its methods based on experience and observation, rather than
on a critical review of the literature, and then later, choose literature to support their study design. Such an
approach often produces less reliable and sometimes flawed studies, but it is difficult for a reviewer to detect.
One sign of such an approach may be that the supporting literature seems to fit the chosen design too
perfectlythat is, the authors cite only literature that wholly supports their design. Another sign may be that the
supporting literature seems less nuanced or less complex than normal, given the particular research area.

Supporting interpretations of the outcomes
The third reason for including other literature in a report is to support the interpretation of the findings. Authors
offer explanations, challenge assumptions, and make recommendations taking into consideration the literature
they used initially to frame the research problem. They may cite some of the most salient literature at the end of
the manuscript to support their conclusions (fully or partially), to refute current knowledge, to revise a
hypothesis, or to reframe the problem.9 The reviewer should be convinced that the authors have used literature
to bring the reader back to the theory being tested (i.e., quantitative) or generated (i.e., qualitative).
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Further considerations
The reviewer must not only consider the pertinence of the literature to defining the research question, defending
the methodology, and interpreting the results, but also evaluate the types of resources the authors cite and the
balance of those resources’ perspectives.

The reviewer should assess whether the references are general sources (e.g., textbooks),5 primary sources (e.g.,
research or theory-based articles written by those who conducted the research or developed the theory),5 or
secondary sources (e.g., articles wherein authors describe the work of others).5 References should
predominantly be primary sources, whether published or unpublished. Secondary sources are acceptable, and
desirable, if they provide a review (e.g., a meta-analysis) of what is known about the research problem or if
primary sources are not available. Authors may use general resources as a basis for describing, for example, a
theoretical or methodological principle or a statistical procedure.

Authors are obligated to comply with the manuscript-length requirements of journals, so they must be
discriminating about what references they cite. Even though online-only journals have more flexibility about
space limitations than do those that produce a hard-copy edition, authors should still select only the most
foundational, relevant, and recent sources. They should not present an exhaustive literature review. They
should, however, be credibly comprehensive, and their review should sufficiently identify the critical
knowledge as well as the gaps in the research. The authors should convince the reviewer that they have
critically examined (even if they have not cited) the full literature.

The reviewer should examine not only the breadth of resources but also their source. Although the Internet has
made an abundant amount of material readily available, the scholarly quality of some of those materials is not
assured. Online-only journals are prevalent. Some of these are indexed in databases such as SCOPUS and Web
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of Science, and the articles listed in these are typically of high quality; however, articles not vetted for quality
are also easily available online through search engines such as Google Scholar.

The reviewer should assess whether references cover the entire body of existing literature. The pertinent
literature may not all be published in commonly known journals or indexed in frequently used citation
databases. Relevant articles may not be indexed in PubMed, but may be available through ERIC or other online
citation databases. The reviewer may be able to determine whether the authors searched multiple databases by
the breadth of the disciplines represented by their citations or by the breadth of resources they reference (e.g.,
newspaper articles or primary historical documents). Have the authors restricted themselves too much or taken a
too narrow view of the research question?

If the authors have relied solely on reports published in recognized online databases such as PubMed, then the
viewpoint they present may be prejudiced toward only statistically significant outcomes,10 or the authors may
have neglected perspectives (e.g., law, the arts, humanities) that are not always covered in such databases.
Further, when considering the perspectives presented by the authors, the reviewer should pay attention to
whether the Discussion presents all the viewpoints that exist in the literature. Do the authors offer both
confirming and conflicting views, both consensus and controversial opinions?9,11

The reviewer should be wary of authors who have not conducted a sufficient literature review. They may report
a paucity of research in their area when, in fact, ample research exits. In these cases, the reviewer may push the
authors to do more.

Finally, it is important that the authors explain how they found their resources (e.g., naming the databases they
searched, providing the dates of searches) to give the reader (and reviewer) a sense of how comprehensive the
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literature search was. At the very minimum, the reviewer should comment on whether the authors have
described, to the reviewer’s satisfaction, how they found study-related literature and the criteria they used to
select specific articles.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Chapter 8
Relevance
Louis Pangaro, MD, and William McGaghie, PhD

L. Pangaro is professor and chair, Department of Medicine, F. Edward Hébert School of Medicine, Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland.
W. C. McGaghie was director, Ralph P. Leischner, Jr. MD Institute for Medical Education, Loyola University
Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, Maywood, Illinois, at the time this work was done. He is now
professor of medical education, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois.

Review Criteria
1. The study is relevant to the mission of the journal or its audience.
2. The study addresses important problems or issues; the study is worth doing.
3. For quantitative studies: the study has generalizability because of the selection of
participants, setting, and educational intervention or materials.
4. For qualitative studies: the study offers concepts or theories that are generalizable or
transferable to other contexts, people, etc.

Definitions and examples related to criteria
A key consideration for the editor in deciding whether to publish a manuscript is its relevance to the community
(or, usually, communities) that the journal serves. The denotation of the term relevance is pertinence and
relationship to something else. Indeed, one thing is often spoken of as being “relevant to” something else, and
that “something” is the necessary context that establishes relevance. In this case, the context is the mission of
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the journal and the work of its readership. Relevance for an academic journal has several connotations, and all
are judged with reference to a specific group of professionals and to the tasks of that group.

Conditions of relevance
Importance of content, the question at hand. First, the editor and the reviewer must gauge the suitability of
the manuscript to the journal’s focus and to the interests of its readership. Relevance is a judgment about the
propriety of the manuscript for the journal; does the topic “touch,” or overlap, an area of interest for the journal?
Importance is a judgment about the priority or magnitude of that overlap. A manuscript about cancer screening
with no reference to educational issues would not be suitable for a journal focusing on health professions
education, and it is likely to be dismissed out of hand. Each manuscript must be judged with respect to its
propriety to the mission of the specific journal. The reviewer helps the editor judge this basic issue of relevance,
irrespective of the intrinsic merit or quality of the report.

Within the journal’s field of interest, relevance may be established in several ways. The reviewer and the editor
can judge a manuscript’s importance by examining several criteria related its main topic or subject:



Does the manuscript address a serious problem? Does the problem present a barrier to effective or
efficient work, and would its solution be of great help?



Is the problem common? Is it prevalent enough to affect a large proportion of the community in
question?



Will the study contribute to solving a mystery of the mechanism of how problems arise? Does it address
root causes?



Does the question at hand reflect broader societal concerns that are current or persistent?
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The reviewer is often able to determine whether a study meets the initial standard of relevance by assessing the
article’s Introduction.

Importance of execution, rigor of methods. Another condition of relevance, which the reviewer and the editor
must consider once they have established that the topic of the manuscript is important to the readership, is
whether the study’s methods (including how participants were selected) are sufficient to enable readers to
accept its results with confidence and to apply them in another setting. This is not so much a judgment about the
adequacy of the research methodology in its own setting, as it is of its applicability in other settingsin other
words, its relevance to the journal’s readership. The reviewer may ask,



Will a rigorous answer to this study’s articulated question affect what readers do in their daily work?



Will the study’s results be generalizable to other institutions or settings?



Does the study affect what other researchers will do in their next study or even, potentially, what
policymakers may decide?

Feasibility and applicability
Notably, the relevance of a topic is related to, but is not the same as, the feasibility of answering a research
question. Feasibility is related to study design and deals with whether an answer is possible and, if so, how the
answer can be derived. Relevance more directly addresses whether the question is significant enough to be
worth asking.1 The relevance of a manuscript is more complex than that of the topic per se; the relevance
includes the importance of the topic plus whether the execution of the study or the discussion is powerful
enough to affect what others in the field think or do. For example, some specific education methods (e.g., using
actors to simulate patients) may have seemed infeasible initially, yet those approaches are relevant and
important.2
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Additionally, a manuscript might be relevant even if its findings are not immediately applicable or practical. If
the authors have provided important insights for understanding a theory or if they have suggested innovations
that could advance the field, their report may be relevant to the community. In these cases, a journal leads its
readership and does not simply reflect its interests.

The relevance of different kinds of studies
The relevance of a manuscript is, as noted, often most immediately apparent in its first paragraphs, especially in
how the authors pose or frame the research question. As discussed in Chapter 6, “Problem Statement,
Conceptual Framework, and Research Question,” a cogent report explicitly states the issue to be addressed in
the form of either a question to be answered or a controversy to be addressed. A conceptual or theoretical
framework underlies a research question, and a manuscript is stronger when the authors have made this
framework explicit. An explicit presentation of the conceptual framework helps readers (including the reviewer)
focus and helps clarify the study’s importance or relevance.3 It may be equally helpful to readers when the
research question pertains to one of the several current fields of academic discourse listed by Hodges (e.g.,
“performance,” emphasizing assessments in which skills are demonstrated, or “reflection,” emphasizing selfregulation).4

The reviewer may gauge the relevance of a research manuscript by assessing its purpose or the intention of the
study. Here, a vocabulary drawn from clinical research is applicable. Feinstein classifies research according to
its “architecture”that is, the effort to create and evaluate research structures that have both “the reproducible
documentation of science and the elegant design of art.”5 (p 4)
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Studies that quantify effects and justify action. Studies that compare new methods with old or that compare
two newly available methods of educational instruction or assessment have the potential to influence what the
journal’s readers might do or how they might use available resources. This potential exists even if a study’s
findings are “negative”that is, they do not confirm the hypothesis at hand. Such studies are direct
demonstrations of the benefits (or liabilities) of an instructional or assessment method. They have been
described as “fruitful” by Bacon6 and, therefore, justify action.7 For studies without hypotheses (for instance, a
systematic review of prior research or a meta-analysis), the same question applies: Does this review achieve a
synthesis that will directly affect what readers do? A study may thus be relevant even though its immediate,
practical application has not been worked out.

In cause-effect research, authors make specific comparisons (for instance, to the participants’ baseline status or
to a separate control group) to reach conclusions about the efficacy or impact of an intervention (e.g., a new
public health campaign or an innovative curriculum). The relevance of such research architecture derives from
its power to establish the causality, or at least the strong effects, of innovations. The relevance of research that
deals with processes or, as defined by Feinstein,5 (pp 15-16) the products of a new protocol or the performance of a
particular procedure (e.g., a new tool for the assessment of clinical competence) emanates from the quality or
value of the process or procedure itself. In such cases, relevance does not derive from a cause-and-effect
relationship but from a new measurement tool that readers can apply to a wide variety of educational settings.1

Studies that clarify and explore mechanisms. A manuscript, especially one involving qualitative research,
may be pertinent to the community by virtue of its contribution to theory building, hypothesis generation, or
methodology development.8 In this sense, the manuscript clarifies or critiques issues of mechanism or cause6,7
that, for example, underlie the teaching and practice of medicine, such as cognitive psychology, ethics, and
epistemology. Some studies may be relevant if they address the mechanism of how or why a proven
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instructional method works—even if they do not add to the evidence that it does work. For example, Bennett
and colleagues recently applied a social theory (Activity Systems Analysis) to explore how the tensions and
factors for success of peer-assisted learning differ between the clinical workplace and small groups of students
only.9

Studies that describe new approaches. Finally, “descriptive” studies simply explain a new method without
providing any details to prove that the method is, in fact, effective.7 The editor has to judge the potential interest
and usefulness of these studieswithout data that confirm benefitto readers. Descriptive research provides
collections of data that characterize a problem or provide information. The study design entails no comparisons,
and the observations may be used for policy decisions or to prepare future, more rigorous studies. Many reports
in social science journals, including those in health professions education, derive their relevance from such an
approach.

Judgments about a manuscript’s relevance
Judging relevance is, at times, a dichotomous (yes/no) decision; the relevance is clear and obvious, or it is
missing. However, relevance is often a matter of degree, as illustrated by the criteria listed at the beginning of
this chapter. In this more common circumstance, determining relevance involves making a summary conclusion
rather than a simple observation. It entails making a judgment supported by the applicability of a manuscript’s
principles, methods, instruments, and findings. Importantly, one reviewer’s or reader’s opinion of what is
relevant may not align with another’s, and the judgment of relevance is not infallible. In fact, one study of
clinical research reports showed that readers did not always agree with reviewers on the relevance of studies to
their own practice.10
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The editor must choose among competing manuscripts because space is limited in each journal issue. Many
journals ask reviewers, as part of their recommendations to the editor (see Chapter 22) to describe or, in some
cases, rate using a scale how important a manuscript is. The reviewer’s comment on relevance provides the
editor with a summary of the importance of a manuscript’s subject, thesis, and conclusions to the journal’s
readership. The reviewer may want to consider the following specific questions in assessing a manuscript’s
relevance:



Would a large part of the journal’s community—or parts of several of its overlapping communities—
consider the manuscript worth reading? Editors and reviewers of manuscripts for health professions
education journals must be careful to consider the perspectives of educational practitioners in their
judgments of relevance to ensure that the journal’s content reflects the concerns of these readers.



Is it important that this report be published even though the journal can publish only a small percentage
of the manuscripts it receives each year?

Summary
Relevance is a necessary but not a sufficient criterion for publishing an article. The rigorous study of a trivial
problem or one already well-studied would not earn pages in a journal that deals with competing submissions.
However, even in an electronic journal without page limitations, reviewers and editors must decide whether the
question asked is worth answering at all. This is often referred to, colloquially, as the “so what?” issue: Will the
solutions or answers to the question posed in the manuscript contribute, immediately or in the longer term, to
the work of health professions education? Will the manuscript will be helpful to the journal’s readership?

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Disclaimer: The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and do not necessarily represent those of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the U.S. Department of Defense, or the federal
government of the United States.
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Chapter 9
Research Design
William C. McGaghie, PhD, Georges Bordage, MD, PhD, Sonia Crandall, PhD, MS, and Louis N. Pangaro,
MD

W. C. McGaghie was director, Ralph P. Leischner, Jr. MD Institute for Medical Education, Loyola University
Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, Maywood, Illinois, at the time this work was done. He is now
professor of medical education, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois.
G. Bordage is professor, Department of Medical Education, the College of Medicine, University of Illinois at
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
S. Crandall is professor, Department of Physician Assistant Studies, Wake Forest University School of
Medicine, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
L. Pangaro is professor and chair, Department of Medicine, F. Edward Hébert School of Medicine, Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland.

Review Criteria
1. The research paradigm or approach is identified.
2. The design is appropriate for the research purpose or question. If a mixed-methods
approach is used, the rationale is provided for the relationship between and sequencing
of quantitative and qualitative aspects of the study.
3. For quantitative studies: the design has internal validity, and potential confounding
variables or biases are addressed.
4. For quantitative studies: the design has external validity, including participants, settings,
and conditions.
5. For qualitative studies: the study design incorporates techniques to ensure
trustworthiness.
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6. For studies with interventions: the intervention is described in sufficient detail
(objectives, activities, time allocation, training) to be able to assess the likelihood of the
intervention having the desired effect and/or to permit the study to be replicated.
7. The research methods are defined and clearly described, and they are sufficiently
detailed to provide transparency or permit the study to be replicated.

Issues related to the criteria
We agree with Dannels that “[t]he definition of research design is deceptively simple: it is a plan that provides
the underlying structure to integrate all elements of a quantitative study so that the results are credible, free from
bias, and maximally generalizable.”1 Research design has two key functions: (1) to provide answers to research
questions and (2) to provide a road map for conducting a study using a planned and deliberate approach that
controls or explains quantitative variation or organizes qualitative observations.2 The design helps the
investigator plan an orderly approach to addressing a research question through the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of data. Research manuscripts should state clearly the quantitative (e.g., randomized trial, casecontrol study) or qualitative (e.g., ethnographic participant-observation) design for a reported study, and the
reviewer should comment if the authors have not specified the design or, worse, if the design is not clear.

Research designs can fit anywhere along a continuum ranging from controlled laboratory investigations to
observational studies. This continuum of designs is seamless, not sharply segmented, and goes from structured
and formal to evolving and flexible. The reviewer should consider two basic questions related to research
design:
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1. Have the authors selected the best research design options to address their specific research question?
2. How well do the authors account for the design’s strengths and limitations in the specific research
context?

Selecting either a strictly quantitative or a strictly qualitative approach may not work because research
excellence in many areas of inquiry often requires the best of both—that is, a mixed-methods approach.3 If a
mixed-methods approach is used, the reviewer should ensure that the authors have provided a rationale for the
relationship between and the sequencing of quantitative and qualitative features of the study.

The reviewer should take into account key research design features when evaluating research manuscripts. The
key features vary across different specialties and disciplines, and expert reviewers know about the critical
research design features in their specific field. Health professions education research usually relies on research
designs and methods from the social and behavioral sciences that involve research on human behavior. The key
features for such studies relate to five issues or categories: design propriety, internal validity, external validity,
unexpected outcomes, and plausibility.

Design propriety
Is the research design appropriate, or as good as possible, for the research question? The matter of congruence,
or “fit,” is at issue because much research in health professions education is descriptive, comparative, or
correlational, and much of it addresses new developments. For example, health professions education research
studies have addressed creating new measurement scales,4 adopting new standard-setting methods,5 and revising
achievement standards.6 Other examples of health professions research include empirical demonstrations of
novel practices such as mastery learning7,8 and social network analysis to study clinical teams.9 Designs for
these and other studies will differ depending on the focus of each research question.
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Scholars have presented many different ways of classifying or categorizing research designs. For example,
Fraenkel, Wallen, and Hyun have recently identified seven general research methods in education:
experimental, correlational, causal-comparative, survey, content analysis, qualitative, and historical.10 Their
classification illustrates the overlap, and sometimes the confusion, that can exist among designs, data-collection
strategies, and data analyses.10 For example, investigators could structure a study as a prospective, comparative
experimental design and then collect data via an open-response survey and analyze the written answers using
content analysis.11

Each method or design category can be subdivided further. To illustrate, Fraenkel, Wallen, and Hyun break
down experimental research into four subcategories: weak experimental designs, true experimental designs,
quasi-experimental designs, and factorial designs.10 Rigorous attention to the details of the specific design or
subdesign encourages an investigator to focus the research method on the research question, which brings
precision and clarity to a study.

As mentioned, health professions education research reports should clearly articulate the link between their
research question and the research design; the reviewer’s task is to make sure that link is transparent and the
authors have embedded, within their description of the design, citations to the methodological literature to
demonstrate awareness of fine points. In their review of 105 experimental studies in medical education, Cook,
Beckman, and Bordage found that only 16 percent of the articles had an explicit statement of the research
design.12
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Internal validity
The reviewer should assess whether the research study, as designed by the authors, has the internal validity (i.e.,
integrity or credibility) to address the question rigorously.13 This calls for paying attention to a potentially long
list of sources of bias or confounding variables, including but not limited to selection bias, attrition of research
participants, the strength and integrity of any interventions, measurement bias, reactive effects, and study
management.14,15

For studies using interventions, the reviewer should assess whether the authors have described the intervention
in enough detail (covering, for example, objectives, activities, time allocation, and training) for readers to
determine the likelihood that the intervention has the intended impact and to permit the study to be replicated.
Effective educational interventions have strength and integrity and are sustained and measured over time.16
Weak, one-shot educational interventions are unlikely to yield durable effects.

For qualitative studies, the study design should contain features or techniques (e.g., member checking, audit
trail, triangulation, achieving saturation) that ensure the trustworthiness of the data. The research design,
execution, and report must, together, convince the reviewer that the investigation represents an authoritative and
dependable portrait of the persons, events, or conditions being investigated.17-19

External validity
The reviewer must also determine whether the research study, as the authors have designed and described it, has
external validity.13 Are the results generalizable to participants, settings, and conditions beyond the research
situation? Ensuring generalizability is frequently, but not exclusively, a matter of purposefully sampling
participants, settings, and conditions as deliberate variables or features of the research design.
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Health professions education research has been cast as translational science embedded within the familiar
National Institutes of Health (NIH) T1 (translation of basic science research results to humans in clinical
studies), T2 (translation of clinical discoveries into practice in controlled environments), and T3 (translation of
practice guidelines and recommendations to actual or real-world settings) clinical science framework.20,21
Results from educational research studies—such as trainees’ acquisition of clinical skills (e.g., central venous
catheter, or CVC, insertion)—in an educational setting (e.g., simulation education laboratory) are termed T1
outcomes. Research that demonstrates the transfer of acquired T1 skills to better patient care practices (e.g.,
fewer CVC needle sticks, lower complications, less bleeding) in clinics and wards reveals T2 outcomes.
Research that shows that powerful educational interventions yield downstream results measured as improved
patient or public health outcomes (e.g., reduced infection rates) is termed T3 translational science.21

Translational science in health professions education research aims to establish the external validity of
educational interventions and outcome measures. Translational outcomes can rarely be achieved in the context
of a single research study. Instead, generalizable T2 and T3 outcomes are more likely achieved from rigorous
educational and health services research programs that are thematic, sustained, and cumulative.22,23

Unexpected outcomes
Another question the reviewer should ask when evaluating a manuscript is whether the research design permits
unexpected outcomes or events to occur and be recognized. To illustrate, the design of a study by Barsuk and
colleagues enabled the discovery of unexpected, yet welcome, “collateral effects.”24 The authors, who were
investigating a simulation-based mastery learning curriculum on CVC insertion, observed steadily increasing
pretest passing scores among successive cohorts of new resident physicians in the same clinical and educational
setting.24 The unexpected collateral effects made it necessary to “raise the bar”that is, increase the minimum
passing standard (MPS) from 79 to 88 percent correct, a nearly flawless performance level.6 Any research
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design that is too rigid to accommodate the unexpected may not properly reflect real-world conditions or may
stifle the expression of the phenomenon being studied.

Plausibility
A reviewer must consider whether the research design will lead to plausible outcomes, given the research
question, the intellectual context of the study, and the practical circumstances where the study is conducted.
Common flaws in research design that may decrease plausibility include


failure to randomize correctly in a controlled trial,



a small sample size resulting in low statistical power,



brief or weak experimental interventions, and



missing or inappropriate comparison (control) groups.

Qualitative studies are subject to similar design flaws, such as inappropriate or inadequate sampling or lack of
thorough triangulation strategies (e.g., observations, focus groups, document reviews, and individual
interviews) to satisfactorily answer the research question.18 Signs of research implausibility include the authors’
failure to describe the research design in detail, failure to acknowledge context effects on research procedures
and outcomes, and the presence of study features that appear to be unbelievable, such as perfect response rates
or flawless data. Often, there are tradeoffs in research between theory and pragmatics, precision and richness,
elegance and application. Is the research design attentive to such compromises? In summary, the research
design must be plausible and reported in sufficient detail to provide transparency or to permit the study to be
replicated.
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Finally, study design is intimately linked to the conceptual framework or theory undergirding a research project
or investigation (see also Chapter 6). Hammond explains the bridge connecting research design, conceptual
framework, and theory:
Every method … implies a methodology, expressed or not; every methodology implies a theory, expressed or not. If
one chooses not to examine the methodological base of [one’s] work, then one chooses not to examine the theoretical
context of that work, and thus becomes an unwitting technician at the mercy of implicit theories.2

In other words, authors should consider the design of any investigation as part of a larger theory, and the
reviewer should consider how the design elements contribute to that theory.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
Disclaimer: The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and do not necessarily represent those of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the U.S. Department of Defense, or the federal
government of the United States.
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Chapter 10
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Review Criteria
1. The development and content of the instrument(s)—as well as the preparation of
observers, interviewers, and raters, as appropriate—are sufficiently described or
referenced and are sufficiently detailed to permit transparency and/or replication.
2. For qualitative studies: the characteristics of the researchers that may influence
the research are described and accounted for during data collection.
3. The measurement instrument is appropriate given the study’s variables; the
scoring method is clearly defined.
4. The psychometric properties and procedures are clearly presented and
appropriate.
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5. The data set is sufficiently described or referenced.
6. Data quality control is described and is adequate.

In research, instrumentation refers to the selection or development, and the later use, of tools that will
be used to make observations about variables in a research study. These observations are the primary
data that authors collect, record, analyze, and interpret. A manuscript should also clearly describe how
and what types of data were collected so that the reviewer can assess whether the authors executed their
methods as planned. This transparency in the methodology and data collection is necessary to judge the
validity of the authors’ conclusions.

Instrumentation
In social and behavioral science research—including health outcomes, medical education, and patient
education research—the tools or instruments are often questionnaires, either “paper-and-pencil” tools
(participants respond in writing) or online, electronic questionnaires. Increasingly, observations and data
come through qualitative methods in which the instruments are the researchers or observers themselves
and the resulting transcripts or record of their observations (see also below). Research in the biological
and physical sciences, in contrast, usually relies on tools such as microscopes and CAT scans that
produce descriptions and/or other laboratory technologies such as clinical chemistry and immunoassays
that produce quantified outputs. Regardless of the actual tools used, the goals and processes of
developing and using instruments are similar across the physical and social sciences. The focus and
examples in this chapter are from the social sciencesin particular, from health professions education
research.
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Instrumentation builds on a study’s design, problem statement, and underlying conceptual framework
(see Chapter 6). If the authors have appropriately and carefully considered and specified the design,
research question, and theoretical framework for their investigation, they are likely to select the
methodology, including the instruments, that will allow them to obtain the most unambiguous
conclusion possible. (Some ambiguity is likely; the goal is to minimize it.) Specifically, the reviewer
should focus on the rigor with which the authors selected or developed the instruments, as described
below.

Selecting the right instrument. Describing the instrumentation for a particular study starts with
specifying in what ways the authors have captured and/or measured the variables. The reviewer needs to
know what observations the authors used as surrogates for the concept under investigation and how the
data were collected (i.e., what were their means of obtaining observations?). Authors can choose from
many different types of instruments for collecting data. Some of these instruments include multiplechoice tests and written examinations, measures of attitude, checklists, surveys, abstraction forms,
interview schedules and guides, notes from field work, and rating forms.

Additionally, authors may use haptic measures such as sensors to detect, for example, depth of chest
compression in advanced cardiovascular life support (ACLS) skill-acquisition studies or resident activity
in a study of duty hours. Indeed, scholars recommend that investigators use multiple methods to address
the same research construct, a process called triangulation.1 The authors should specify whether the
purpose of any additional instruments is to confirm the accuracy of the first instruments or to
deliberately look at a different aspect that might provide divergent results.
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“Selection” implies choice, and the reviewer should ask whether the choice of methods is justified by
reference to a framework for analysis. For instance, a study examining whether exposure to conflict-ofinterest policies during residency is associated with changes in prescribing patterns might be grounded
in a typical analytic framework of decision making or habit formation.

The selection of the proper tool or instrument may be relatively straightforward because existing and
well-known tools are available for authors who wish to capture a particular variable of interest (e.g., the
Medical College Admission Test [MCAT exam] for medical school “readiness” or “aptitude”; National
Board of Medical Examiners [NBME] subject examinations for “acquisition of medical knowledge”; the
Association of American Medical Colleges [AAMC] Graduation Questionnaire for “curricular
experiences”). Sometimes, however, the process of determining which tool to use is less straightforward.
For example, authors may not have ready tools for describing and measuring the clinical competence of
medical students after a required core clerkship. One approach for evaluating that particular variable of
interest might be to use direct observations of students performing a clinical task, perhaps with
standardized patients. Another approach might be to use a written test to learn what students would do in
alternative, hypothetical situations, based on the premise of adaptive expertise. Yet another option would
be to collect ratings and/or observation notes from clerkship directors at the end of the clerkship that
attest to students’ clinical skills. Other alternatives include using peer- and self-ratings of competence or
collecting patient satisfaction data. Choosing among several possible measures of a variable is a key
decision authors make when planning a research study.

If the authors use an existing instrument, the reviewer needs to learn from the manuscript the rationale
for the choice. The authors should also demonstrate that they have validated the use of the instrument in
their population. Importantly, the instruments they select should have a record of prior use that includes
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details about their measurement properties. In other words, authors should cite studies that have used the
instruments and/or reported their psychometrics, or they may reference nontraditional resources such as
MedEdPORTAL2 and HaPI.3

Creating a new instrument. Often, a suitable measurement instrument is not available, and authors
must develop instruments de novo. As a rule, when new instruments are used for research, more detail
about their development (including calibration and piloting) is expected than when existing methods are
used. Authors who develop new instruments for research take on the additional burden of proving the
validity of the scores resulting from the instrument. In general, the data set used to validate an
instrument should not be used to test the study’s hypothesis. The reviewer does not have to be an expert
in instrument development, but does need to be able to assess that the authors did the right things to
ensure the validity and reliability of their instrument for the question at hand. Numerous publications
describe the methods that should be followed in developing academic achievement tests,4,5 rating and
attitude scales,6,7 checklists,8 and surveys.9-11 There is no single best approach to instrument
development, but the process should be described rigorously and in detail, and the reviewer should look
for citations in the manuscript so readers will be able to access information about the development of
any instruments.

Instrument development starts with


specifying the content domain (e.g., patient satisfaction),



conducting a thorough literature review to see what similar or relevant instruments exist, and
then, only if necessary,



beginning to create a new instrument.
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When authors develop new tools, they may draw the content from many sources, including potential
subjects or participants, other instruments, the literature, and/or experts. What the reviewer needs to see
is that the authors followed a rigorous process. The authors need to show that their instrument was not
simply the result of a single investigator (or two) putting thoughts on paper. The reviewer should make
sure that individual items on a written tool were critically reviewed for clarity and meaning and that the
instrument was pilot tested and revised as necessary.

For some instruments, such as a data-abstraction form, pilot testing might mean as little as trying out the
form on a sample of hospital charts. More stringent testing is needed for instruments that are
administered to individuals. There are no rules for pilot testing in terms of how many people must test or
sample each version, how many versions the developers must create, or what methods should be used
for testing each version. The onus is on the authors to communicate the credibility of the process for
developing the instrument, of the methods used, and of the resulting scores.

Collecting data in qualitative traditions. If the authors are using qualitative methods, they probably
developed the instrument they used (e.g., script for interviews or focus groups) de novo. The thoughtful
process of developing the guide questions and follow-up probes parallels that for a written tool,
described above. The primary questions should be linked to the study aims and purpose. The authors
need to consider language, using a vocabulary and syntax that are accessible to the study participants.
Because qualitative methods often rely heavily on a conversation, it is imperative that the questions be
open-ended and neutral12 and that they follow a sensible and logical order. One way of developing such
questions is mimicking a figure 8that is, starting with broad questions, getting progressively more
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detailed and sometimes personal, and then broadening out with general, closing questions. Pilot testing
for clarity, length, and ability to elicit a conversation is also necessary.13

Considering confounders. It is important to acknowledge that the characteristics of the researchers,
observers, and/or raters may influence the research, including the design or selection of the instrument
and the methods used to gather, analyze, and interpret the findings. No research, especially qualitative
research, can be completely free of bias; however, some aspects of a manuscript allow the reviewer to
draw some conclusions about whether the authors have attempted to reduce bias, whether the authors
have been transparent about their research processes or methods, and whether these processes seem
replicable. The manuscript should provide an explanation of how the authors used the conceptual
framework relevant to their work to guide the design of their study and the interpretation of their results.
The authors should describe the training of raters, so that readers, including the reviewer, can determine
whether the training was adequate.

The reviewer should also be able to assess whether the selection and use of the instrument, as well as the
presentation of the results, minimized the researchers’ potential bias.14 For example,


Who conducted the focus groups and interviews?



Were these interviewers trained and if so, how?



Were the interviewers aware of the study aims and primary research questions?



Were they open to hearing opposing and unexpected viewpoints?



If the authors conducted focus groups or interviews, did they describe their decision to end data
collection?



Did they conduct enough research and gather enough data to ensure that they did not miss new
informationthat is, did they reach saturation?
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Scoring or operationalizing data
Quantitative data. The reviewer needs to discern how scores or classifications are derived from an
instrument. For example, how did the authors sum and dichotomize questionnaire responses such that
respondents were grouped into those who “agreed” and “disagreed” or those who were judged to be
either “competent” or “not competent”? An understanding of scores and classifications is also necessary
for results that are quantified; if the scores were numerical, were they grouped into small-medium-large,
and have the authors adequately explained the groupings? Notably, some instruments are not useful for
yielding aggregated scores. In any case, the reviewer needs to be clear about how investigators
operationalized research variables and judged the technical properties (i.e., reliability and validity) of
their research data.

The authors also need to convey their understanding or use of terms and their decisions about cut-scores
to readers. For example, in a study of the perceived frequency of feedback from preceptors and residents
to students, the definition of “feedback” needs to be reported and justified. For example, is it a report of
any feedback through any means, or is it formal feedback provided through a structured assessment
tool? Investigators make many decisions in the course of conducting a study, and while they do not need
to report all of them, they should present enough to allow readers to understand how they
operationalized their variables of interest.

Qualitative data. In qualitative analysis, scoring is analogous to coding data. Multiple methods of
coding or processing qualitative data are available to authors, such as content analysis,
immersion/crystallization, or grounded theory.15 While there are clear steps specific to each method, in
general, coding processes allow for “discovering” themes within the data. The analysis of qualitative
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data often begins with developing a codebook for use across coders. The codebook is often quite
detailed, listing subthemes within broader themes. It is developed through coding or analyzing multiple
transcripts in an iterative manner. Once the codebook has stabilized, the codes are applied systematically
across the remaining scripts; authors should check for inter-rater and intra-rater agreement, as applicable
(see below). Sometimes, qualitative methods result in listings or tables of themes with some descriptive
data, such as the prevalence of each theme among all interviewees.15,16 Finally, it is important for the
authors to constantly evaluate whether the emerging results address the study questions. Excellent
references for evaluating qualitative studies are available.17

Psychometric data. If a manuscript is about an instrument, as opposed to the more typical case in
which authors use an instrument to assess some question, then the authors might present methods for
formal scale development and evaluation, often focusing on subscale definition, reliability estimation,
reproducibility, and homogeneity.18 Authors reporting large development projects for instruments
designed to measure individual differences on a variable of interest will also need to pay attention to
validity issues, sensitivity, and stability of scores.19 The reviewer should ensure that a manuscript
focusing on instrument development is generalizablethat is, that the authors have investigated and
reported whether this instrument can be used in other settings.

Administrating the tool. The reviewer also needs to know the steps the authors took to ensure that the
instrument is used properly. If the authors administered any tests, questionnaires, or forms themselves,
the reviewer should look for important information concerning incentives for participants and processes
used to gather complete data (e.g., contact of nonresponders, location of missing charts). For instruments
that may be more reactive to the person using the forms (e.g., rating forms, interviews), the authors must
have summarized coherently the actions they took to minimize differences related to the instrument user.
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These actions typically involve discussions of rater or interviewer training and the computation of interrater (between two or more raters) or intra-rater (within the same rater) reliability coefficients.20 In other
words, the reviewer should be able to identify how observers, interviewers, and raters were trained to
ensure reliability and that the authors tested for potential variation between them.

Defining secondary data. In health professions education, researchers often use secondary data (i.e.,
data they themselves did not collect), so they have no input into data quality. Fortunately, for widely
used datasets (e.g., NBME examination scores, AAMC questionnaires), quality is not an issue.
However, authors do need to sufficiently describe the data set and its origins:


Are the data the results of a survey?



If so, to whom were instruments administered and when?



What were the response rates?

Further, an explanation of how the authors used or categorized scores applies equally to existing data
sets, such as the AAMC Faculty Roster or the American Medical Association (AMA) MasterFile, and to
new data sets derived from the authors’ work. In fact, data from existing databases may actually create
more problems for the authors in terms of explaining and justifying their analytic decisions. A focus of
these manuscripts should be on how the authors selected, cleaned, and manipulated data. For example, if
the AMA Master File is being used for a study on primary care providers, how exactly have the authors
defined their sample—by training, board certification, or self-report? Does “primary care” include both
family medicine and internal medicine? The reviewer must look for evidence that the authors made
sound decisions about defining their sample and treating missing data (e.g., how did the authors handle
physicians in the dataset for whom no specialty information was available?).
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Quality control
In addition to reviewing the details about the actual instruments used in the study and the data derived
from those instruments, the reviewer needs to gain a sense that the authors executed their methods as
planned.21 In most cases, it is impossible and unnecessary to report internal methods that were put in
place for monitoring data collection and quality. This level of detail might be expected for a proposal or
application, but it does not fit in most manuscripts. Still, depending on the methods of the study under
review, the reviewer must assess a variety of issues, such as


the unbiased recruitment and retention of subjects,



the effects of conflicts of interest due to any funding sources (whether reported or not),



the appropriate training of data collectors,



the use of sensible definitions of analytic variables, and



for studies conducted over many years, whether and how the integrity of the data set was
preserved over time.

These are generic concerns relevant to any study. It would be too unwieldy to consider here all possible
elements affecting the quality of research, but the reviewer needs to be convinced that the methods are
sound. If the reviewer notes any carelessness, incompleteness, or inconsistency in reporting (or worse),
he or she should be concerned and should mention any potential lapses in quality control to the editor.

In the end, the reviewer must be convinced that appropriate rigor was used in selecting, developing, and
using measurement tools for the study. Without being an expert in measurement, the reviewer can look
for relevant details about instrument selection and subsequent score development. If reviewers do not
feel they can provide an adequate review of a new instrument, they may certainly suggest that an expert
in instrument design review the manuscript. In recommending a paper for publication, the reviewer
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should be confident and clear about the procedures that the authors followed in selecting or developing
and implementing data-collection tools.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
Disclaimer: The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and do not necessarily represent those of
the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the U.S. Department of Defense, or the
federal government of the United States.
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Review Criteria
1. For quantitative studies: the population is defined in sufficient detail to permit the
study to be replicated.
2. The sampling procedures are described in sufficient detail to permit transparency,
replication, or theory generation.
3. Samples are appropriate to the research purpose or question.
4. Selection bias is addressed.

Issues and examples related to the criteria
Investigators conducting research in health professions education (and in other, related domains such as
health outcomes, public health, and clinical practice) are expected to describe the research populations,
sampling procedures, and research samples of the empirical studies they undertake. These descriptions
must be clear and complete enough to allow reviewers and research consumers to decide whether the
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research results are valid internally and can be generalized externally to other research samples, settings,
and conditions. Given necessary and sufficient information, reviewers and consumers can judge whether
an investigator’s population, sampling methods, and research sample are appropriate to the research
question.

Sampling from populations has become a key issue in 20th- and 21st-century applied research. It allows
for research efficiency without sacrificing accuracy. To illustrate, the Gallup Organization achieves
highly accurate (±3 percentage points) estimates about opinions of the U.S. population (319 million)
using samples of approximately 1,200 individuals.1

Samples in health professions education research come from at least two dimensions: (1) subjects or
participants (e.g., U.S. medical students) and (2) stimuli or conditions (e.g., curriculum requirements,
clinical problems or cases). Some investigators use a third approach—matrix sampling—to address
research participants and stimuli simultaneously.2 In all cases, however, the reviewer should find that the
authors have defined their participant and stimulus populations, as well as their sampling procedures,
clearly and thoroughly.

Quantitative study sampling
The reviewer must assess how the authors, given their population of interest (e.g., U.S. medical
students), have defined a population subset (or sample) for the practical matter of conducting their
research study. Quantitative (and qualitative) investigators have provided detailed, scholarly descriptions
of purist sampling procedures (e.g., multistage, random, systematic), which are difficult to achieve.3,4
Other scholars have offered more practical guides. For example, Fraenkel and colleagues have identified
five quantitative sampling methods that a researcher may use to draw a representative subset from a
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population of interest so that research results can be generalized broadly: random, simple, systematic,
stratified random, and cluster.5 The reviewer may note which of these methods the authors have used,
whether the method is the most appropriate one, and whether it permits generalizing to the broader
population.

Qualitative study sampling
Qualitative approaches to participant and stimulus sampling, in contrast to quantitative, focus on the
uniqueness of persons and conditions rather than on their general characteristics. Qualitative sampling
need not be representative on statistical grounds (i.e., it does not require reports of numerical point
estimates and confidence intervals). Instead, samples in qualitative research are chosen for their
singularity, their special qualities, which, when revealed by research, permit an in-depth understanding
through hermeneutics, or the science of interpretation. Qualitative research rigor has less to do with
systematic sampling procedures than with the richness of the stories the research reveals.

For example, Gergen, Josselson, and Freeman state that “by far, the most practical form of qualitative
inquiry is narrative research. Here it is assumed that one of the major ways in which we understand our
lives is through stories.”6 The classic study of medical students in training at the University of Kansas
reported by Howard Becker and colleagues in Boys in White: Student Culture in Medical School
illustrates the power of qualitative, narrative research to reveal and explain everyday regularities in
health professions education.7 If the manuscript the reviewer is evaluating reports qualitative research,
the task is to determine whether the sample provides fresh insight into or a greater appreciation of the
population of interest.
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Convenience samples
Most investigators who are either conducting health professions education research with students or
investigating educational interventions use convenience samples—that is, groups of students or
conditions that are readily or easily used—even though this is not a recognized or formal method of
sampling for representativeness. The reviewer must be aware that generalizing the results of studies
using convenience samples may be misleading, unless there is a close match between research
participants and the target population to which the results are applied. Medical students, for example, are
very homogeneous academically due to stringent selection criteria.8 However, medical students display
demographic variation (e.g., ethnicity, age, gender) that should be controlled or explained in research
projects.

Sometimes, research is deliberately done on “significant”9 or specifically selected samples, such as
Nobel laureates10 or astronauts and cosmonauts,11 where descriptions of particular subjects rather than
generalization to a population is the scholarly goal.

In intervention research, once a research sample is identified and drawn, its members may be assigned to
certain study conditions (e.g., treatment and control groups). By contrast, conditions are uniform for all
members of the sample in single-group observational studies, such as those examining statistical
correlations among variables or those measuring possible improvement resulting from an educational
intervention.12 Qualitative observational studies of intact groups, such as the pulmonary and critical care
residents described in Life and Death in Intensive Care13 and the radiology residents described in CT
Suite: The Work of Diagnosis in the Age of Noninvasive Cutting,14 follow a similar approach, but the
investigators use words, not numbers, to describe their research samples.
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Systematic sampling of participants from a population of interest allows an investigator to generalize
research results beyond the information obtained from the sample values. The degree to which the
results are generalizable is an index of external validity. For example, research results obtained from a
rigorous, stratified, random sample of U.S. medical students at a specific time has a high probability of
being generalizable to the broader population of U.S. medical students at that same time. Stratified,
random sampling is rarely accomplished for logistical and practical reasons. Instead, investigators rely
on convenience samples—despite the pitfalls, selection biases, and attrition biases that reduce confident
generalization of the research findings. Replications of research studies using new convenience samples
that yield similar results boost confidence that research outcomes are stable and generalizable.

Similar logicthe need for convenience applies to ensuring the internal validity of the convenience
samples of the stimuli or independent variables involved in a research enterprise (e.g., clinical cases and
their features in problem-solving research). Careful attention to stimulus sampling is the cornerstone of
representative research.15-17 To illustrate, medical learners and practitioners are expected to solve clinical
problems of varying degrees of complexity as one indicator of their clinical competence. However, to
date, neither the population of eligible problems nor clear-cut rules for sampling clinical problems from
the parent population have been made plain. Thus, researchers select the problems, often expressed as
cases, for evaluating medical personnel without a systematic sampling plan. This haphazardness likely
contributes to the frequently cited, yet controversial,18 finding of case specificity (i.e.,
nongeneralizability) of medical problem solving. A rival hypothesis is that case specificity has more to
do with how the cases are selected or designed than with the problem-solving skill of physicians in
training or practice.
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Recent work on the construction of examinations of academic achievement in general19,20 and medical
licensure examinations in particular21 is giving direct attention to stimulus sampling and representative
design. Conceptual work in the field of facet theory and design22 also holds promise as an organizing
framework for research that takes stimulus sampling seriously.

As mentioned, research protocols that make provisions for systematic, simultaneous sampling of
participants and stimuli alike use matrix sampling.2 This approach is especially useful when an
investigator aims to judge the effects of an overall program on a broad spectrum of participants and
stimuli. Isolating and ruling out sources of bias is a persistent problem when identifying research
samples for matrix sampling because of the nonrepresentativeness of participants and stimuli or a small
number of cases.

Selection bias
Selection bias is more likely to occur when


investigators fail to specify and use explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria,



there is differential attrition (drop out) of participants from study conditions, or



samples are too small to give a valid estimate of population parameters and have low statistical
power.

The reviewer must be attentive to these potential flaws. Research reports should also describe the use of
incentives, compensation for participation, recruitment, informed consent, and whether the research
participants are volunteers.

Funding/Support: None reported.
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Chapter 12
Data Analysis and Statistics
William C. McGaghie, PhD, and Sonia Crandall, PhD, MS

W. C. McGaghie was director, Ralph P. Leischner, Jr. MD Institute for Medical Education, Loyola
University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, Maywood, Illinois, at the time this work was done.
He is now professor of medical education, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine,
Chicago, Illinois.
S. Crandall is professor, Department of Physician Assistant Studies, Wake Forest University School of
Medicine, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Review Criteria
1. Data-analysis procedures are described in sufficient detail.
2. Data-analysis procedures conform to the research design; hypotheses, models, or
theory drives the data analyses.
3. Statistical tests are appropriate.
4. Topics such as effect size or functional significance, multiple tests or comparisons,
and adjustment of significance level for chance outcomes were considered.
5. Power issues are considered in studies that make statistical inferences.
6. For qualitative analysis: how members of the research team contributed to coding,
identifying themes, and/or drawing inferences is described; methods used to ensure
trustworthiness of the analysis are also described.
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Issues and examples related to the criteria
Researchers must perform and report their data analysis—no matter where their research falls along the
seamless web of quantitative and qualitative research (see Chapter 9)—according to scholarly
conventions. The conventions apply to statistical treatments of data expressed as numbers and to
qualitative data expressed as descriptions of observations, field notes, interview transcriptions, abstracts
from hospital charts, or other written archival records. When it comes to data analysis, investigators
must “get it right” to ensure that the research progression of design, methods (including data analysis),
results, and interpretation (Discussion and Conclusion) is orderly and integrated. The amplification of
the six data-analysis and statistical review criteria in this section, meant to help the reviewer assess a
manuscript’s data-analysis section, underscores this assertion. (Additionally, the chapters on reporting
results, Chapters 1315, extend these ideas.)

Quantitative
Statistical, or quantitative, analysis of research data is not the cornerstone of science. It does, however,
appear in a large proportion of the research papers submitted to health professions education journals.
The reviewer should expect a clear and complete description of research samples and data-analysis
procedures in such manuscripts.

Statistical analyses of quantitative health professions education research data have three aims:
1. to establish data quality in terms of reliability estimates, which may be calculated in a number of
ways depending on measurement scales, for the research variables,
2. to describe the central tendency (e.g., mean) and distribution of research data sets, and
3. to draw inferences about the meaning of research data (outcomes, findings) either from
associations among variables or as differences resulting from educational interventions.
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The quality of a research data set should be established before statistical analyses are performed.
Investigators should report reliability coefficients, appropriate to variable measurement scales, for their
research data, especially their dependent variables. Statistical analyses of low-quality (unreliable) data
are unlikely to yield useful or interpretable results.1 The reviewer may check for high-quality data sets
by evaluating reliability coefficients for quantitative variables (or by studying evidence of data
trustworthiness in qualitative research).

The authors should report the statistics that describe their research data set in a way that provides
research consumers—and reviewers—with a clear portrait of the research variables and their properties.
Continuous variables should be described in terms of central tendency (mean, median) and dispersion
(standard deviation). Nominal data can be described as categorical frequencies or percentages.
Descriptive statistics inform readers about the range and structure of a research data set in advance of
the inferential data analyses.

Inferential data analyses should be performed only after the authors have established data quality and
clearly described the data set. Researchers may perform a number of different statistical tests or
analyses. The guiding principle the reviewer should follow is that data-analysis procedures must
conform to the theory, hypotheses, and research design that underlie the research study. Statistical
analyses must “fit” or be appropriate to answer the research question. Investigators should choose the
simplest possible data-analysis procedure to address the research question—that is, what Wilkinson has
termed “a minimally sufficient analysis.”2 Wilkinson continues,

The enormous variety of modern quantitative methods leaves researchers with the non-trivial task of matching
analysis and design to the research question. Although complex designs and state-of-the-art methods are
© 2015 AAMC. May not be reproduced without permission.
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sometimes necessary to address research questions effectively, simpler classical approaches often can provide
elegant and sufficient answers to important questions. Do not choose an analytic method to impress your
readers or to deflect criticism. If the assumptions and strength of a simpler method are reasonable for your data
and research problem, use it. Occam’s razor applies to methods as well as to theories.2

One family of statistical analyses seeks to reveal associations among measured variables. These analyses
range from simple correlation coefficients to complex regression models, factor analyses, and cluster
analyses.3 Still other statistical methods used to study associations among measured variables (and
among other research entities) include multidimensional scaling4 and social network analysis.5-7

A second family of statistical analyses aims to study group differences, usually as a result of an
educational treatment or intervention. These analyses range from simple t tests and analyses of variance
(ANOVA) to very complex multivariate models.3

Measures of effect such as odds ratios and relative risk, which are frequently reported in clinical
epidemiology studies,8 have also been used in medical education research. Some journal editors also
insist that authors report an index of effect size, such as Cohen’s d coefficient, to amplify and support
statistical analysis results.9 Meta-analysis—that is, quantitative integration of research data from
separate studies of the same research problem—is yet another data-analysis procedure that some medical
education researchers have used.10,11

The results of statistical analyses of data often rest on assumptions about the data, including the
measurement properties of the data and the normality of data distributions. These assumptions must be
satisfied (i.e., realized) to make the data analysis legitimate. Investigators should use nonparametric, or
“distribution-free,” statistical methods to evaluate correlations among variables or group differences
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when research measurements are in the form of categories (e.g., female-male, pass-fail) or ranks (e.g.,
postgraduate year 1, 2, and 3 residents).

The reviewer’s task, then, is to determine whether the authors used the most appropriate tests to analyze
the data, given the study’s design, methodology, and resulting data set. Specifically, the reviewer needs
to look for signs that the statistical analysis methods were based on sound assumptions about the
characteristics of the data and research design. The reviewer must be satisfied that the statistical tests
presented in a research manuscript have been used and reported properly. Signs of a flawed data analysis
include inappropriate or suboptimal analyses (e.g., wrong methods or tests) and failure to specify post
hoc analyses before collecting data.

Performing analysis of data sets without attention to an explicit research design or an a priori hypothesis
can quickly become an exercise in “data dredging.”12 The availability of powerful computers, userfriendly statistical software, and large institutional data sets increases the likelihood of such mindless
data analyses. The ability to perform hundreds of statistical tests in seconds is not a proxy for thoughtful
attention to research design and focused data analysis. The reviewer should also be aware that, for
example, in the context of only 20 statistical comparisons, one of the tests will be likely to achieve
“significance” at a traditional P level (P ≤ 0.05) solely by chance. Multiple statistical tests or
comparisons may call for adjustment of significance levels (P values) using the Bonferroni or a similar
procedure to ensure accurate data interpretation.3

Research studies that involve small numbers of participants often lack enough statistical power to
demonstrate significant results.9 This shortfall can occur even when a larger study would show a
significant effect for an experimental intervention or for a correlation among measured variables.
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Whenever a reviewer encounters a “negative” study (i.e., one with disconfirming results), he or she
should consider the question of power and determine whether lack of power was the reason for a
nonsignificant result.

Shadish, Cook, and Campbell point out that thoughtful data analysis is needed to achieve what they term
statistical conclusion validity (internal validity) and construct validity (external validity) when results
are being generalized from samples to larger populations.13 Internal and external validity are different
from the valid interpretation of test scores and other forms of data, which have been the subject of recent
discussion.14

In summary, the reviewer should note whether any quantitative data analyses in a manuscript are
hypothesis driven, follow an orderly plan, are “minimally sufficient,” and have sufficient statistical
power. He or she should assess whether the authors have established the quality (reliability) of their data
set, described data distributions, and demonstrated associations or differences among variables.

Qualitative
Qualitative data analysis has a deep and longstanding research legacy in health professions education
and medicine. Well-known and influential examples are Boys in White, the classic study of student
culture in medical school, written by Howard Becker and colleagues15; psychiatrist Robert Coles’ fivevolume study, Children of Crisis, about children growing up under perilous conditions16; the classic
participant-observation study of patient culture on psychiatric wards by David Rosenhan17; and Terry
Mizrahi’s observational study of the culture of residents on hospital wards, Getting Rid of
Patients.18 The reviewer should be familiar with the scholarly contribution of qualitative research in
medical education.
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Analysis of qualitative data, which involves the manipulation of words and symbols rather than of
numbers, is also governed by rules and rigor. Investigators who have undertaken qualitative research
should carefully plan their research and analyses; they are expected to use established, conventional
approaches to ensure both data quality and accurate analysis. Flaws in qualitative analysis include (but
are not limited to) the following:


inattention to data triangulation (cross-checking information sources);



insufficient detail in depicting research observations (lack of “thick description”);



failure to use recursive (repetitive) data analysis and interpretation;



failure to verify independent data through colleagues or groups similar to participants (peer
debriefing);



failure to verify independent data through other stakeholders (member checking);



failure to enhance trustworthiness by seeking further data until no new categories or themes
arise (e.g., saturation); and



failure to express the investigators’ personal orientations (e.g., homeopathy) early in the written
report.

Prominent resources on qualitative research provide research insights and methodological details that
would be useful for the review of a complex or unusual study.19-24 Conventions for reporting qualitative
medical education research have been published recently.25

In summary, analysis of qualitative data in health professions education research needs to be planned
and rigorous, and it must conform to prevailing scholarly conventions and expectations.
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Conclusions
Analyzing data—irrespective of whether the work uses a quantitative or qualitative approach—is an
essential part of conducting research. Data analysis of any variety needs to be performed with skill and
care, and it should emanate directly from the investigator’s research question and research design.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Chapter 13
Results: Presentation
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Review Criteria
1. All results are presented. The results align with the methods and study questions.
2. The amount of data presented is sufficient, balanced, accurate, and supportive of
inferences or themes.
3. Tables, graphs, or figures are used judiciously and agree with the text.
4. The statistics are reported correctly and appropriately.

Issues and examples related to criteria
The Results section of a research report lays out the body of evidence collected within the context of the
study to support the questions, discussions, and/or conclusions that the authors present. To be effective,
the study results and their relation to the research questions and discussion points must be clear to the
reader. Unless this relationship is clear, the reader cannot effectively judge the quality of the evidence or
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the extent to which it supports the claims made in the report.1,2 Several devices can maximize the
presentation of results, and the reviewer needs to be aware of them so that they can effectively review
the results, express any concerns they may have to the editor, and provide useful feedback to the authors.

Organization of the data and analyses
The organization of the data and analyses is critical to the coherence of the Results section. The authors
should present the data and analyses in an orderly fashion, and the logic inherent in that order should be
explicit.3 There are several possible ways to organize data, and the choice of organization ought to be
strategic, reflecting the needs of the journal’s audience and the nature of the findings being presented.
The reviewer should be alert to the organization and determine whether this particular organization is
effective in conveying the results coherently.

One very helpful type of organization is to use a parallel structure across the entire research reportthat
is, to make the organization of the results consistent with the organization of the other sections of the
report. Thus, the organization of the Results section would mirror the organization of the research
questions that were established in the Introduction; it would follow the descriptions provided in the
Methods section; and it would anticipate the organization of points to be elaborated upon in the
Discussion.

If there are several research questions, hypotheses, or important findings, the Results section may be
best presented as a series of subsections, each of which presents the results that are relevant to a given
question, hypothesis, or set of findings. This type of organization clarifies the point of each set of results
or analyses and, thus, makes it relatively easy to determine how the results or analyses speak to the
research questions. In so doing, this organization also provides an easy way to determine whether the
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authors have addressed each of the research questions appropriately and completely, and it provides a
structure for identifying post hoc or additional analyses and serendipitous findings that might not have
been initially anticipated.

However, there are other ways to organize a Results section that also maintain clarity and coherence and
may better represent the data and analyses. Many of these approaches are used in the context of
qualitative research, but they may also be relevant to quantitative research designs. For example, the
authors may group results according to the themes, recurrent patterns, or relationships that they
identified during data collection and analysis. Notably, themes, patterns, or relationships often overlap in
complex ways, so the authors must take care to focus the reader on the particular issue under
consideration while simultaneously identifying and explaining its relationship to the others.
Alternatively, the authors might organize the data in relation to a theory or a model they are developing,
revising, or using as a framework for analysis. Yet another possibility is to organize the data according
to the method of collection (e.g., interviews, observations, documents) or the critical phases in the dataanalysis process (e.g., primary node coding and axial coding).

In short, authors can use several different organizational structures to present results. Regardless of the
organization, however, if the Results section does not clearly establish the relevance of the data
presented and the analyses performed to the questions and aims of the report, then the authors have not
properly demonstrated the point they were trying to make with the findings, and the Results section has
failed. If the results are not coherent, the reviewer must consider whether the problem lies in poor
execution of the analyses or in poor organization of the Results section. If the former, the report is
probably not acceptable. If the latter, the reviewer might merely want to suggest an organizational
structure that would convey the results effectively.
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Selection of qualitative data for presentation
Qualitative research can produce great amounts of raw material. While the authors will order, vet, and
explain this raw material through the analysis process, they may still possess an overwhelming set of
possible data (e.g., participant quotes, field notes, text excerpts, or visual images) to cover in the Results
section. Selecting which data to present in a Results section is, therefore, critical.

The logic that informs this selection process should be transparent and related explicitly to the research
questions and objectives. If it is not clear to the reviewer, for example, why the authors chose a
particular piece of data to explicate a point, or if an alternative interpretation of the data is reasonable,
the reviewer should note this ambiguity or discrepancy and might reasonably ask for further clarification
or justification for the choice. In addition, the authors should make clear any implicit relationships
among the results, such as trends, contrasting cases, and voices from a variety of perspectives. The
reviewer should be alert to any hints that that the process of selecting data might have distorted the
overall gist of the entire data set. Often, discerning the relationship of the data selected to the full data
set is difficult for a reviewer, but hints of distortions may arise through inconsistencies between pieces
of data across the Results section, such as a quotation for one theme that seems to disconfirm a claim or
interpretation made for another theme.

The variety of organizational structures available for the presentation of qualitative results requires an
equally varied approach in data display. For example, data can be presented in tables or figures or as
incorporated narrative descriptions or text blocks embedded in the description of results. Qualitative data
may sometimes be “quantitized”4 into numeric counts if that numeric representation supports a
meaningful presentation of results (see Chapter 15). Regardless of display techniques, the decision of
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how much qualitative data to incorporate must be judicious. Authors should ensure that narrative
excerpts are only as long as required to represent a theme or point of view but take care not to minimize
them to the point of distorting their meaning or diluting their character. Determining whether the authors
have excerpted just the right amount of text—not too little and not too much—can be a difficult, subtle
task, but the balance is essential to the efficient yet accurate presentation of findings about complex
social phenomena.

The balance of descriptive and inferential statistics for quantitative data
In reports of quantitative, or hypothesis-testing, research, a rough parallel to the qualitative issue of
selecting data for presentation is the balance of descriptive and inferential statistics. One common
shortcoming in quantitative reports is that the Results section focuses very heavily on inferential
statistics and not enough on descriptive statistics. Researchers—and, importantly, the reviewer—should
remember that the inferential statistics are presented only to aid in the reasonable interpretation of the
descriptive statistics. If the data (or patterns of data) to which the inferential statistics are being applied
are not clear, then the point of the inferential statistics has not been properly established, and the Results
section has failed. Again, however, balancing inferential and descriptive statistics can be a subtle task.
Excessive presentation of descriptive statistics that do not speak to the research objectives may also
make the Results section unwieldy and uninterpretable.

When authors present descriptive statistics, the reviewer must ensure that the numbers in any tables or
other exhibits, the numbers in the text, and the prose description of the data—both in the abstract and the
body of the report—are consistent. Literal mismatches are often obvious if the authors present the same
data in more than one place, and the reviewer should note these. However, the reviewer should also be
alert to inconsistencies in patterns across the data set that imply that the story the authors are
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constructing about the results might be too simplistic or overstated. As with reviews of the presentation
of qualitative data, reviewers should be alert for potential patterns of data that might be negative or
disconfirming, but are not properly represented in the textual description of the results.

When inferential tests are presented, the reviewer must ensure that they are appropriate for the research
question, accurate, properly described, and interpretable by the typical reader of the journal. If the form
of analysis is beyond the knowledge or experience of the reviewer, then the reviewer should
acknowledge this in his or her review so that the editor can obtain a more technical review if needed.
However, if the form of analysis is so complicated that it confuses a reviewer (especially one who has
expertise in the methodologies used), the reviewer might legitimately raise concerns in the review that
the statistics are not effectively described for an audience that is highly diverse in its statistical
knowledge. Some level of lay explanation should be present so that, for the typical reader, the Results
section is not merely a string of incomprehensible phrases, symbols, and numbers.

The use of narration for quantitative data
In the context of quantitative studies, the Results section is generally not the place to elaborate on the
implications of the data collected, how the data fit into the larger theory that is being proposed, or how
they relate to other literature. Providing implications, context, and comparison is the role of the
Discussion section. This being said, it is also true that the Results section of a quantitative, or
hypothesis-testing, study should not be merely a string of numbers and Greek letters. Rather, the results
should include a narrative description of the data, a brief justification of each analysis, and an
explanation of what the resulting statistics signify in relation to the research question.
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Striking an effective balance between a thorough description of the results and an extrapolation of the
implications of the results requires skill and subtlety (like knowing how much and what kinds of data to
present); however, the distinction between explaining findings and extrapolating implications is
important. For example, sophisticated analysis techniques that use unfamiliar or novel statistical tests
may require explicit statements about the meaningfulness of the outcomes and their implications for the
model or research question.

Thus, it is reasonable—in fact, expected—that a Results section include a statement such as, “Based on
the pattern of data, the statistically significant two-way interaction in the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
implies that the treatment group improved on our test of knowledge more than the control group.” It is
not appropriate for the Results section to include a statement such as, “The ANOVA demonstrates that
the treatment is effective,” or, even more extreme, “The ANOVA demonstrates that we should adopt this
teaching methodology.” The first statement is a narrative description of the data interpreted in the
context of the statistical analysis. The second statement is an extrapolation of the results to the research
question and belongs in the Discussion. The third is an extreme overinterpretation of the results—it
presents a highly speculative value judgment about the importance of the outcome variables used in the
study relative to the huge number of other variables and factors that must be weighed in any decision to
adopt a new educational method (and it should not, at least in the form presented above, appear
anywhere in the report). The reviewer is responsible for determining whether the authors have found the
appropriate balance of description. If not, the reviewer should identify particular areas of concern (too
little description or too much interpretation) in the feedback he or she provides to the authors and the
editor.
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Contextualization of qualitative data
Notably, in qualitative research traditions, the distinction between the presentation and the discussion of
results is less clear. This more nebulous relationship can add a layer of complexity for the reviewer in
determining whether particular concepts belong in the Results or the Discussion section.5 Nonetheless,
issues parallel to the presentation of quantitative data are important for the narrative presentation of data
in qualitative studies.

The presentation of qualitative results should not consist of merely a listing of narrative excerpts, visual
images, and/or numeric summary counts. Narrative results, like numeric data, cannot stand on their own.
They require descriptions of their origins in the data set and an explanation of the understandings they
provide. In the process of selecting material from a set of qualitative data (e.g., when carving out
relevant narrative excerpts from analyzed focus group transcripts), the data must not become
“disconnected” and void of their original meanings. Authors should contextualize the presentation of
qualitative data in relation to the main analytic findings, and they should frame the data with a
descriptive summary.

The results may also be described in relation to a theory (either a preexisting theory or a theory that the
authors are developing in the report). A good qualitative Results section provides a framework for the
selected data to ensure that their original contexts are sufficiently apparent such that the reviewer can
judge whether the authors’ interpretation is faithful to and reflects those contexts.

The use of tables and figures
Tables and figures present tradeoffs because they often are the best way to convey complex data, yet if
they are overused, they may present data that are not relevant to the point of the research, disrupt the
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flow of the story being developed, or be inappropriately relied upon as a substitute for the effective
narration of the results as described above. The reviewer must, therefore, evaluate whether the tables and
figures are the most efficient or clearest way to present the data in a report6 and whether the exhibits are
used appropriately sparingly. Authors should make every effort to combine data into the fewest number
of exhibits possible. In addition, if data are presented in tables or figures, they should not be repeated in
their entirety in the text; rather, the text should be used to describe the table or figure, highlighting the
key elements in the data as they pertain to the relevant research question, hypothesis, or analysis. When
the results of statistical tests are in the form of tables or charts, the reviewer should be able to source or
match these to a specific analysis outlined in the Methods and presented in the Results.

Finally, although somewhat mundane, an important responsibility of the reviewer is, as mentioned, to
determine whether the data in the tables, the figures, and the text, including the abstract, are consistent.
If the numbers or descriptions in the text do not match those in the tables or figures, the reviewer should
have—and should note—serious concerns about the quality control used in the data analysis and
interpretation.

Summary
Whether the authors are reporting on a quantitative or qualitative study, the Results section represents
the evidence from which they will make claims about their work. Thus, the Results section must be
organized so as to make the connection between evidence and claims clear and convincing. The
accuracy of the data and the analyses is, of course, critical; however transparency and interpretability are
also vital. The reviewer’s task with regard to the Results section, therefore, is not merely to vet the data
and analyses, but also to assess the clarity of presentation. The next two chapters will extend this
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discussion by focusing on, respectively, the reporting of statistical analyses and the reporting of
qualitative findings.
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Issues and examples related to reporting statistical analyses
Authors are using ever more sophisticated and complex statistical techniques to analyze health
professions education studies. Most statistical techniques use a significance-testing approach (e.g., t
tests, analysis of variance [ANOVA], Pearson correlations)1 or a model-fit approach (e.g., structural
equation modeling),2 both of which involve standard reporting guidelines. Psychometric analysis
techniques in measurement or assessment (e.g., generalizability analyses, item-response modeling) also
have their own set of standards for reporting. 3 Although specific technical issues in a research report’s
analysis may require specialized knowledge in these areas, some general guidelines apply for reporting
all analysis methods.

Appropriately performing and reporting analyses
Importantly, even if the planned statistical analyses as reported in the Methods section are plausible and
appropriate, sometimes the implementation of those statistical analyses, as reported in the Results
section, is not. Several issues may have arisen in performing the analyses that render them inappropriate.
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Perhaps the most obvious occurs when the data do not demonstrate many of the properties that the
authors anticipated when they planned their data analysis.

For example, although the authors may have planned to calculate a correlation between two variables,
the data from one or the other (or both) of the variables may demonstrate a restriction of range that
invalidates the use of a correlation. When such a strong restriction of range exists, the correlation is
bound to be low, not because the two variables are unrelated, but because the range of variation in the
particular data set does not allow for the expression of the relationship in the correlation.4

Similarly, the authors may have planned to use a t test to compare the means of two groups, but upon
reviewing the data, they note a bimodal distribution that raises doubts about the use of a mean and
standard deviation to describe the data set. If the use of a mean to represent the central tendency is
questionable, then the use of a t test to evaluate the differences between the two groups becomes
questionable as well.

The reviewer should be alert to these potential problems and ensure, to the extent possible, that the data
as collected and presented continue to be amenable to the statistical analyses that were originally
intended. Assessing this relationship is often difficult for a reviewer because the data necessary to make
this assessment are not presented. When the opportunity does present itself, however, the reviewer
should evaluate the extent to which the data collected satisfy the assumptions of the statistical tests that
are described in the Methods section and reported in the Results.

Notably, in some cases, the authors may have deviated from established standards or violated
assumptions for the use of a statistical test, yet the application and results of the test or tests may still be
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appropriate. For example, in most situations, statistical tests are making inferences against a
hypothesized population, so the assumptions of the test should be compared against the authors’
hypothesis about the population, not necessarily the sample. What is important is that the authors
adequately justify their decisions. The reviewer, therefore, must be attentive to the degree to which the
analysis is meaningful and believable in the context of the aims of the report.

In studies based on modeling approaches, drawing inferences requires comparing multiple possible
models to determine the best fit to the observed data. Authors should report the appropriate or
commonly used fit indices that assess the adequacy of the statistical model in describing the data. Given
that authors have a choice of several possible indices, the primary index or indices should be declared a
priori along with the standard values for an adequate fit. The fit of statistical models can vary depending
on the index chosen, so the authors should give an adequate justification for design choices in the
analysis.

Another potential error that the reviewer should be alert to is the possibility that although authors have
selected appropriate analyses, they have executed them poorly or inappropriately. Often, enough data are
presented for the reviewer to determine that the results of the analysis are implausible given the
descriptive statistics—that is, the numbers just don’t add up. One example is the reporting of a
significant t test when the means do not seem sufficiently different to warrant significance.
Alternatively, the authors may have reported data and analyses insufficiently for the reviewer to
determine their accuracy or legitimacy. These situations are problems that a reviewer should address
explicitly in his or her review.
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Interpreting multiple comparisons
In addition to determining whether the individual analyses are complete, appropriate, and properly
executed, the reviewer should assess and discuss the authors’ interpretation of the results. First, for
analyses that rely on significance testing (i.e., P values) to draw inferences, the reviewer should be
mindful that as the number of statistical tests increases, so too does the likelihood that at least one of the
analyses will be statistically significant by chance alone.5 When analyses proliferate, the reviewer must
determine whether the authors have appropriately taken this possibility into account in their
interpretation of their results. As one example, significance levels (P values) might be adjusted to reflect
the need to be more conservative, using techniques such as “family-wise alpha” corrections. While such
prescriptive approaches are not strictly necessary (in fact, scholars have debated the extent to which such
prescriptive adjustments of alpha are even appropriate6,7), the reviewer should be alert to the authors’
excessive use of inferential tests without some explicit acknowledgment of the potential for
overinterpreting one or two of the results they found to be statistically significant.

As a related issue, the reviewer might identify, in the Results section, analyses that were not anticipated
in the Methods section. In practice, the results of an analysis or a review of the data often lead to other
obvious questions, which in turn lead to other obvious analyses that the authors may not have
anticipated. This type of expansion of analyses is not necessarily inappropriate, thus the reviewer must
determine whether the authors have undertaken further analyses with control and reflection. A study
design to evaluate a set of specific outcomes may not have the statistical power or design rigor to
address these unexpected findings. If the reviewer perceives an uncontrolled proliferation of analyses or
if the new analyses appear without proper introduction or explanation, then he or she should raise this
concern in the review. The reviewer may feel that the authors have fallen into a trap of chasing an
incidental finding too far or that they have enacted an unreflective or unsystematic set of analyses to
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look for anything that is significant. While these analyses may be sources of new hypotheses or
interpretations of the data, each may also indicate a misuse of statistical techniques.

Statistical versus practical significance
Notably, statistical significance or adequate model fit does not necessarily imply practical significance.
Tests of statistical significance inform an investigator about the probability that chance alone is
responsible for study outcomes assuming the null hypothesis1; however, whether the resulting findings
are statistically significant or not, inferential statistical tests do not reveal the strength of the association
among research variables or effect size. A preliminary mechanism for presenting the strength or degree
of an association to the reader is to provide descriptive statistics such as means and standard deviations,
or (when applicable) raw counts, to help contextualize the inferential statistics. Additionally, when
authors are presenting their findings as parameters (e.g., means, odds ratios, correlation coefficients), it
is often helpful to provide confidence intervals8 for those parameters. While confidence intervals tend to
become smaller with increasing sample size, they generally provide a measure of certainty in
determining the importance and extent of differences.

However, the strength of a finding can also be gauged explicitly using indices of the proportion of
variance in the dependent variable that is “explained” or “accounted for” by the independent variables in
an analysis. Common indexes of explained variation include eta2 (η2)9 in ANOVA, Cohen’s d10 in t tests,
and r2 (coefficient of determination)11 in correlational analyses. Other indices such as odds ratios and
prediction parameters may be appropriate depending on the type of analysis conducted. The reviewer
must be alert to the reality that statistically significant research results tell only part of the story. If a
result is statistically significant, but the independent variable accounts for only a very small proportion
of the variance in the dependent variable, the result may not be sufficiently interesting to warrant
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extensive attention in the Discussion section. If none of the independent variables accounts for a
reasonable proportion of the variance, then the study may not warrant publication.

On the other hand, sometimes, authors use the absence of a statistically significant difference in
comparative statistical analyses to justify equivalency between groups or interventions. Strictly
speaking, equivalency is not an appropriate interpretation. Lack of statistically significant differences
may result from a lack of power (an inadequate sample size). Although there are research designs to test
for equivalency, such equivalency or noninferiority trials have a different set of assumptions and
hypothesis-testing standards from traditional superiority trials.12 Thus, if the authors are attempting to
claim equivalency, they should clearly articulate the nature of the study and conduct analyses as
appropriate.

Reporting psychometric and measurement statistics
Often, health professions education studies addressing assessment or measurement report the reliability,
validation evidence, and other parameters of new tools or procedures. The statistics reported in these
types of studies come with their own set of reporting and interpretation concerns, which the reviewer
must evaluate and address.

First, it is important to realize that there are many potential sources of error in assessment (e.g., between
raters, between items, between iterations, between test forms).13 The authors must indicate both that they
understand which of these sources of error are relevant to a particular circumstance and that they have
addressed these sources of error in their reliability analysis. Addressing the theoretically and
contextually relevant sources of error is critical to the legitimacy of the authors’ claims. Thus, the
reviewer should attend to the nature of the measurement error captured by the statistics, then determine
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whether each source of error represented in the analysis is relevant to the research question and whether
all sources of error relevant to the research question are represented in the analysis. Informative methods
of representing these sources of error include, for one, reporting the variance components from such
analyses and clearly stating the assumptions of fixed and random facets of the analysis, so the reviewer
might look for these statistics as a part of his or her review.

Second, researchers now generally recognize that reliability is not a property of the test or procedure, but
a property of the use of that test or procedure for a given population.13 If an inappropriate population is
used, then the reliability statistics might be highly misleading. This use of an inappropriate population
for the reliability analysis sometimes arises when authors intentionally include groups with different
levels of ability in order to demonstrate the test’s capacity to discriminate between the groups as
evidence of its validity. If the authors then perform a reliability analysis on the full range of participants,
the results will likely overestimate the reliability for any one of the groups represented in the study.

Finally, analyses that support evidence for validation vary, and no single analysis can provide conclusive
evidence for the validation of an instrument’s use.14 As with other statistical analyses, the reviewer
should attend to whether the assumptions and purpose of the analysis are consistent with and appropriate
for the model, tool, or procedure being validated; the goal is to ensure that the claims for the evidence of
validation are supported and appropriately restricted.

Alignment with overall question and results
The reviewer must remember that statistical analyses are but one part of the argument presented in a
research report and should consider the relevance and appropriateness of the reported analyses in
relation to the main purpose of the report. An analysis section in the Results can be considered complete
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if it addresses the central research question as outlined in the Introduction and Methods sections. The
reviewer’s task, therefore, includes not only a determination of whether the reporting meets accepted
standards, but also a judicious evaluation of the level of detail required by the research question and the
degree of interest the details will hold for potential readers. In this sense, the Results section should not
simply present a string of findings resulting from various analyses; rather, it should explain the analyses
in a manner that allows a typical reader to appreciate the purpose of the statistics and to interpret them in
light of that purpose.
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Issues and examples related to reporting qualitative findings
Evaluating the reporting of qualitative results is difficult because qualitative findings elude rule-based
appraisals. Qualitative research encompasses many traditions such as Grounded Theory1 (including
constructivist variations2), phenomenology3 (in all its iterations, including hermeneutic4 and
transcendental5), and discourse analysis6 (be that analysis informed by critical theories, as in
Foucauldian discourse analysis,7 or by disciplines, as in linguistic discourse analysis8). Every tradition
can incorporate a wide range of data sources, including conversations, documents, and observations, as
well as a wide range of analytic techniques.

Reporting formats
Given the variety in qualitative traditions, the presentation of qualitative findings can take many forms,
making rigid rules for communicating results inappropriate.9 For example, qualitative results often take
the form of narrative excerpts (usually from interviews, focus groups, documents, or observations);
however, other forms of data displays are equally valid, including (but not limited to) tables, figures,
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diagrams, and visual images. In other words, while narrative excerpts are commonly used, it is wholly
appropriate for qualitative results to be presented in other formats—including numeric representations.

To illustrate, if a scholar wants to describe patterns or symmetries found in the complexity of qualitative
data, he or she may find that those data are most efficiently expressed as “quantitizations”10 and so
would present them numerically. Quantitization could be used, for example, to report the patterns of
informal education of residents in clinical settings,11 or the number of conversational turns made by
doctors, patients, and students in bedside teaching encounters.12 If data are presented numerically, the
reviewer must examine whether the numbers represent an effective elaboration or extension of the
analysis, or an inappropriate reduction of data that is unjustified or incompatible with the qualitative
tradition being used.

Furthermore, while narrative comments are often interwoven in the text of the Results section, placing
narratives outside the text of the report into other structures, such as tables or figures, is also entirely
permissible. This technique can allow authors of qualitative research reports to adhere to word-count
restrictions while simultaneously sharing with the reader an overview of complex coding structures and
thematic relationships. For example, authors may choose to summarize key findings,13 to illustrate
conceptual frameworks,14 or to present the relationship between themes and codes across a data set.15
Importantly, when the authors use such approaches, the reviewer must explicitly examine the
relationship between the textual component of the Results section and any associated tables or figures.
While the text, tables, and figures should not overlap to the point of redundancy, they should be
consistent and complementary.
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In summary, evaluating the presentation of results requires an appreciation for the variability that is
inherent to qualitative scholarship. The challenge for the reviewer is to decide whether the manner in
which the authors present the results remains internally consistent (e.g., across text, tables, and figures),
aligns with the research approach as articulated in the Methods section, and provides the reader with a
clear, appropriate, and complete understanding of the findings.

Using data effectively as evidence of claims
In assessing the quality of the analysis, the reviewer should ensure that both the substance and the
format of the findings provide sufficient evidence to support each claim presented in the report. The
Results section should not consist of a mere listing of themes with illustrative data excerpts. To think
that the narrative data “speak for themselves” is a mistake. Instead, the reviewer should determine the
extent to which the authors have established the “claim-grounds-warrant”16 connection in conveying
their resultsthat is, in reviewing the Results section, the reviewer should ensure that the authors have
provided a clear set of arguments or positions (i.e., claims). Claims that are clear and logically connected
should offer a persuasive and coherent argument. Further, each claim should be substantiated with data
(i.e., grounds) that support the claim. In other words, each position should be supported with evidence—
each claim corroborated with grounds. Finally, each claim-grounds dyad should conclude with a
statement that interprets the data, showing the reader how the data effectively support the claim (i.e.,
warrant). Effective warrant statements should provide reasonable and logical descriptions of how the
data specifically support the claims made.

When considered this way, the Results section is much more than a “data dump” of quotations or data
excerpts. The results should provide a breadth of concrete examples, paraphrases, and/or summaries—
all described in enough detail and all of sufficient evocative strength to support the full extent of each
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claim presented in the report. Thus, the reviewer must attend to the warrants (i.e., the relationship
between the claim and the grounds provided) to ensure that the authors have reported qualifications to
and conditions of their claims.

Clear, informative, and evocative results
Another concern that the reviewer should be mindful of is the clarity of reporting. Qualitative research
delves into the complex social relationships and contextual factors that inform individuals’ and groups’
experiences. Even though qualitative research investigates such complexities, the communication of
these intricacies must be focused and direct. Clarity should be supported by writing simply, but without
inappropriately simplifying the experiences reported.17 The reviewer must determine, therefore, whether
the authors have provided enough detail in their results to evoke a nuanced understanding of the
phenomena, social relationships, and/or contexts being studied,18 without overwhelming or confusing
the reader. Describing the intricacies and richness of qualitative research with clear, focused, simple
language is an important evaluative criterion of the Results section.

Reflexivity
Another concern in the reporting of qualitative findings is transparency. Qualitative findings are
generally representations of the authors’ selections of data as evidence, as well as their interpretations
and contextualizations of the data.9,17 Consequently, the qualitative findings presented in Results section
are never “objective” in the traditional sense. In qualitative results, the researcher communicates
findings as a coherent whole17 that represents the complex reality studied as perceived by the researcher
or research team that undertook the study. This aspect of qualitative results has given rise to the notion
of reflexivity—a hallmark of high-quality qualitative research. Reflexivity refers to an attitude of
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systematically and intentionally attending to how the researchers influence all aspects of the research
process, and thus the knowledge that is constructed through that process.9,19,20

Typically, reflexivity is maintained by researchers’ declarations (usually, in the Methods section) of
their beliefs, their personal characteristics, and their relationships with participants. However, reflexivity
is also supported by organizing and sufficiently describing results in a way that allows the reader to “see
a clear correspondence between the empirical data and the interpreted findings.”21(p 360) In other words,
one way for authors to realize reflexivity is to state explicitly the claim-grounds-warrant connections.
Doing so requires that the Results section transparently describes how the authors transformed data into
findings and then into a coherent whole. Such transparency has occurred when the reviewer—and the
reader—can easily find answers to questions such as


What are the qualities and characteristics that define the identified themes or recurring pattern?



How have the authors defined their key terms (i.e., the qualities and characteristics of themes
and/or patterns)?



What relationships, if any, exist between the identified themes and/or patterns?

Blending the Results and Discussion sections
Finally, in addition to examining the coherence, clarity, and quality of the Results section itself, it is
important for the reviewer to determine whether the format used in the Results section connects in a
meaningful way both to the research questions articulated in the Introduction19 and to the elaborations of
the findings offered in the Discussion section. In this regard, a final note should be made about how, in
certain qualitative traditions, the line that divides the Results section from the Discussion section of the
report is porous. Given that qualitative findings are already the result of interpretation and
contextualization, many qualitative traditions blend the Results and Discussion sections.9 Therefore, in
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the presentation of qualitative results, incorporating theory, other literatures, and conceptual frameworks
is certainly acceptable.9

Summary
As qualitative research becomes increasingly common and valued in medical education,9 qualitatively
savvy reviewers will be essential for ensuring the publication of high-quality reports.
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Review Criteria
1. The conclusions are clearly stated; key points stand out.
2. The conclusions follow from the design, methods, and results.
3. The study limitations are discussed.
4. Findings are placed in the context of relevant literature, and alternative
interpretations are considered as needed.
5. Practical significance or theoretical implications are discussed; guidance for future
studies is offered.

Issues and examples related to the criteria
Research follows a logical process. It starts with a problem statement and moves through design,
methods, and results. Researchers’ interpretations, recommendations, and conclusions emerge from
these four interconnected stages. Flaws in logic can arise at any of these stages, and, if they occur, the
authors’ interpretations of the results will be of little consequence. Flaws in logic also can occur at the
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interpretation stage. The researchers may have a well-designed and well-executed study but obscure the
true meaning of the data by misreading the findings.1

The reviewer needs to have a clear picture of the meaning of the research results. He or she should be
satisfied that


the evidence is discussed adequately and appears reliable, valid, and trustworthy;



the interpretations are justified given the strengths and limitations of the study; and



the generalizability and practical significance of the researchers’ conclusions are apparent given
the architecture, operations, and limitations of the study.

The organization of the Discussion section should match the structure of the Results section (which
itself may mirror that of the Methods section). This alignment helps structure the report such that it
presents a coherent interpretation of methods and data. The reviewer needs to determine how the
Discussion relates to the original problem and research questions. Most important, the Discussion must
be clearly written, justified by the results, and illustrate key points. Broadly, important aspects for the
reviewer to consider include the following:


whether the conclusions, based on the description of the results, are reasonable;



how the study results relate to other research in the fieldthat is, how the results fit within the
context of relevant literature (e.g., Do the findings build consensus? Do they conflict with the
outcomes of previous studies? Are they unexpected?);



whether the authors consider alternative interpretations or proffer any practical or theoretical
implications;



how the study outcomes expand the knowledge base in the field and how they inform and guide
future research; and
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whether the authors have described limitations in the design, procedures, and analyses of their
study. Failure to discuss the limitations of the study should be considered a significant flaw.

On a subtler level, the reviewer must evaluate whether the authors have explicitly distinguished between
(1) inferences drawn from the study’s results, which are based on data- analysis procedures and
(2) extrapolations to the conceptual framework used to design the study (see Chapter 6). Interpreting
data within the confines of the methods rather than drawing broad conclusions about the implications of
the data marks the difference between formal hypothesis-testing and theoretical discussion.

Quantitative approaches
When interpreting any hypothesis-testing aspects of a quantitative study, authors should discuss the
meaning of both statistically significant and nonsignificant results. A statistically significant result,
given its P value and confidence interval, may have no practical implications.2,3 For example,
statistically significant findings are important when deciding the merits of an educational intervention,
but practical significance (i.e., the effect of the intervention) may be more important. Results of a large
cohort study designed to investigate differences in the outcomes of two different educational approaches
for pharmacology instruction may reach statistical significance (P < 0.01), but the actual effect size of
the differences in outcomes may be quite modest (Cohen’s d = 0.3). The course director may decide that
the difference in outcomes does not merit changing the curriculum.

The reviewer should confirm that authors have explained, using their data as support, whether each
hypothesis as outlined in the problem statement or design is confirmed or refuted. The reviewer should
also look for a discussion of the magnitude of the effect of the outcomes when appropriate, and whether
each finding agrees or conflicts with previous research. Authors should not introduce new data or
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analyses in the Discussion section, nor should they interpret data or findings unless they have first
presented them in the Results section.

While authors may occasionally inadvertently misrepresent or misinterpret data, errors come more often
from overinterpreting the data from a theoretical perspective. For example, a reviewer may see a
statement such as, “The sizable correlation between test scores and ‘depth of processing’ measures
clearly demonstrates that the curriculum should be altered to encourage students to process information
more deeply.” The curricular implication may be true, but it is not supported by the data. Although the
data show that encouraging an increased depth of processing is associated with improved test scores,
they neither indicate the nature or direction of the relationship nor demonstrate the need to change
curricula. The intent to change the curriculum is a statement of values or opinion based on a judgment
about the utility of high test scores and their implications for professional performance. The connection
between test scores and professional performance does not directly denote the need for curricular
change.

The language used in the Discussion needs to be clear and precise. For instance, in research based on
correlations, the Discussion must address the goals and underlying assumptions of the research design
(e.g., whether the correlations derive from data collected concurrently or longitudinally).4,5 Correlations
over time suggest a predictive relationship among variables, which may or may not reflect the
investigator’s intentions. The language used to discuss such an outcome must be unambiguous.

Qualitative approaches
Qualitative researchers must convince the reviewer that their data are trustworthy. To describe the
trustworthiness of the collected data, authors may use criteria such as credibility (analogous to or
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resembling internal validity), transferability (resembling external validity), and dependability
(resembling reliability).6,7 Authors must also explain how they determined or addressed each of these
three criteria.6,7 (See Giacomini and Cook for a thorough explanation of how to assess the evidence for
validity in qualitative health care research.8) A reviewer may check for credibility, transferability, and
dependability by examining what procedures or methods the authors used to verify their data, as
explained below.

Authors may determine credibility through data triangulation, member checking, and/or peer
debriefing.6,9,10 Triangulation is a method by which researchers compare multiple data sources. For
example, authors may perform a content analysis of curriculum documents, transcribed interviews with
students and faculty members, patient-satisfaction questionnaires, and observations of standardized
patient examinations. Member checking is the process of “testing,” or verifying, any interpretations and
conclusions with the individuals who provided the data (e.g., participants in interviews, focus group
members).6 Peer debriefing entails an “external check on the inquiry process” by engaging disinterested
peers whose qualities parallel those of participants to confirm or expand upon interpretations and
conclusions.6

Transferability implies that the authors or others may use the research findings in other contexts (i.e.,
resembling generalizability).7,9 Notably, authors reporting qualitative research cannot establish evidence
for external validity (or reliability) through the same methods used in quantitative research.6,7 The
reviewer’s task is to judge whether the authors’ conclusions could transfer to other settings based on the
authors’ presentation and interpretation of the results as they relate to the study’s context.
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Authors may provide evidence for dependability by reporting or describing the processes and methods
they used in sufficient detail for “a future researcher to repeat the work.”7

Biases
The reviewer must be aware of the biases, inherent in all research designs (i.e., qualitative, quantitative,
mixed methods), that affect the generalizability and transferability of outcomes. For example, a
researcher using a quantitative design may select an appropriate random sample of members of a
national professional organization as the target audience for a membership-satisfaction survey. The
survey may garner a low response rate, or the respondents may not represent the selected sample (e.g., a
disproportional number of responses from men or a disproportional representation of geographic regions
or of public versus private intuitions).

When judging qualitative research, the reviewer should carefully consider the meaning and impact of the
authors’ personal perspectives and values. He or she should verify that the authors have clearly
explained any potential biases that are likely to influence the analysis and presentation of outcomes.
Those biases include


the influence of the researcher on the study setting,



the purposive selection of research participants,



the selective presentation and interpretation of results, and



the thoroughness and integrity of the interpretation.

Peshkin’s work is an excellent example of announcing one’s subjectivity and its natural influence on the
research process.11 Qualitative research, based on interpretation of nonquantitative data, is not objective.
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Authors retain responsibility for explaining how their values, perspectives, and experiences may affect
research outcomes.12 Reviewers of qualitative research need to be convinced that the authors have
suitably addressed the influences of subjectivity.

Because of the intrinsic nature of bias within all research, authors must openly discuss the limitations of
their conclusions. Important elements that the reviewer should look for are limitations within the
following:


the particular study design the authors have chosen,



the authors’ strategies for recruiting (i.e., sampling) and retaining study participants,



any procedures the authors used to determine group assignment or identify cases,



the quality of the data-collection instruments,



the means the authors have used to maintain quality control of data (e.g., how missing data are
managed and accounted for in analyses), and



the types of analyses the authors have conducted (i.e., statistical and nonstatistical).

Discussion vs. conclusions
Finally, a note on the distinction between discussion and conclusions: Some journals request separate
sections for discussion and conclusions, while others combine these into a single section. Whether these
appear under distinct headings or combined into one section does not matter, provided the authors have
covered all the necessary information. The Discussion section includes interpretation of study findings
and recommendations for practice. The reviewer should expect the authors to connect their findings to
the original intent of study and to the research questions or hypotheses. The Conclusions section
provides an overall “big picture” synopsis of the study’s results, articulates the importance or
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educational significance of these outcomes, and may include personal, theoretical opinions and
recommendations or directions for future research.
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Chapter 17
Title, Authors, and Abstract
Georges Bordage, MD, PhD, William C. McGaghie, PhD, and David A. Cook, MD, MHPE

G. Bordage is professor of medical education, Department of Medical Education, University of Illinois
at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
W. C. McGaghie was director, Ralph P. Leischner, Jr. MD Institute for Medical Education, Loyola
University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, Maywood, Illinois, at the time this work was done.
He is now professor of medical education, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine,
Chicago, Illinois.
D. A. Cook is professor of medicine and medical education and director, Office of Education Research,
College of Medicine, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.

Review Criteria
1. The title is clear, informative, and representative of the content.
2. The abstract contains essential details.
3. The conclusions in the abstract are justified by the information in the abstract and
the text.
4. There are no inconsistencies in detail among the abstract, text, tables, and figures.
5. All the information in the abstract is present in the text.

Issues and examples related to the criteria
When a manuscript arrives, the reviewer immediately sees the title and the abstract, and in some
instances—depending on the policy of the journal—the names of the author or authors. This triad of
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title, authors, and abstract is both the beginning and the end of the review process. It orients the
reviewer, but it can be fully judged only after the manuscript is studied thoroughly.

Title
The title can be viewed as the shortest possible abstract. In addition to providing information about the
manuscript’s content, the title must have appeal, prompting readers to study the report. Consequently, it
needs to be clear and concise and accurately reflect the content and scope of the study. The reviewer
should judge whether the title


is too general or misleading,



lends appropriate importance to the study, and



grabs the reader’s attention without overstating the conclusions.

Huth describes two key qualities of good titles: they should be “indicative” and “informative.” The
indicative aspect of the title tells the reader about the nature of the study (what did the authors do?),
while the informative aspect presents the message derived from the study results (what did the authors
find or conclude?).1 In their study of 110 articles reporting experimental studies in medical education,
Cook, Beckman, and Bordage found that only 10 percent of titles were both indicative and informative,
suggesting substantial room for improvement.2 To illustrate, consider this title: “A Survey of Academic
Advancement in Divisions of General Internal Medicine.” It tells readers what the authors did (it is
indicative) but fails to convey a message (it is not informative). An informative title would read, “A
Survey of Academic Advancement in Divisions of General Internal Medicine: A Slower Rate and More
Barriers for Women.” The subtitle now conveys the message, and the whole title still remains concise.
Conversely, a title might inform readers of the central message without indicating what the authors did
to arrive at the message. Subtitles such as “A Randomized Trial,” “A Grounded Theory Study,” or “A
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Systematic Review” can succinctly communicate the type of study the authors conducted. Indeed, some
journals encourage subtitles.

Authorship
The reviewer is not responsible for setting criteria for authorship. This is a responsibility of the editor
and editorial boards. Moreover, some journals may keep the name of the authors from reviewers to
prevent biased judgments. When information about authorship is available, the reviewer can help detect
possible authorship inflation (too many authors), unwarranted authors (authors ineligible for that title),
or “ghost authors” (missing authors).

The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors’ (ICMJE) Recommendations for the Conduct,
Reporting, Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals3 (previously the Uniform
Requirements) report covers a broad range of issues and contains the most influential single definition of
authorship:
authorship [is] based on the following four criteria:


Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis, or
interpretation of data for the work; AND



Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND



Final approval of the version to be published; AND



Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the
accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.3

More than 1,550 biomedical journals, including Academic Medicine, have voluntarily endorsed the
ICMJE recommendations, although not all of them officially follow this strict definition of authorship.4
Some journals use other authorship conditions (criteria) or set limits on the number of authors.
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The number of authors per manuscript has increased steadily over the years, both in medical education
and in clinical research.5-8 Author inflation may indicate the increasing size of research teams9 or new
topics of inquiry7; however, author inflation may also signal a less benign phenomenon. A
disproportionate number of authors on a manuscript may indicate some researchers’ efforts to pad their
curriculum vitae for promotion.10 From a publication standpoint, overly expanding the list of authors for
promotion purposes is “unauthorized” authorship and can be difficult to detect.

Journals generally publish their specific criteria for authorship to help scholars decide who should be
included in the author list. Many journals also require each author to complete and sign a statement of
authorship indicating his or her contributions to the manuscript. These contributions are typically listed
in the published article.

Huth argues that individuals do not merit authorship if their involvement comprises only acquiring
funds, collecting data, administering the project, or proofreading or editing manuscript drafts for style
and presentation, not ideas.11-14 Such contributions can be recognized in a footnote or in an
acknowledgment. Other limited or indirect contributions that do not warrant authorship include
providing access to or recruiting subjects (research participants), participating in a pilot study,
processing data without conceptualizing or planning the analyses, or providing materials or research
space.15 Finally, granting authorship for “contributions” that are honorary is not appropriate; for
example, department chairs, division chiefs, laboratory directors, or senior faculty members should not
receive credit as an author for work in which they have had limited involvement.16,17

Conversely, some author lists fail to recognize individuals who have made substantial contributions to
the work, so-called “ghost authors.” Omission of qualified authors can arise either through unintentional
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oversight or through deliberate efforts to hide the contributions of someone whose involvement might
discredit the work (e.g., a contributor with a conflict of interest).

Wislar and colleagues, for example, found that 21 percent (95 percent confidence interval: 18.0 to 24.3
percent) of articles published in six large-circulation general medical journals in 2008 had honorary
(unwarranted) authors, ghost (warranted but unrecognized) authors, or both.17 The reviewer may be able
to indicate to the editor any suspicion that an author might not meet authorship criteria or that an
individual has made substantial contributions without receiving credit as an author.

Abstracts
Abstracts serve a double function: they “act as a reference tool (for example in a library abstracting
service),” and they help readers “decide whether or not to read the full text.”18 Accordingly, the abstract
should contain a brief but complete summary of the full research report. The abstract “is published in
isolation from the main text and should therefore stand on its own and be understandable without
reference to the longer piece. It should report the latter’s essential facts, and should not exaggerate or
contain material that is not in there.”18

Abstracts vary in length (the recommended or maximum number of words) and format (unstructured
narrative or structured abstracts). Structured formats vary widely but have in common the use of distinct,
labeled sections.19 Simple structured formats include four or five sections with headings such as
Background (or Context), Purpose (or Objectives, Aims), Methods, Results, and Conclusions.
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In the mid-1980s, scholars proposed a more extensive list of subheadings to provide “more informative
abstracts.”20-22 The headings they suggested, based on published criteria for the appraisal of medical
literature, included the following:
1. Objective (the exact question[s] addressed by the article),
2. Design (the basic plan for conducting the study),
3. Setting (the location, including the dates of the study, and type of clinical care or the level of
training [education]),
4. Patients or Participants (the manner of selection and the number of persons who both entered
and completed the study),
5. Interventions (the exact treatment, if any),
6. Main Outcome Measures (the primary study outcome measure or dependent variable),
7. Results (key findings), and
8. Conclusions (including direct clinical or educational applications).20-22

Sometimes, a ninth heading was added about limitations. Leading clinical journals quickly joined in
adopting these more informative abstracts using either all the subheadings or some variation.23 Distinct
subheadings have since been developed for specific study designs, such as the PRISMA abstract format
for review articles, which employs seven subheadings: Context, Objective, Data Sources, Study
Selection, Data Extraction, Data Synthesis, and Conclusions.24,25

There is evidence that structured abstracts provide more information than unstructured abstracts.26-28

A journal’s instructions to authors will specify the length and type of abstracts, which may vary
depending on the article type. Some journals may view abstracts as simply promotional trailers designed
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to entice potential readers to read further, while others aim to create abstracts that are as informative as
possible within the specified word limit. Even when the journal does not require a structure with specific
headings, authors should provide as much information as possible to maximize utility to readers. The
reviewer may use the list of headings (above), which are required in the more informative, structured
abstracts as a reminder of what information the abstract should include.

Investigators have found repeatedly that both structured and unstructured abstracts frequently omit
substantial amounts of information.2,29,30 Cook and colleagues found that many abstracts omit, in
particular, clear statements about the study design, setting, specific results, and comparison intervention
(for studies with a comparison group).2 A study by Pitkin and Branagan showed that merely giving
authors specific instructions about three types of common defects in abstracts—(1) inconsistencies
between abstract and text, (2) information present in the abstract but not in the text, and (3) conclusions
not justified by the information in the abstract —was ineffective in lowering the defect rates.31 The
reviewer plays a key role in identifying these and other flaws in abstracts.
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Chapter 18
Reviewing a Review Manuscript
Colin P. West, MD, PhD

C. P. West is professor of medicine, medical education, and biostatistics, Departments of Medicine and
Health Sciences Research, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.

Scientific reports that summarize previous research form a special category of manuscripts with a
number of unique characteristics. Some journals may seek reviewers with specific expertise in
evaluating reviews; however, the general approach to reviewing these reports is similar to the approach
to reviewing any other scientific work. In particular, the question of internal validity, or whether the
review’s methods sufficiently limit bias, is central. The recently expanded appraisal criteria set forth in
the users’ guides to the medical literature1,2 are a useful starting point for the review of such
manuscripts. Other checklists are available as well,3,4 and these may be helpful to reviewers who want to
ensure that they have identified the key strengths and weaknesses of a review.

Definitions
Several types of reports present reviews of the literature. A narrative review is any summary of
scientific literature, ideally addressing a focused educational question. Narrative reviews can be very
useful in presenting evidence in a consolidated form, but they do not follow specific methodological
approaches (e.g., a comprehensive search strategy, a criterion-based assessment of the quality of
included studies, and a demonstration of reproducibility of decisions made in the course of the review),
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which are intended to reduce bias. Compared with reviews that closely follow the structured steps of a
more methodological approach, there is a greater chance with narrative reviews that the authors have
missed important studies or that they have not uncovered all relevant evidence. Further, there is a risk
that the authors have consciously or unconsciously selected sources of evidence to support a particular
perspective that may or may not accurately reflect the totality of the existing literature.

A systematic review is a summary that attempts to address a focused question using well-defined,
predetermined methods designed to reduce bias. As suggested above, these methods include attention to
thorough, expansive searches of the literature; to the quality of studies comprising the systematic
review; and to presenting the methods of the study protocol with enough detail for it to be replicated
consistently. A systematic review does not require quantitative synthesis of the evidence, and in many
situations, such a quantitative synthesis is inappropriate.

Finally, a meta-analysis is a systematic review that applies quantitative methods to summarize and
characterize or compare the results. A meta-analysis need not be based on an underlying systematic
review, and some meta-analyses are, in fact, based on a narrative or other review. The reviewer should,
during the appraisal process, confirm the type of review that supports the meta-analysis. Regardless of
the type of review the authors have written, the reviewer can take the same general approach to
evaluating it.

Potential impact
An initial general review criterion is the potential influence of the manuscript (see also Chapter 8). This
criterion applies equally to narrative reviews, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses. Notably, a review
may not meaningfully add to the literature even if its methods are highly rigorous. The review should
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address an educationally relevant question, and the authors should clearly identify this question in the
manuscript. If the question under study is too narrow, the source literature may be sparse, and the
scientific impact may be small. If the question is too broad, it may not be possible to offer a summary
that is useful.

For example, a systematic review might address whether online teaching modalities aid learning, a
question that will seem quite important to many in health professions education. If the authors limit this
review to studies of online learning courses in a single discipline within a single university system, they
may find extremely few relevant resources, and the larger relevance of any reported results may be
questionable. On the other hand, if they review all articles on online learning modalities for learners
across all ages and fields, their summary is unlikely to provide data relevant to any individual group.

Once the reviewer has assessed whether the question the review addresses is important and whether the
review truly extends or consolidates knowledge in an area of inquiry, he or she should evaluate the
review’s validity, results, and educational applicability. The sections that follow address each of these
topics.

Internal validity
The reviewer should consider several criteria when evaluating the internal validity of a literature
review—that is, how well the authors have controlled possible sources of bias.

The first criterion related to internal validity to consider is the thoroughness of the search strategy.
Narrative reviews will generally fare poorly on this criterion, but at times, the field of study will be so
new or the literature so clearly known that even without an exhaustive search strategy, the review may
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be appropriately inclusive. Consistent with the goal of completely representing the literature, a strong
search might include multiple databases, reference lists, tables of contents of relevant journals, meeting
abstracts, and even items published in foreign languages. Notably, smaller, negative studies are less
likely to be published, and this publication bias may lead to overestimates of effect. Unfortunately,
methods to assess for publication bias have limitations, commonly including a lack of power to identify
missing studies. It is more important for authors to consider and note the possibility of publication bias
than to apply any specific approach to assess for its presence.

Second, the studies included in the review should themselves be of high methodological quality.
Although systematic reviews are often thought of as providing a very high level of evidence, they can be
only as strong as the source literature they include. A well-executed systematic review of high-quality
studies provides a very different level of evidence than a well-executed systematic review of low-quality
studies. Therefore, the authors should carefully evaluate and report the quality of the contributing
literature. Well-established guides can help with the quality assessment of randomized trials (e.g., the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions5), of observational studies (e.g., the
Newcastle-Ottawa Scale6), and of studies of diagnostic test performance (e.g., QUADAS-27).

Third, the report should provide evidence that the decisions the authors made in the course of
conducting their review are reproducible. This potential reproducibility means, for example, that at least
two authors should evaluate inclusion and exclusion decisions for a systematic review. Further, they
should report their level of agreement regarding these decisions. A low level of agreement may suggest
that the protocol lacked clarity. This criterion also means that a reviewer should view a systematic
review by only a single author with skepticism since the reproducibility of the results emanating from
methodological decisions made in the course of the review cannot be assessed.
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Results
For a narrative or systematic review, at least a descriptive summary of the evidence should be present.
This summary should be educationally useful but should not extrapolate beyond the data from the
individual contributing studies. A discussion of heterogeneity across studies—do results differ from
study to study?—is particularly important. Discussing and speculating about why results differ is an
essential element of a sound systematic review and can offer important insights into future research
necessary to further advance a field.

If study results differ too widely or if the study question is too broad, pooling the study results
quantitatively in a meta-analysis may not be reasonable. For example, as noted previously, a single
pooled summary estimate of the impact of online learning interventions on knowledge likely makes little
sense. Because online learning interventions are so diverse, their effects almost certainly differ across
types of learners, and there are innumerable different types of knowledge and ways of measuring
knowledge. Authors should clearly state the rationale underlying their decision either to perform or to
defer a meta-analysis.

Authors should consider and explore results that do not align among studies, and many statistical
measures of heterogeneity are available. Study results that differ greatly offer authors an opportunity to
explore (often through formal subgroup analyses) possible explanations for this heterogeneity. Some of
explanations will be evident before the systematic review is initiated (e.g., the type of online learning
intervention affects the effectiveness of the learning) and should appear in the Methods section of the
study, but even post hoc analyses can be useful in generating hypotheses for future research. Differences
in results from studies of varying quality are particularly important to consider.
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The reviewer should ensure that the authors of a meta-analysis have clearly reported the methods that
support the pooling of study results, including pooling of outcomes from different study designs,
intervention categories, learner types, and assessment measures and instruments. The authors must make
many decisions in the course of a systematic review, and their rationale for each decision should be
clear. Likewise, the authors should explicitly present the absolute magnitude of any summary effects
rather than just measures of relative effect. Finally, the authors should provide confidence intervals to
allow the reader (and the reviewer) to evaluate the precision of both the source literature and the
review’s summary estimates.

Applicability
The audience to which a review and its conclusions are relevant is important. If the authors
quantitatively pool their results, those results should be applicable to a clearly defined target audience.
In addition, although a review should ideally provide a comprehensive discussion of all educationally
important outcomes, it is commongiven the complexity of a good systematic reviewfor authors to
focus on only one key outcome. Narrative reviews may address a wider range of outcomes, but this
expanded scope should be balanced against the potential validity limitations of the narrative review.
Regardless, the reviewer should carefully consider the scope of the review and its conclusions.

Summary
Reviews have become an increasingly important part of the scientific literature. Although the methods
specific to sound reviews—and to systematic reviews and meta-analyses in particular—may be
complex, the basic approach to appraising these studies parallels the approach to reviewing any
scientific work. Unique considerations include attending to the quality of the individual contributing
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studies in the review and evaluating the heterogeneity of results from different studies. Still, impact,
validity, results, and applicability remain central to the effective assessment of reviews.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Chapter 19
Reviewing Descriptions of Innovations
Christopher S. Candler, MD, EdD, and Michael T. Fitch, MD, PhD

C. S. Candler is professor of medicine and senior associate dean for academic affairs, University of
Oklahoma College of Medicine, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
M. T. Fitch is professor and vice chair for academic affairs, Department of Emergency Medicine, Wake
Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Innovations are an important part of the future of academic medicine. They have the potential to change
practice, inform future research, and, ultimately, improve the human condition. Technologies we take
for granted today, such as high-fidelity patient simulation, once started as novel ideas that grew into
innovations.

Virtually any innovation can be thought of as an attempt to solve a specific problem. In the academic
medicine community, problems may arise from a variety of challenges in one or more missions of
medical schools or teaching hospitals. An innovation to address any given challengesuch as
inadequate student diversity, decreasing faculty retention, or ineffective resident-to-resident handoff of
patientsmay take the form of a program, a course, an activity, a process, or a policy.

Many faculty members working within medical education desire scholarly recognition for an innovation
they have developed, or they may wish to share their potential solution with colleagues at other
institutions. These faculty members may submit a manuscript describing their innovation to a health
professions education journal for consideration. Academic Medicine has developed an article type—the
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innovation report—for just such manuscripts.1 This chapter describes a general framework for
evaluating the quality of descriptions of innovations in journals.

Reviewers who evaluate descriptions of innovations should recognize the fundamental difference
between these manuscripts and research reports. While research reports evaluate a research question
associated with a particular intervention (which may also consist of an innovation), descriptions of
innovations explain the environmental context that led to the conceptualization, development, and
implementation of the innovation. Unlike typical research reports, these descriptions are not required to
prove success or present an analysis of outcomes-based data; however, the authors of reports describing
innovations should still use a scholarly approach and reflect on the success and potential impact of the
innovation.

Notably, reports or descriptions of innovations should not be limited to the novel technical
characteristics of an innovation. Instead, the authors should systematically describe the entire process
they used to identify, research, plan, implement, and evaluate the innovation. They must also include in
the report an appropriate description of both the context in which the innovation was required and the
perceived need it filled or the problem it addressed.

A framework for reviewing descriptions of innovations
Because reports describing innovations are qualitatively different from research reports, a qualitatively
different rubric is needed to evaluate these manuscripts. In a 2008 Academic Medicine editorial,2 Dr.
Steven Kanter offered a framework for authors to use when describing innovations. His editorial,
“Toward Better Descriptions of Innovations,” outlined nine criteria that authors should use to describe
the planning, development, and implementation of their innovation so that it will be generalizable to
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other readers. With some subtle modifications, these criteria can form the basis of an evaluation rubric
that reviewers can use to assess the scholarly value of descriptions of innovations, including any
innovation reports submitted to Academic Medicine.

To enhance the potential application of these concepts by reviewers, we have condensed Kanter’s nine
criteria into five (see also Table 1):
1. description of the problem,
2. exploration of potential solutions,
3. implementation of the innovation,
4. critical analysis of the quality of the innovation, and
5. assessment of the innovation’s potential impact.
The recommended format and word-count limit for some innovation reports may limit the authors’
ability to comprehensively address all five of these criteria in every circumstance. In these cases, the
reviewer must judge whether the authors have appropriately expanded their focus on some criteria and
provided more limited information for others, depending on the stage of implementation.

Description of the problem
Compared with traditional research manuscripts, reports describing innovations do not require a
specifically constructed hypothesis or research question. Instead, descriptions of innovations should
include a brief but complete account of the problem or challenge that the authors sought to address
through the development of the innovation. The authors may explicitly state the desired outcome (e.g.,
higher standardized exam scores, sufficient faculty diversity), or the outcome may be implicit in the
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problem description itself (e.g., decreasing scores on the U.S. Medical Licensing exam, inadequate
representation of Native Americans among the basic science faculty). While problem descriptions may
take many forms, the authors should, at a minimum, help readers (and the reviewer) understand the
context in which the problem has occurred, how long the problem has existed, the importance of the
problem, and how common the problem is within the academic medicine community.
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Authors should begin by summarizing the local or national conditions that led to both the development
and the identification of the problem. In addition, they should describe the scope and limits of the
problem within their organization: Which individuals, departments, processes, or outcomes are affected?
How does the problem affect stakeholders? Have the authors received internal or extramural funding to
resolve the problem?

As mentioned, the authors should help readers understand how long the problem has existed. Is it a
chronic problem that has persisted for years or decades? Has the problem been only recently identified,
or is this a future problem that the community will soon encounter?

The authors should convince the reader that the problem is important and generalizable to the larger
medical education community. Innovations that address minor or inconsequential problems will be of
little or no interest to readers. To make the case that the problem is important, the authors should
summarize relevant data that convey the extent and severity of the problem. Further, the authors may
speculate on the consequences of not solving the problem. The authors’ case for generalizability should
include a summary of any national or multi-institutional data demonstrating that the problem is
applicable to institutions beyond the authors’ setting. Such data show that the innovation described is
applicable to other institutions, individuals, or conditions.

Exploration of potential solutions
Many problems can be addressed by a variety of innovative solutions; however, an innovative solution
to a problem at one institution may not be suitable for a similar problem at another institution. The
authors should describe the process by which they identified potential solutions. This process typically
involves a literature review, a description of any theoretical or conceptual framework they used, and an
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explanation of any assumptions and constraints that limited the available solutions. The description of
how the authors explored possible solutions should be followed by a description of the decision-making
process they used to select the innovation that they ultimately applied to address the problem.

Literature review. An appropriate literature review should reflect the authors’ evaluation of published
materials and their understanding of how others previously addressed comparable problems in similar
settings. The authors may summarize the search terms they used and publication databases they
accessed. Descriptions of innovations should report the specific methods, interventions, and
techniques—including any theoretical or conceptual frameworks—that others have used to address the
problem at hand. The authors should describe the strategies others used to evaluate the success of similar
innovations, and they should compare these with their own assessment tools.

Theoretical or conceptual frameworks. A thorough description of an innovation includes information
about the theoretical or conceptual framework or frameworks the authors used to organize or
characterize potential solutions (see also Chapter 6.) Such frameworks can help readers understand the
conceptual basis for the innovation, including any theories that guided the early exploration process.

Assumptions and constraints. The authors should briefly describe any assumptions or constraints that
limited the types of potential solutions they considered. Because certain assumptions may otherwise go
unrecognized, the authors should discuss how they identified all the significant assumptions that guided
the identification of potential solutions. The reader should also understand how constraints affected the
number and types of available solutions. For instance, did financial, human resource, or technological
constraints limit the types of innovations that could be used to address the problem?
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The decision-making process. Finally, the reader should understand the decision-making process that
led to the selected innovation. Who were the decision makers, and which criteria did they use to select
the most appropriate innovation? Why did they exclude other potential solutions? What generalizable
and local factors affected the decision? What influence did organizational dynamics or political
perspectives have on the decision-making process?

Implementation of the innovation
Once the authors have adequately explained the potential solutions they explored, they should describe
the implementation of their chosen approach, their innovation. This description should include details
about not only the specific actions taken but also the stakeholders involved, the communication and
promotion strategies deployed, and the resources (including number and type of faculty, software, and
other resources) required. The authors should summarize the implementation timeline.

The level of detail needed in a descriptive report of an educational innovation should be tailored to the
type of innovation, how novel the approach is, and how difficult it may be for readers to consider
implementing similar initiatives at their own institutions. Truly novel approaches may require very
specific descriptions of each step while a lower level of specificity may be acceptable for more familiar
approaches.

Importantly, the authors should be clear about any barriers they encountered when they were
implementing their innovation. The challenges associated with putting any new or different approach
into practice are well recognized; an honest description of any barriers and effective strategies for
overcoming these are important for readers who may want to adopt the innovation. The authors should
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identify any specific features, administrative supports, or services that supported implementation and
mitigated barriers to implementation.

Although financial considerations are typically not the primary focus for most descriptions of innovative
approaches, authors should acknowledge that certain solutions may be associated with additional costs.
In some cases, costs may take the form of actual monetary investments, and these expenditures are
important to report. Descriptions of innovations should report other potential costs, such as reallocations
of faculty effort, investments of staff time, and other intangible costs.

Some innovative approaches to solving complex problems will be accompanied by new curricular
materials. The authors should discuss the development, review, and deployment of new materials,
courses, educational modules, videos, or other resources that were essential for the success of the
innovation. Such products may be suitable for peer review and wide dissemination through online
resources such as MedEdPORTAL Publications.3 (The non-peer-reviewed MedEdPORTAL
iCollaborative4 could be another venue for some materials.)

Critical analysis of the quality of the innovation
An important aspect of demonstrating a scholarly approach to launching a new educational innovation
includes critical reflection on the quality of the innovation and what was learned as a result of
implementation. This sort of reflection includes lessons learned along the way and the processes used to
determine whether the innovation successfully addresses the stated problem. In many circumstances,
initial pilot projects will reveal aspects of an idea that worked well in addition to elements that did not
go as planned. It is important for the authors to describe the unexpected failures of their new technique
and what steps they took to improve the innovation or its implementation for any future iterations. A
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critical reflection of the implementation process often uncovers institutional factors or other preexisting
conditions that either facilitated or impeded an innovation’s initial success; descriptions of these factors
will allow readers to plan for a successful implementation in their own environment.

The critical analysis should describe the authors’ approach to assessing the success of the innovation. As
mentioned, a formal analysis of outcomes-based data is unnecessary for descriptions of an innovation;
nonetheless, the authors should present any preliminary outcomes data (e.g., learner performance gains)
they have obtained either during or after the implementation. Some descriptions of innovations will not
include any data; instead, they may provide an explanation of alternative criteria (e.g., learner feedback,
peer evaluation) for measuring success. The authors may also wish to consider how the innovation can
be formally studied as the basis of future research reports.

Some innovations may lead to broad changes after successful deployment, either immediately or over a
period of time. In these circumstances, the authors should take the opportunity to reflect on how the
implementation affected the stakeholders and the institutional environment. Such reflection allows
readers to understand the potential generalizability of the authors’ innovation.

An essential component of critical evaluation and scholarly reflection is demonstrating an understanding
of how any new innovation relates to other established methods. Authors should provide appropriate
citations to published articles and reports that may be similar or relevant to the current description. An
appropriate literature review or discussion of other resources and educational approaches that have been
used previously will help establish the context for the new innovation. The authors should reflect on the
key technical or environmental features that distinguish their innovation from similar approaches.
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Assessment of the innovation’s potential impact
Although explaining the implementation and evaluation criteria for an innovation is essential, it is even
more important for the authors to report the potential impact of their innovation beyond their own uses
of it at the time of publication. Some innovations may lead to only limited changes outside of the local
environment, while others may readily facilitate widespread transformation. Impact may be considered
in terms of


potential adoption by other programs,



research studies that use the innovative methods to evaluate educational (or other) outcomes,



direct implications for improvements in practice, or



changes in health care policy.

The authors should speculate on the extent to which the described innovation may potentially change
practice.

Local impact or regional adoption of a new innovation not only supports its potential for widespread
use, but also allows insights into any preconditions needed for successful deployment in another setting.
Reporting such insights may include providing information on how others may need to use modified
approaches at different institutions with different stakeholders. It may be helpful for the authors to
consider whether the innovation would be most successfully deployed in other environments as an
incremental improvement or as the basis of a more transformative change.

Finally, the authors should address the scalability and sustainability of their innovation. They should
describe how the innovation will be or has been institutionalized locally, and they should list any
resources required for its ongoing success. Suggesting next steps for implementing the innovation on a
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broad scale (e.g., among larger groups of learners, among additional learner types, or with increased
frequency) is important, as is anticipating any necessary modifications.

Innovative approaches to problem solving in academic medicine are essential for continuing to improve
education in the health professions. Publishing scholarly descriptions of such novel ideas, tools, and
programs is an effective way to disseminate these successful ventures throughout the academic
community. Authors and reviewers can use the guidelines discussed here for evaluating (or writing)
manuscripts that describe such innovations.

Funding/Support: None reported.
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Chapter 20
Presentation and Documentation
C. Jessica Dine, MD, MSHPR, and Judy A. Shea, PhD
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Review Criteria
1. The text is well written and easy to follow.
2. The manuscript is well organized.

Issues and examples related to the criteria
Presentation refers to the clarity and effectiveness with which authors communicate their ideas. In
addition to evaluating how well the researchers have constructed their study, collected their data, and
interpreted important patterns in the information, the reviewer needs to evaluate whether the authors
have successfully communicated all these elements. Ensuring that ideas are properly presented is
another factor the reviewer must consider when assessing papers for publication. Clear, effective
communication takes different forms. This chapter will discuss several elements that the reviewer should
consider in assessing the clarity of the manuscript.
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The text is well written and easy to follow
The reviewer should be able to grasp the substance of the manuscript without having to work any harder
than necessary. Of course, some ideas are quite complex and require both intricate explanation and great
effort to comprehend, but too often, simple ideas are dressed up in complicated language without good
reason. The reviewer must both consider how well the authors have matched the level of communication
to the complexity of the substance in their presentation and ensure that even complex ideas are presented
clearly.

Poor presentation may, in fact, reflect poor content. A description of a study’s method that is
incomprehensible to the reviewer may hint at the authors’ own confusion about the elements of their
study. Jargon-filled conclusions may reflect authors’ inability to apply their data to the real world. Poor
writing and jargon do not always reflect confusion; rather, some excellent researchers are simply unable
to transfer their thoughts to paper without assistance. Sorting these latter authors from the former is a
daunting task, so the reviewer should consider and evaluate both the presentation of the study and the
elements related to methodology, analyses, and interpretation.

Notably, many international authors submit manuscripts to journals, and the reviewer might note when
the language in a report seems to indicate that English is not a first language for the authors. The
reviewer may recommend that the authors have a native English speaker review the manuscript for
usage, grammar, and vocabulary before they submit a revision.

The vocabulary is appropriate
The writing should not be complicated by inappropriate vocabulary such as excessive jargon,
inaccurately used words, undefined acronyms, or new, controversial, or evolving vocabulary. Special
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terms should be defined when they first appear in the text, and the vocabulary chosen for the study and
presentation should be used consistently. Authors should also avoid informal language (contractions,
trendy words) and trite expressions. The vocabulary should be appropriate for the audience of the
journal; authors of reports in more niche journals may use more specialized language (without
explaining terms), while the language in journals with broader audiences should be more general.

The content is complete and fully congruent
All information contained in the text should be clearly related to the topic. The sum of the sections
should allow the reader not only to understand how the findings add to the current literature but also to
be able to reproduce the study. Each section of the manuscript should be comprehensive and help
explain why the topic is important and relevant to the scientific community. Each section should relate
to the study question—by explaining the design used to seek an answer to the question, outlining the
specific methods and analyses used to garner data related to the question, exploring or interpreting new
data in light of the question, and relaying how the findings fit into the context of the broader literature.

The manuscript is well organized
Clarity is also a function of a manuscript’s organization. In addition to following a required format, such
as IMRaD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion), a manuscript’s internal organization
(sentences and paragraphs) should follow a logical progression that supports the topic. The Introduction
typically provides a review of the relevant literature (including, preferably, an explicit description of a
conceptual model) and explains the purpose of the study. The Methods section should clearly delineate
the steps the authors took to complete their study, including how they collected, analyzed, and
interpreted data (although, in general, the actual interpretation should be saved for the Discussion
section). The information (i.e., the findings) relayed in the Results section may align with the order of
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the methods presented and may be displayed through graphs or tables. Finally, the authors should
summarize and explain their findings in the Discussion/Conclusion section of their manuscript, and this
section may mirror the reporting of findings. Each section should complement, relate to, and lead
logically to the next.

The data reported are accurate (e.g., the numbers add up) and appropriate; tables and figures are
used effectively and agree with the text and the abstract
The reviewer’s task includes checking to see that the authors have presented their data accurately across
the text and abstract and in all exhibits (e.g., tables, figures, lists, charts). A reviewer should note any
contradictions or errors. In addition to simply confirming that the data are correct and corresponding
throughout, the reviewer should assess whether all the results presented are relevant and necessary to
address the proposed question(s). A reviewer may suggest removing text, tables, or figures if the
information presented is irrelevant or has already been presented in a different format.

The reviewer should be prepared to evaluate exhibits or graphic representations of information. When
well done, these present complex information succinctly, communicating ideas that would take too
many words to tell; in fact, visual displays may be the most efficient way to convey complex ideas.
Exhibits should be self-explanatory, so that the reader does not need to refer to the text to understand
them. Ideally they require only short descriptive legends or titles. Tables, lists, and figures should not
simply repeat information that is already presented in the text, nor should they introduce data that are not
accounted for elsewhere in the text. The information in exhibits should complement, never contradict,
information given in the text and abstract. The reviewer may also identify exhibits or data in exhibits
that are not necessary and, in these cases, should recommend not including these in the final manuscript.
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Importantly, the authors (and the reviewer) should be alert to any specific instructions (e.g., the number
of exhibits allowed, the use of color) about tables and figures provided by the journal.

Some journals now accept manuscripts that use only or mainly graphics to illustrate important ideas in
medical educationfor example, Academic Medicine’s Last Page column. In the August 2014 issue of
that journal, Xierali and colleagues review the current data on the diversity of the current physician
workforce within the United States, using primarily graphics to illustrate the potential impact of
increasing this diversity.1 This one-page infographic illustrates the idea that graphics can supplement
other material—or even, on their own, illustrate important concepts.

Finally, as the use of electronic formats has increased, many journals allow authors to provide
supplemental digital files to complement the text. The reviewer should access these and provide any
comments about the content and appropriateness of this material.

Reference citations are complete and accurate
The reviewer’s evaluation of the presentation of the manuscript should extend to the presentation of
references. Proper documentation ensures that the source of material cited in the manuscript is
accurately and fully acknowledged. Further, accurate documentation allows readers to quickly retrieve
the referenced material. Finally, proper documentation allows for citation analysis, a measure of, for
example, the times a published article is cited in subsequent articles. Journals describe their
documentation formats in their instructions to authors. The International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors’ (ICMJE) Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing and Publication of Scholarly
Work in Medical Journals also details suggested formats.2
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Reviewers should not concern themselves with the specific details of a reference list’s format; instead,
they should check whether the in-text citations seem to match the appropriate references noted in the
References list and whether the bibliographic information (e.g., authors’ names, title, journal, date,
volume, page number) for each reference appears accurate, complete, and current. The reviewer is not
expected to actually check each reference.

Summary
The reviewer should assess the manuscript not only on the substance of the content but also on how the
content is presented. Because ideas are necessarily communicated through words and pictures,
presentation and substance often seem to overlap. (As much as possible, the substantive aspects of the
criteria for this section are covered in other sections of this guide.)

The extent to which a reviewer must judge presentation depends on the journal. As mentioned in
Chapter 5, “Manuscript Revision and Final Editing,” some journals (e.g., Academic Medicine) employ
editors who work closely with authors to clearly shape text and tables; the reviewer, then, can
concentrate on the substance of the study. Other journals publish articles more or less as authors have
submitted them; in those cases, the reviewer’s burden is greater. The reviewer is not expected to edit the
papers, but his or her comments on the narration and exhibits may help authors address any presentation
problems before final acceptance.

Acknowledgments: The current authors would like to acknowledge Gary Penn and Ann Steinecke as
contributors to previous versions of this work.
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Review Criteria
1. Ideas and materials of other authors are correctly attributed. (There are no
instances of plagiarism.)
2. Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study is
appropriately acknowledged.
3. Any apparent conflict of interest is appropriately disclosed.
4. There is an explicit statement of ethical review and approval (e.g., by an
institutional review board [IRB]) for studies directly involving human subjects or
data about them.

The reviewer provides an essential service to editors, journals, scholars, and society by identifying
issues of ethical conduct, which apply either to editorial concerns (such as the behavior of authors) or to
the protection of human subjects (participants), that are implicit in manuscripts.1
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Editorial concerns
The following issues fit into the first major area for consideration, what may be called “editorial
concerns”: authorship, plagiarism, the falsification of data, the misrepresentation of publication status,
the deliberate omitting of pertinent results (including negative or nonconfirming findings) or of relevant
work by others, and conflicts of interest.

Issues of authorship. Issues of authorship cover whose name appears in the byline. Many journals
follow the four criteria defining “Who is an author?” put forth by the International Committee of
Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), which are
1. contributing substantially to the “conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis,
or interpretation of data for the work,”
2. composing or “revising [the work] for important intellectual content,”
3. agreeing to the final draft of the manuscript, and
4. “be[ing] accountable for all aspects of the work,” specifically its integrity and accuracy.2
Defining who is responsible for the material in the manuscript is often reflected in the explicit statement
of each author’s role that some journals require; otherwise, the authors’ roles may not be apparent to the
reviewer. (See also Chapter 17.)

Plagiarism. Plagiarism is attributing others’ words or ideas to oneself. A related editorial concern is not
correctly attributing ideas and insights—even if the authors have not explicitly or implicitly attributed
these to themselves. The reviewer may detect, and should point out to the editor in the space for
confidential comments, any specific ideas and specific words that the authors have not properly credited
to others or cited. Being familiar with the topic covered in the manuscript and the pertinent literature is
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helpful. A sudden shift in the character of the narration (in the vocabulary, tone, verb tenses, etc.) may
also signal plagiarism. While the plagiarism-detection software now used in some editorial offices may
facilitate the detection of quotations taken verbatim or almost verbatim from references, the reviewer
should still remain alert for text or ideas that may not be those of the authors.

Falsifying data. Falsifying data to make the study seem more successful, such as reporting results
inaccurately or incompletely, or even fabricating results, is hard for the reviewer to detect unless the
results strain credulity. Reviewers may be most effective at looking for inconsistencies or
contradictions, as discussed in the three chapters on presenting data (Chapters 1315).

Misrepresenting publication status. Misrepresenting publication status occurs when authors submit for
publication the same or largely the same research that they have either previously published or have
submitted to another journal.3 Duplicate publication of the same material is easier to detect when the
manuscript authors’ names are revealed to the reviewer. The reviewer cannot usually tell whether parts
of the study under review have already been published or detect when part or all of the study is also
under consideration or “in press” with another journal. Some reviewers conduct an Internet search of the
manuscript topic and/or, when authorship is not masked, of the authors themselves. A scan of the search
results may uncover prior or duplicate publication and also aid in a general review of citations. The
reviewer should mention any concerns to the editor, who then can decide how to proceed.

Dual publication of the same data set in a different journal, which may be called “self-plagiarism,” is
unethical. However, publication of the same paper in another language may be acceptable if the original
article is cited and the appropriate permissions are obtained.
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Omitting pertinent results. The deliberate removal or withholding of relevant results from a study so
as to describe them in another manuscript and, thereby, achieve multiple publications (“salami-slicing”)
is not always apparent. The reviewer should look for explicit phrasing in the Methods and Results
sections that make clear whether the authors have reported all observations obtained in the study in the
manuscript. Doing so allows the reviewer to judge whether displacement of data from the present
manuscript is actually appropriate, either due to the length of the article or due to the distinctiveness of
the questions being addressed.4,5 Notably, it is not unusual for authors to cite their own work in a
manuscript’s list of references; it is the reviewer’s responsibility to determine the extent and propriety
of these citations earlier.

Suppression of negative results. Just as the reviewer should be aware of any inadvertent omission of
relevant, similar results, he or she should be alert to authors’ conscious omission, or suppression, of
negative results. While a negative study—that is, one with conclusions that do not confirm the authors’
hypothesis—may be valuable if the research question is important and the study design rigorous,
authors may not have the confidence to include results that do not support their hypothesis or current
conventional wisdom. The reviewer should be alert to this possibility and read carefully to detect the
omission of expected data. A “negative” study may warrant publication, and the reviewer should not
quickly dismiss such a paper without full consideration of the study’s relevance and methods.6
(Notably, nowhere in this guide for reviewers is there a criterion that labels a “negative study” as
flawed because it lacks a “positive” conclusion.)

Omission of others’ work. Important and relevant research previously published by others may have
been unconsciously omitted. Authors are prone to honest omissions in their reviews of prior literature
and may have gaps in their awareness of others’ work, so omissions do not always result from a conflict
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of interest. However, authors might suppress previous research to enhance the importance of their own
work or to make it seem more innovative. The reviewer should point out missing citations and
attributions to the authors and mention any concerns to the editor.

Conflict of interest. Finally, the reviewer should be alert to several sources of conflict of interest.
Likely, the most familiar one is hoped-for material gain for the authors if the outcomes of a study lead to
a specific conclusion. In their scrutiny of methods (see Chapters 912), the reviewer should be aware of
any factors or circumstances that may interfere with the integrity of research. Financial interest in an
educational project may not be apparent, but the reviewer should look for an explicit statement
concerning financial interest when any marketable product (such as a software program or simulation
model) is either the subject of an investigation or a means of conducting the study. Such an “interest”
does not preclude publication. However, the reviewer should expect a clear statement, explaining that
there is no commercial interest or how such a conflict of interest has been handled.

In addition to material gain, conflicts of interest may include competition for funding, position, or credit.
Such a conflict may be manifested in a failure to acknowledge the prior work of others on the same
subject (as mentioned above) or even in the misrepresentation of others’ work to characterize it as
misguided, or as a fallacy to be refuted by the authors of the manuscript at hand.

The protection of human participants
The principles of human subject protection, as judged by the local institutional review boards (IRBs),
have recently been reviewed.7 The ethics of studies using human subjects (hereafter, “participants”) has
become a national issue.8 Interpretations of regulations for the protection of human participants have
expanded such that they apply to areas of research at universities and academic medical centers that had
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not received prior attention.9 For instance, a study investigating a new educational experience based on a
“clinical research” model by comparing trainees who experience the clinical model against an
appropriate control group might reveal that one of the two groups received a less valuable educational
experience. Hence, obtaining informed consent of participants, putting into place other protections (e.g.,
anonymizing and safeguarding personal data), and allowing participants to experience the other
instructional method after the formal study is over would be expected of the authors. These are often
required for approval by an IRB,10 and the reviewer should make a point to look for an explicit
statement in the manuscript that IRB approval has been obtained.

Quality improvement vs. research. Curriculum managers often collect data systematically about
student performance to judge the success of specific instructional methods. These data are collected for
quality improvement (QI), so the collection may be exempt from IRB review or some consent
requirements. However, once investigators decide to disseminate these data as scholarship, they do not
themselves have the authority to declare their work exempt from IRB review.11 Investigators may decide
to disseminate their results post hoc—that is, after the data have already been collected—and ask later
for their study to be exempt from IRB review. Seeking IRB approval retroactively may represent a form
of deceit. In health care QI, post hoc IRB approval remains an unsettled issue; however, some courts
have concluded that QI projects do, in fact, constitute research.12

Thus we recommend that investigators proactively ask IRBs to consider whether the studies described in
journal articles may be regarded as QI projects or research. The reviewer should look for a statement of
IRB review anytime a manuscript details the participation of human participants—and mention the
absence of such a statement in his or her comments.
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Recruiting learners as participants. The procedures for recruiting learners (e.g., medical students,
house officers, trainees in allied health professions) for educational research protocols deserve special
attention because educator-investigators may not be aware of their conflicts of interest.13 The
investigator who is recruiting learners or other participants for a study should not be the potential
participants’ immediate supervisor (e.g., the clerkship director who is responsible for student assessment
and grading, the department chair who performs faculty evaluations). Participants must not be at risk if
they decline to participate in a study. It is, of course, the IRB that should attend to this possibility, but
different IRBs may approach the same educational research protocol problem in different ways.14 For
example, if investigators hoped to change the curriculum and to disseminate the results of the change,
they should have approached the IRB prospectively for guidance,7 and this should be apparent to the
reviewer.

Additionally, some qualitative research methodologies, such as structured interviews, could place a
study participant at risk if unpopular opinions could be attributed to him or her. Here again, the
researcher retains the ethical and legal responsibility to protect participants and seek IRB review. We
anticipate that most health professions journals require statements about IRB approval in all research
papers.

Summary
Manuscript authors should meet standards of ethical behavior in both the processes of conducting and
publishing their research. Any field that involves human participants in investigations—particularly
fields in the health professions—should meet the ethical standards for such research, including the new
requirements for education research. The reviewer should be alert to both editorial concerns and
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protecting human participants, and should highlight any potential issues for the editor. In so doing, the
reviewer fulfills an essential function in maintaining the integrity of academic publications.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
Disclaimer: The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and do not necessarily represent those of
the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the U.S. Department of Defense, or the
federal government of the United States.
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Part 3
Chapter 22
Reviewer’s Recommendation
C. Jessica Dine, MD, MSHPR, and Judy A. Shea, PhD

C. J. Dine is assistant professor of medicine, Division of Allergy, Pulmonary, and Critical Care, and
associate program director, Internal Medicine Residency Program, Department of Medicine,
Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
J. A. Shea is professor of medicine and associate dean, Medical Education Research and Assessment,
Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Here, we discuss the reviewer’s task of summarizing the overall suitability of a manuscript for a
journal. No one formula for developing an overall judgment exists and, in the absence of a fatal
methodological flaw, arriving at a judgment means each reviewer must weigh the manuscript based on a
wide range of review criteria, including those presented in this guide. In the end, the reviewer is
expected to provide a constructive reply to the authors and a clear, consistent, and useful
recommendation to the editor (who makes the ultimate decision about whether to go forward with a
manuscript).

Part 2 of this guide presents many criteria for reviewers to use as guideposts or reminders as they
evaluate a research manuscript. For some of the criteria, the reviewer may assess the manuscript at hand
through either a dichotomous approach (e.g., yes/no, has it/does not have it) or a rating scale that
incorporates similar terms as anchor points (e.g., 1 = explains clearly and thoroughly, 5 = does not
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include). Using the criteria is somewhat akin to scoring a test and marking each item “right” or “wrong,”
or assigning “partial credit” or “not answered.”

Once the evaluation phase is done, the task that remains is to use the responses to the criteria to make a
recommendation for or against publication of the manuscript. Making this recommendation is also
similar to scoring a test—only in this task, instead of comparing the score against a rubric, the reviewer
is setting the standard, deciding how much is enough. Did the authors meet enough of the criteria, or the
right criteria, to lead to a recommendation either to publish or to ask for revisions? Or, conversely, did
the work contain certain flaws or show an accumulation of shortcomings that collectively mandate a
recommendation to reject?

Aspects of the overall recommendation to the editor
At least two features of the reviewer’s overall recommendation deserve explicit attention: it is a
suggested or proposed decision, and it is a judgment. Chapter 4, “Publication Decision,” describes
processes used by the editor for making the final decision. The main point is that the reviewer’s
recommendation is just that: a recommendation. The final decision belongs to the editor. The reviewer’s
recommendation may not be followed. (Notably, when the editor’s decision is contrary to the reviewer’s
recommendation, it seldom means that the reviewer’s assessment was poor.)

The editor almost always wants a clear, reasoned recommendation from the reviewers—and a
recommendation requires a judgment.
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Deciding on a recommendation
Reviewers are invited to review a manuscript on the basis of their expertise and prior work (see Chapter
2). They are expected to know enough to address the criteria (or to seek outside help for technical
issues) and then to meld all their thoughts together into an overall recommendation. Determining the
recommendation is not as easy as counting the favorable and unfavorable marks on the list of criteria
and deciding whether the count (i.e., score) is high enough for a “publish” recommendation. Almost
never door shouldall items count equally. Compiling a list of minor and major flaws, along with a
list of possible fixes, may help the reviewer determine whether any particular flaw is amenable to
revisions and whether the manuscript warrants publication. However, in general, a research report
represents a noncompensatory system—that is, a series of strengths cannot offset a fatal flaw or a series
of important shortcomings.

For example, a new and highly creative way to assess medical students’ clinical skills should have a
very strong Methods section so that the reviewer can glean a good understanding of what the authors
did. The reviewer cannot ignore other parts of the manuscript, but he or she might not weigh these
(either implicitly or explicitly) so heavily. On the other hand, a technical manuscript that focuses on
modeling the decision-making processes of residents and novices who are facing new versus familiar
tasks would likely need very strong Introduction and Data-Analysis sections. How a reviewer puts all
the pieces together and makes a final judgment is a very individual process.

A recommendation to accept the manuscript
A recommendation to “accept as is” is relatively rare but does happen—it is the logical outcome when
the reviewer gives high ratings on most or all the review criteria. A reviewer’s job is not to be unduly
critical, and when an excellent manuscript is spotted, the reviewer should mark it accordingly and point
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out to the editor the strong features that make it so appealing. Reviewers should not restrict themselves
to negative comments!

A recommendation to seek revisions
When the decision is not so clear, a list of minor and major flaws can be quite helpful. Typically, the
balance of the scores on the criteria should roughly align with the final recommendation. It is not helpful
to the editor when the majority of the criteria are marked high and the recommendation is not to publish.
As mentioned, many journals give reviewers the option of writing confidential comments to the editor
that will not be shared with the authors. These comments are where the reviewer should explain the lack
of congruency between criteria scores and the recommendation. The opposite scenario is probably more
common: a reviewer provides a low rating for many criteria, provides well-grounded constructive
criticism, and then recommends publishing or asking for revisions.

It appears to be very difficult for a reviewer to actually recommend “reject.” This reluctance is
understandable from the perspective of the reviewer, who is likely to have received his or her own share
of reject letters and may be quite familiar with the angst such letters cause. But the primary commitment
of the reviewer is to help the editor (and, by extension, the reader and the literature). Often, the
recommendation itself is not passed on to the authors. Even when it is, if the recommendation aligns
with the individual marks about the manuscript, the authors may be better able to understand the
recommendation.

A middle ground of recommending revisions is certainly appropriate for many manuscripts, but the
reviewer must use this recommendation cautiously—it should not be used to soften or postpone what
will almost certainly be a final rejection decision. A ‘‘revise’’ recommendation is most helpful to the
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editor and to the authors when it is accompanied by explicit comments about what needs to be addressed
to improve the manuscript based on the existing methods and data. In other words, it usually is not
realistic to ask the authors to change what has already occurred during the study phase. Manuscripts can
be rewritten for clarity, different analyses can be done, more details on methods can be given,
conclusions and interpretations can be amplified or reduced, and the authors can be directed to previous
literature that was omitted. But, in general, the authors—and reviewers—need to work with what is
there.

A recommendation to reject the manuscript
Occasionally, a manuscript will have a fatal flaw. When this happens, the recommendation is easy. But
fatal flaws do not happen often; usually, the reviewer will, as discussed, have to weigh the flaws against
the strengths.

If, after careful consideration, the reviewer is convinced that major weaknesses cannot be fixed, (e.g.,
using an uncommon, nongeneralizable experimental case), then a reject recommendation is in order.
Aside from the presence of readily apparent fatal flaws, or even multiple nonfatal flaws, there are many
reasons to make a reject recommendation. For example, a study might be very well designed, executed,
and described but fail to add anything to the existing literature. Or it might be inappropriate (or not
interesting) to the journal’s readership. A rejection is also appropriate when there is something wrong
with the manuscript (e.g., the study objectives and the study methods do not align; the results do not
match the conclusion; the authors have systematically ignored disconfirming literature; the outcomes
seem too perfect given the design, methodology, analyses, and limitations).
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Confidential comments
The reviewer needs to be clear about which of his or her comments may be passed on to the authors. As
noted, many journals give reviewers the option of writing confidential comments to the editor. It is an
option, not a requirement. If the reviewer has summarized the major positive and negative issues in a
manuscript, there may not be a need to write anything else. Occasionally, however, the reviewer will
have remaining comments or insights that he or she does not wish to share with the authors. As with
other communications to the editor, comments are most helpful when they are clear and explicit. Ideally,
these confidential comments expand on or complement points already made to the authors so that the
editor is not left with a review in which the comments to the authors do not match the recommendation.

Summary
In the end, the recommendation requires a judgment with which the reviewer is comfortable. It is a
judgment, but it is not capricious. It requires the integration of many evaluations and reflections;
intuition and gestalt are both valid parts of the formula. Reviewing becomes easier with experience, but
it is rarely straightforward. If a reviewer goes into the process with the understanding that the goal is to
be helpful to the editor and fair to the authors without being unduly critical, she or he will be poised to
succeed.

Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Part 4
Chapter 23
Reviewer’s Etiquette
Elizabeth S. Karlin, MA
E.S. Karlin is staff editor, Academic Medicine, Association of American Medical Colleges,
Washington, D.C.

The reviewer’s assigned task is to assess the quality of the manuscriptfrom the title to the
referencesbut reviewing goes beyond recommending additional analyses, expanding the discussion, or
suggesting new references. The reviewer has an obligation to the editor and to the authors to fulfill his or
her duties in an ethical, respectful, and timely manner. Reviewing scientific research before it is
available to the public is both a service and a privilege.1 Some argue that scholars in a particular field
have a duty to contribute to that field however they are able; one such contribution is providing critical
assessments of new research. Reviewing requires those who undertake the task to uphold confidentiality
and follow the procedures set forth by the journal, but it also affords them an opportunity: to shape
science and to gain insight into the latest research.

Confidentiality, plagiarism, and intellectual property
The reviewer must recognize that the works submitted to journals are under embargo. They should
maintain the strictest confidence about the research they are reviewing. They should not contact the
authors of the work.1 They should not share—with colleagues, students, patients, family, or others—the
manuscript itself, data or information from the manuscript, or even the fact that the manuscript exists.1
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There are rare exceptions to this rule: a more senior reviewer may want to mentor a colleague who is
new to reviewing, or—vice versa—a junior faculty may want a colleague’s expertise on reviewing or on
a topic. In such cases, the reviewer must contact the editorial office and seek formal permission. The
reviewer who originally received the invitation should work with the additional reviewer and approve
the review submitted to the editorial office.

The reviewer should not retain, copy, or in any way disseminate manuscripts he or she has reviewed or
is reviewing. He or she must respect the intellectual property of the authors and the embargo of the
journal and must never plagiarize the language of the manuscript or in any way use any information
gleaned from it in advance of its publication.

Accepting an invitation to review
The invited reviewer should review all the information in an invitation thoroughly and accept or decline
it within two or three business days. Most reviewer invitations include the title and abstract of the
manuscript to be reviewed; some also include the byline. Reviewers should read each of these carefully
to make sure they have the expertise (methodological or subject matter, or both) to review the content
well and to make sure they do not have a conflict of interest (i.e., that they do not know the authors or
the work personally; see below). Most invitations also include a deadline. Reviewers should look at the
deadline and their calendars before agreeing to review. They should respond to invitations honestly. The
editor would much prefer to spend time finding another appropriate reviewer early in the review process
than to find out weeks after a reviewer has accepted an invitation that the he or she does not have
enough time or expertise to complete the review, after all.
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Of course, once a reviewer has accepted an invitation to review, an unexpected conflict, emergency, or
additional obligation may arise. The reviewer should simply alert the editorial office as soon as possible
if this happens. If the reviewer cannot accept an invitation or complete a review, providing another
potential name to the editorial office and explaining that he or she remains willing to review in the future
are appreciated.

The content of the review
Most journals offer reviewers the opportunity to provide comments for the authors as well as
confidential comments for the editorial office. The reviewer should aim to give the authors and the
editor substantive feedback. If the reviewer recommends revisions, he or she should offer clear, specific,
actionable guidelines for improving the work or a specific aspect of it (e.g., the methodology, literature
review, or discussion). Line-item or sentence-level edits are far less helpful, especially if the authors
eventually decide to substantially rewrite or delete the sentences involved.

In general, the majority of the comments should be written for the authors. Comments will help the
editor make decisions and may sometimes help the authors understand those decisions. Confidential
comments to the editor should never be contrary to the comments for the authors, but they provide an
opportunity for the reviewer to share concerns privately, offer informal impressions, elaborate on a
recommendation to publish or not to publish, remark on the appropriateness of the manuscript for the
journal, and disclose personal biases (see below).

Many journals offer reviewers an opportunity to recommend a decision to reject a manuscript,
reconsider it after revisions, or accept it in its current form. Typically, the reviewer is asked to indicate
their recommendation separately from their comments to the authors in case it differs from the final
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publication decision, which is strictly the purview of the editor. A reviewer should not explicitly state
his or her views about whether a manuscript should be rejected, reconsidered after revisions, or accepted
in the comments to the authors; these comments can be made, as mentioned, in the confidential
comments to the editor.

If the reviewer recommends a rejection of the report, the reviewer should focus his or her comments to
the authors on clearly, and respectfully, explaining what aspects of the manuscript were most
troublesome or irreparable. Why is the reviewer not in favor of publishing the manuscript as is, or in
favor of giving the authors a chance to revise? The reviewer should consider providing commendations
for the authors as well: What aspects of the work could the authors use in a new or revamped study?
Where should the authors go from here?

If the reviewer is recommending a full accept and not recommending any changes, he or she should,
again, explain why. What is important or new about the authors’ work? What should readers or the
editor gain from it? What about the work makes it so important, so high-quality, so worthy of
publication?

The reviewer should remember—even when he or she feels that the manuscript does not add to the
literature, the methods are flawed, or the project is derivative—that an author or group of authors has
invested substantial time, effort, and, often, heart into the project. The tone and vocabulary of the review
should be academic and—while not necessarily extremely formal or staid—certainly collegiate and
courteous. The purpose of the review is to improve the work at hand, the content of the journal, and the
literature and science overall, never to embarrass or assail authors or their work. As a general rule, the
reviewer should record only comments for the authors in the same tone and vocabulary he or she would
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use in a face-to-face conversation with a colleague.1 Some journals require the reviewer to sign his or
her review in part to reduce the chances of conveying inappropriate tone and vocabulary to the authors.

The reviewer should never misrepresent the authors’ work to the editorial office.1 For example, if the
authors’ outcomes or conclusions contradict the findings or opinions of the reviewer, the reviewer
should not denigrate the manuscript to keep the findings from being published.

Conflict of interest and bias
Conflicts of interest arise from professional and personal affiliations. Minimally, reviewers must
disclose conflicts of interest to the editor (this is an excellent use of the confidential comments-to-theeditor box) and, in many cases, must recuse themselves from reviewing. Reviewers should decline an
invitation to review if they


work in the same institution as any of the authors,



are family or personal friends of the authors,



have been involved in some aspect of the work covered in the manuscript,



are in some way competing with the authors (for a publication, promotion, position, or funding),
or



have conflicting financial or legal relationships (e.g., with industry, consultancies, stock
ownership, honoraria, expert testimony).1

As a general rule, if a reviewer is in doubt about a potential conflict, he or she should decline the
invitation to review or should seek guidance from the editorial staff.
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Reviewers should disclose personal biases they have for or against the authors’ work, theories, cited
literature, analyses, or methodology. If the reviewer thinks it will not be possible to provide a fair review
based solely on the merit of the research, he or she should decline the invitation. Reviewers should be
aware of subtle biases they may have for or against the authors’ institution or nation,2 for positive or
affirming (as opposed to negative) findings,3 or for impressive names and institutions. Reviewers should
never use their reviews as a medium for espousing their own beliefs, theories, published works, or
agenda.1

Acknowledgments: The author of this chapter is indebted to the authors who wrote the parallel chapter
in the 2001 first edition. Their ideas remain relevant, and their words are hard to improve upon.
Funding/Support: None reported.
Other disclosures: None reported.
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Afterword
Peer Review Now and in 2030?
Jan D. Carline, PhD, and Steven J. Durning, MD, PhD

J. D. Carline is professor, Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education, Departments of Family
Medicine and Pharmacy, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

S. J. Durning is professor, Medicine and Pathology, Department of Medicine, Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland.

The basic criteria and procedures in this updated guide essentially follow the thrust of the previous
edition; they represent guidelines for providing fair and high-quality reviews of research manuscripts in
the growing community of scholars in the health professions. Through a series of conversations with
many of the authors and with members of the “Review Criteria for Research Manuscripts” task force,
we have simplified and shortened the list of specific criteria; yet, in many ways, the task of reviewing
has actually increased in complexity. For example, specific research methods in health professions
education have expanded in scope, some methodologies have changed, new methodologies have
emerged, and the variety of topics covered in the field has increased since the original publication of
these criteria in 2001.

The demands for publication have also increased with the burgeoning of health professions faculty in
medical and allied health schools, residency programs, and hospitals. The sheer number of faculty has
grown, but so has the diversity of skills and expertise. Further, new venues (e.g., on-line-only journals)
and new types of reports (e.g., of innovations, of quality-improvement initiatives) have made new types
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of publications possible. Despite changes and improvements in research methods, and in the face of the
diversification of the avenues for publication, the reviewer still faces the basic task of assessing the
quality, relevance, and value of manuscripts.

The explicit criteria for review of manuscripts in this guide convey the same message to authors,
reviewers, and publishers; these are the standards, the backbone, upon which a submission will be
judged. All parties are informed of the expectations, and all parties should anticipate that any review will
be based on these shared criteria. Of course, the extent to which any manuscript reaches or exceeds these
accepted standards may be debated among these parties within and across journals, and the final
decision to publish a report likely rests on other factors beyond these criteria (including suitability for
the journal or timeliness of the work). Still, meeting the criteria herein remains essential, the basis on
which any decision should depend.

What will be the status of reviewing in 2030? We suspect that a third edition will be needed by then (if
not earlier). That edition will likely have to address challenges such as peer review following publication
(e.g., crowd sourcing), global relevance (journals with wider audiences, publication in multiple
languages), and work that increasingly builds on a conceptual and theoretical base. The third edition,
like this one, will have to cover more numerous (and more refined) methods, and it will have to be
relevant to new members entering our community with more diverse skill sets and areas of expertise.
Importantly, we believe, the need for such criteria and for peer review will be just as relevant in 15 years
as it is today and was in 2001.

As with the first edition, we hope the community will use this one to help train and support new peer
reviewers. New reviewers are continuously needed not only to assess the increasing number of
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submissions to scholarly journals, but also to help evaluate the innovative techniques and new issues that
scholars are exploring. As we developed this new edition of the “Review Criteria for Research
Manuscripts,” we explicitly sought to pair authors of the 2001 edition with faculty who are emerging as
experts. If this work succeeds in providing a set of commonly understood criteria that can be shared with
all reviewers, including those who are just beginning their careers, it will have been a successful effort.

As Georges Bordage stated in the conclusion to the first edition of this guide,1 these criteria have not
been “cast in stone”; rather, they are living, they change as our community also changes. This second
edition of the criteria, revised for 2015, is not identical to the first, and there will be modifications to the
criteria in the future as the state of scholarship and publication evolves. As research evolves, so will the
criteria by which it is judged.
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